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ABSTRACT

Protein adsorption to solid material surfaces is a complex phenomenon and
various factors play a role in controlling these processes.

Inherent limitations to

understand these biological interactions using experimental approaches alone have led
to the possibility of exploring these systems using computational molecular simulation
methodologies. Before confidence can be placed on these computational protocols,
however, rigorous validation of the applicability of these methods to accurately
represent protein adsorption processes is needed. In this research, we evaluated the
use of all-atom empirical force field (FF) based simulations using the CHARMM
simulation program and FF for the study of peptide adsorption processes to a broad
range of functionalized alkanethiol self-assembled monolayer (SAM) surfaces.
Substantial deviations in adsorption free energy compared to experimental results were
observed for hydrophobic and positively charged surface chemistries. These deviations
were attributed to the combination of the under-prediction of the strength of non-polar
peptide-surface interactions and the over-prediction of the strength of surface
hydration under these interfacial conditions.
In order to address the identified problems in peptide adsorption behavior, the
CHARMM program was extensively modified to incorporate the use of a Dual FF in a

ii

single simulation to control interfacial and non-interfacial interactions independently.
Parameterization of an interfacial FF was performed to correct the imbalance found in
predicting the free energy of peptide adsorption based on comparisons with
experimentally measured values, thereby creating an interfacial force field that more
accurately represents protein-surface interactions.
Simulations performed using the Dual FF program enabled the molecular
conditions that occur in an adsorption process to be more accurately represented
compared to a simulation that uses a single FF parameter set to control the entire
simulation.

The developed Dual FF program can now be used to complement

experimental studies for the investigation of protein-surface interactions, which should
be useful for designing surfaces to proactively control protein adsorption behavior.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

The success of a material in biomedical applications depends on the ability to
appropriately integrate into its respective in vivo environment, without inducing an
unacceptable level of adverse reactions. Protein adsorption plays a central role in
determining the biocompatibility of these materials, with the conformation and
orientation of the adsorbed proteins determining the bioactive state of the surface that
is exposed to the biological environment. Despite many research initiatives over the
past few decades to study the protein-surface interactions, a complete understanding of
protein adsorption at the molecular level still remains elusive. Given the complexity of
the processes involved, new approaches to aid this understanding are still needed.
Recent advancements in computational science and algorithm development
have enabled the use of molecular dynamics (MD) simulation as a unique tool to explore
these interfacial phenomena. MD simulations employ a potential energy function
(referred to as a force field) to control various interactions in complex bio-molecular
systems. Protein force fields (eg., CHARMM, AMBER) have been developed for
predicting the conformational behavior of proteins in aqueous solution. These types of
force fields have also been widely applied for the simulation of protein adsorption
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behavior. However, because they were not developed for this type of application, they
cannot be assumed to accurately represent these types of processes.
The main objective of this research was to evaluate the accuracy of the
CHARMM force field for predicting protein-surface interactions and to develop an
interfacial force field to correct identified problems in the simulated adsorption
behavior. This was achieved by comparing the free energy of peptide adsorption
calculated from simulations with experimental values1 and adjusting force field
parameters until satisfactory agreement was achieved. Based on the results of these
studies, modifications to the CHARMM program were implemented to enable the
conventional CHARMM force field to be used to model the behavior of the solution
phase and solid phase of the molecular system while using the interfacial force field to
independently control interactions between the solid and solution phases.

This

modified CHARMM program with the interfacial force field, which we call dual force
field (Dual-FF) CHARMM, represents the first molecular simulation program that has
been specifically designed for the accurate simulation of protein adsorption behavior.

Dissertation Outline:
Chapter 2 of this dissertation presents the general background for this research,
focusing on protein adsorption and its relevance to biomaterial research.

An

introduction to computational molecular simulation methods and its application
towards studying protein adsorption is also discussed. Chapter 3 outlines the specific

2

aims considered for the project, which were mainly to develop methods to accurately
model peptide adsorption processes and to develop and validate an interfacial force
field to accurately represent peptide adsorption behavior. Chapter 4 presents a study
that was conducted to evaluate the ability of the CHARMM force field to accurately
predict peptide adsorption behavior, which documents that this force field substantially
underestimates peptide adsorption affinity to hydrophobic and positively charged
amine-functionalized surfaces. Chapter 5 addresses the effect of pressure on the
simulation of peptide adsorption behavior, the problems of accurately determining
solution pressure in interfacial systems with constrained atoms, and proposes methods
to correctly adjust solution pressure for liquid-solid interfacial systems. Chapter 6
introduces the concept of implementing a dual force field approach for the simulation of
peptide adsorption behavior. It then details the approach taken to parameterize an
interfacial force field to correct the problems identified in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 7
presents conclusions and directions for future research. Appendices are provided at the
end of this dissertation, which presents additional methods and data related to the
peptide adsorption simulations that were performed in this research, along with scripts
written to perform the simulations and analyze the resulting data.
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CHAPTER TWO
BACKGROUND

2.1 Protein Surface interaction
Biomaterials have been extensively used in implants and tissue engineering to
serve as matrices to guide tissue regeneration. Biocompatibility is defined as a property
that allows functioning of these biomaterials in their intended application without
inducing an unacceptable degree of adverse reactions.2 The success of a biomaterial in
these applications thus depends on the ability of the biomaterial to appropriately
integrate into their respective in vivo environment, and to induce an appropriate host
response for a specific application.

The initial host-response includes protein

adsorption, cellular interactions with the adsorbed protein layer, and inflammatory
reactions that take place at the biomaterial interface.
Protein adsorption on a biomaterial surface occurs within seconds of
implantation.3,

4

The rapidity of this process means that the cells arriving at the

biomaterial surface interact with the adsorbed protein layer rather than directly with
the material itself. Thus the initial layer of adsorbed proteins on a biomaterials surface
plays a key role in how the body responds to an implanted biomaterial. Even if the
surface of a biomaterial is not bioactive itself, bioactivity is provided by the types of
proteins adsorbed on the biomaterial surface and the bioactive state of these adsorbed
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proteins.

Currently, protein adsorption behavior remains a poorly understood

phenomenon and a significant hindrance to the development of truly biocompatible
devices. The structure of the protein is closely connected to its function, therefore
protein adsorption and surface-induced conformational changes in the adsorbed
proteins are important issues related to the biocompatibility of materials and have been
subject of many studies.
Understanding protein-surface interactions is equally important for a host of
various other industrial problems, such as protein purification and chromatography 5,
biosensors, micro array and drug delivery systems,6 to name a few. Controlling protein
adsorption to the underlying surface poses a big challenge in these fields. Various
experimental methods have been designed to understand the nature and extent of
protein adsorption based on principles of physics.

For example, experimental

techniques like surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy can be used to quantify
the mass of proteins adsorbed7 and techniques like circular dichromism can detect
changes in secondary structures of protein when adsorbed to a surface.8

2.1.1 Blood-Biomaterial interaction
Blood is mainly composed of water, ions, proteins (e.g., albumin, fibrinogen,
globulins), and cells (platelets, leukocytes, and erythrocytes). All these components play
a vital role in maintaining a physiological balance in the system.9 Once an implant is
placed in the body in contact with blood, proteins rapidly adsorb on the implant
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surface.10 Because of this, the bioactive state of the surface and the subsequent cellular
responses to the surface are largely determined by the types of proteins adsorbed and
their orientation and conformation on the surface.

This understanding has been

reinforced by recent studies that have shown that the conformation of the adsorbed
proteins plays a more significant role in determining platelet adhesion response than
the actual total amount of protein adsorbed on the surface.11,12
Activation of platelets in contact with artificial surfaces is a key event in the
thromboembolic complications of prosthetic devices that are used in cardiovascular
applications.13 Platelets are the first cells that adhere to the layer of adsorbed proteins
on an implant surface that comes in contact with blood plasma.13 This interaction is
mediated by bioactive sites present in the adsorbed proteins and receptors on the
platelet surface, leading to their activation. In particular, fibrinogen is a plasma protein
that plays a significant role in platelet-biomaterial interactions.14 Platelets do not
strongly bind to native fibrinogen in solution, but when the fibrinogen is adsorbed on
the surface, platelets are somehow able to strongly adhere to them and become
activated, possibly due to specific changes in fibrinogen structure upon binding to the
surface. There are at least three recognized sites for platelet receptor binding to
fibrinogen, two of them are RGD amino acids containing sequences in -chain and the
other is a non-RGD sequence located at the C-terminus of the γ chain.15
Once activated, platelets initiate changes in their shape, releasing granular
contents and tend to aggregate irreversibly.14 These changes are collectively termed as
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surface-induced platelet activation. The platelet activation process is influenced by a
combination of factors including surface roughness, surface charge, wettability, surface
tension, and flow conditions16, all of which can be understood to influence the bioactive
state of the adsorbed protein layer that forms on the biomaterial surface.
2.1.1a Vroman Effect
Experimental studies have shown that when mixtures of proteins present in a
solution are exposed to a surface, the adsorption of the proteins is the result of the
competition between the concentration, mobility, and the affinity of the protein
towards the surface.

For example, when blood plasma solution is exposed to

polystyrene surface, the initial adsorption on the surface is dominated by albumin,
which is an abundant smaller protein, and is later partially replaced by larger proteins
such as immunoglobin-G and fibrinogen. This sequential adsorption, with one protein
displacing another on the surface, is called the Vroman effect.17

2.1.2 Self Assembled Monolayers:
Alkanethiol self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on gold have been widely used as
model surfaces to study the effect of surface chemistry on protein adsorption. 18,
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SAMs are highly ordered two-dimensional arrays that form spontaneously by
chemisorption on the surfaces of appropriate solid substrates. The formation of SAMs
represents a good example of molecular self-assembly, in which molecules organize
themselves into stable well-defined structures by non-covalent forces.20,
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The

spontaneity of forming an ordered monolayer is driven by thermodynamically favored
segregation of molecules to the phase boundary between the solid substrate and the
solution.
The principal requirement for forming a SAM is that the organic molecules bear a
highly reactive end group towards the surface atoms of the solid substrate. In addition,
the organic molecules have to be long enough to ensure a sufficiently strong van der
Waals interaction among the chains to promote self-assembly into an organized dense
layer. One of the most widely used class of SAM surfaces is formed by using
alkanethiols, which possess a thiol group on one end of an alkane chain for
chemisorption on gold, with the other end terminated by a functional group to form the
desired type of surface chemistry. To form a SAM on a gold (111) surface using
alkanethiols, a clean film of gold on a quartz substrate with an intervening chromium
adhesion layer is immersed into an alkanethiol solution. The sulfur moiety of the
alkanethiol binds to the gold (111) surface, forming an ordered 2D layer of SAM (see
Figure 2-1).
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Figure 2-1 2-D representation of a self-assembled monolayer of alkanethiol on gold.22 (used
with permission)

SAM formation provides an easy route towards creating different surface chemistry by
using suitable functional end-groups like –CH3, –OH, –COOH, –NH2 on the organic
hydrocarbon chain. These SAMs of alkanethiols on gold are stable in various aqueous
and organic solvents, and hence exhibit suitable model systems for investigating the
mechanisms of protein adsorption.21 A wide variety of terminal functional groups have
been explored in the quest for moieties which influence protein adsorption and platelet
adhesion in an effort to influence a biomaterial’s biocompatibility.23

2.1.3 Protein adsorption studies on SAM surfaces
The influence of surface chemistry on protein adsorption and cell attachment
Tegoulia et al.24 found that fibrinogen

has been confirmed by various studies.
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adsorption and polymorphonuclear (PMN) leukocyte cell attachment was higher on CH3
and COOH-terminated SAMs compared to OH, EG3 (ethylene glycol) and PC (phosphoryl
choline) terminated SAMs.

They also showed that surfaces pre-adsorbed with

fibrinogen can mask surface properties and minimize non-specific adsorption of PMN
cells on the surface. In a similar study, it was shown that low deposition of plasma
proteins were found on a hydrophilic (e.g., OH-functionalized) SAM surface compared to
a hydrophobic (e.g., CH3-functionalized) SAM.25 A recent study by Rodrigues et al.26
using SAMs containing different ratios of CH3 and OH-terminated alkanethiols on gold
showed a linear decrease in the amount of fibrinogen adsorbed with increasing
hydrophilicity (i.e., increase in percentage of hydroxyl groups on the surface). These
experiment and others do point that surface chemistry is one of the primary factors
responsible for protein adsorption and subsequent cell attachment.
Experiments with oligo-ethylene glycol ((-O-CH2CH2)n-OH; with n being the
degree of polymerization) [OEG]-terminated SAMs on a gold (111) substrate have also
been shown to exhibit very low protein adsorption.20 It has been shown that the
protein adsorption resistance of OEG-SAM surfaces with either hydroxyl or methoxy end
groups requires that the degree of polymerization of the OEG chains to be two or more,
and suggested that the chains be sufficiently spaced to enable water penetration
around the OEG groups. Hence, the conformational flexibility and the internal and
external hydration of ethylene glycol make the surface resistant to protein adsorption.
SAMs terminated with -(EG)3OH and –(EG)6OH end-groups were found to best resist the
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adsorption of proteins20 compared to methoxy-group terminated OEG.

Although

Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is useful in rendering surfaces highly resistant to the
adsorption of proteins and to the adhesion of platelets and other cells,27,

28

it has

disadvantages in some applications. PEG is a polyether that autoxidizes relatively
rapidly, especially in the presence of oxygen and transition metal ions (most
biochemically relevant solutions contain transition metal ions in vivo), with the terminal
hydroxyl groups of PEG being oxidized enzymatically to aldehydes and acids. 29,
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Eventually, protein does tend adsorb on these types of surfaces, thus allowing cells to
attach. Because of these reactions, PEG surfaces are not suitable in applications
requiring the permanent patterning of cells31.
In a quest to understand the non-fouling behavior, Ostuni et al.23,

32

studied

protein adsorption on 48 different types of functional groups. The surfaces were
created as mixed SAMs of 1:1 ratio of carboxyl groups and attached functional groups to
the carboxylate moiety. On the basis of their SPR experiments they stated that protein
resistance offered by the evaluated functional group has the following properties: (i)
they were hydrophilic; (ii) they contained groups that were hydrogen-bond acceptors
(iii) but not hydrogen-bond donors; (iv) and were overall electrically neutral. They
concluded that the key factor in understanding the protein adsorption is the behavior of
water interaction with the surface. Whiteside et al.33 also reported similar findings on
monolayers presenting tri-propylene sulfoxide groups, with these groups exhibiting
protein adsorption resistance. They reported that the selection of this functional moiety
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was based on the conformational flexibility of the molecule, the presence of hydrogenbond acceptor but not hydrogen-bond donor, and the high water solubility. Although
this molecule exhibited resistance to protein adsorption, it was not found to be stable
over time. In an another study, Luk et al.31 investigated the adsorption behavior of
surfaces functionalized with mannitol groups and found that this surface also prevents
the adsorption of proteins and the attachment of cells. This was in contrast with the
observation made on mannitol-carboxyl 1:1 mix SAM by Ostuni et al.32, which showed
protein adsorption, although one can account for these different results by the fact that
Luk et al., used homogeneous SAM surfaces compared to the mixed surface chemistry
used in the case of Ostuni’s experiments. Luk et al. showed that mannitol-based SAMs,
which possess both hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor groups, were able to maintain
their non-fouling behavior longer than the PEG-based SAMs. These studies showed that
the requirement that protein-resistant functional group be a hydrogen donor or
acceptor rather depends on some additional factor such as chain-packing density and
the chain flexibility.

2.1.3a Determination of the free energy of peptide adsorption using SPR
To understand the molecular mechanism involved in protein surface interaction,
Yang and Latour1, 34 developed a method to calculate the free energy of adsorption of a
host-guest peptide over SAM surfaces using SPR spectroscopy. They proposed to use
chemical potential model to extract the free energy of adsorption, with the requirement
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that this model fits only for reversible adsorption of peptide SAM interactions. The
model is based on the thermodynamic principle that the chemical potential of a peptide
in its adsorbed state must be equal to the chemical potential of the peptide in bulk
solution at equilibrium. They used nine different SAM surfaces and 12 different peptides
with the following host-guest peptide sequence, TGTG-X-GTGT, where T and G are
threonine and glycine and X is a guest amino acid (Leu, Phe, Val, Ala, Trp, Thr, Gly, Ser,
Asn, Lys or Asp).

During their experiments, the SPR signal was recorded for the

interactions of various peptide solution concentrations over each SAM surface, with the
resulting adsorption data used for fitting the following equation:

(2-1)

where, q is the excess amount of peptide adsorbed per unit area, Cb is the concentration
of the peptide in bulk solution, m is the proportionality constant between the bulk-shift
response and Cb, Co is the standard state concentration of the peptide in solution, K is
the effective equilibrium constant, and Q is the amount of peptide adsorbed at the
surface saturation. Q, K and m were calculated by fitting Equation 2-1 to the raw SPR
data. An example of SPR data vs. solution concentration results from their studies is
shown below in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2 Adsorption isotherms for TGTG-X-GTGT on the –OH and –CH3 SAM.

34

(A).

X=D, (B) X=V, (C) X=T. The curves represent the best fit of Equation 2-1 to the data
points. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval (CI); (n=6 for each data point)

Based on these data, the Gibbs free energy of adsorption (ΔGads) at 298 K was calculated
using Equation 2-2.
(2-2)

where δ is the thickness of the adsorbed layer, which is assumed to be the average
diameter of the peptide with the peptide being considered as a spherical molecule. The
table below (Table 2-1) summarizes the free energy of adsorption values calculated on
reversible systems from this study. The peptide-surface systems for which reversibility
could not be determined were excluded from the calculation of the free energy and
marked (*) in the table.
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Table 2-1: Values of

(kcal/mol) for peptide-SAM combinations.1 Data given as
mean (95% CI).

The results generated from their studies provide a benchmark data set that can be used
to compare the free energy of adsorption calculated using molecular dynamics
simulations utilizing a selected force field (e.g., the CHARMM22 force-field35, 36), with
subsequent comparisons then being able to be made to assess the accuracy of the
force-field to represent this type of molecular behavior.
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Figure 2-3 Correlation plot between

and cosine of contact angle of SAM1

Yang and Latour1 found that the free energy of adsorption was linearly correlated with
the cosine of the water contact angle of the SAM surface, as illustrated in Figure 2-3, for
non-charged surfaces, with the strength of adsorption thus increasing with increasing
surface hydrophobicity. The charged surfaces were found to exhibit additional
contributions to adsorption free energy over and above that represented by the contact
angle relationship.

2.2 Introduction to Molecular Simulation
With the advancements made in the field of computers and algorithms, it is now
possible to simulate biological systems using molecular simulation methods. These
methods can be classified into three different categories based on the degree of
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molecular detail and the manner in which potential energy is calculated. They are:
united-atom (or coarse-grained) methods, all-atom empirical force-field methods, and
quantum mechanical (QM) methods.
United-residue or united-atom models37 are generally employed in which
individual amino acids or other defined chemical entities are represented as the basic
particles of the system. In general, these models are suitable for the treatment of
systems of large molecules and for prolonged processes. Nevertheless these models
tend to overly simplify the molecular features of the system, such as the local details
that control the adsorption of proteins on surfaces, which can substantially reduce the
accuracy of the results. In an all-atom empirical force field simulation, individual atoms
are treated as the basic particles in the system with solvent molecules represented
either as a continuous dielectric medium or as explicitly represented water molecules.
This method has been utilized in various molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo
simulations to study protein adsorption behavior. Simulations performed to date with
this method have generally used standard classical force-field models.

In QM

methods,38 approximations to Schrödinger’s equation are used to calculate the
properties of a molecular system using electrons as the fundamental particles under
consideration.

These calculations are highly accurate but computationally very

expensive, with the more complex methods not being able to handle more than a few
tens of atoms. They are widely used to develop parameters for all-atom empirical forcefield methods.
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We consider the all-atom empirical force field simulation method to be the one
most appropriate for the simulation of protein adsorption processes because it
combines the level of discretization needed to accurately represent the types of
interactions that govern protein adsorption behavior (i.e., the interaction between the
functional groups of the adsorbing protein, adsorbent surface, and solvent), while
providing a level of computational efficiency that is sufficient to handle the size of
system that must be simulated to represent these types of interactions.

2.2.1 Molecular Dynamics
The all-atom MD simulation method is based on Newton’s second law, or the
equation of motion, =m , where

is the force exerted on an atom, m is its mass and

is the acceleration. From knowledge of the force that each atom experiences, it is thus
possible to determine its acceleration. Integration of the equations of motion then
yields a trajectory that describes the positions, velocities and accelerations of the
particles as they vary with time. The forces on these atoms are calculated using a
potential energy function, which uses empirical parameters; collectively this equation
and the associated parameters are referred as a force field, since the negative of the
gradient of the potential energy function is equal to force.38

(2-3)
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The validity of MD simulation stems from the ergodic hypothesis, which states that over
long periods of time, the time spent in some region of the phase space of microstates
with the same energy is proportional to the volume of that region, i.e., that the
probability of occurrence of all accessible microstates having the same energy is equal
over a long period of time.38 Another important concept in MD is an ensemble, defined
as a collection of all possible systems that have different microscopic states but have an
identical macroscopic or thermodynamic state. There are different types of ensembles,
which represent different conditions in a molecular system.

The micro canonical

ensemble (with conditions designated as NVE) is characterized by a constant number of
atoms (N), volume (V), and energy (E) throughout the simulation.

The canonical

ensemble (with conditions designated as NVT) has a constant number of atoms and
volume, and temperature (T) which fluctuates around a constant value during the
simulation. In this type of simulation, energy is either added or withdrawn from the
system using a thermostat, which adjusts the velocity distribution of the atoms in the
system to correspond to a defined temperature based on statistical mechanics
relationships between the kinetic energy of the system and temperature.
2.2.1a Force Field
The central part of the MD simulation is the evaluation of the potential energy
function, which represents interactions between the particles in a given molecular
system as energies due to bonded and non-bonded interactions.

This empirical

potential energy function and the associated equilibrium constants are collectively
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referred to as a force field and are used to calculate the energy of a molecular system as
a function of the atomic positions. Force field parameters that are used to represent
the various interactions between atoms in a molecular system are derived from both
experimental results and high-level quantum mechanical calculations.

The general

anatomy of a potential energy function includes energetic contributions due to bond
stretching, angle bending, dihedral rotation, and the non-bonded energetic contribution
due to van der Waals interactions and electrostatic interactions as represented in Figure
2-4.

Figure 2-4 Schematic representation for components of potential energy

The force fields currently used in biomolecular simulations, such as CHARMM36 and
AMBER39, have been primarily developed for predicting the behavior of protein folding
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in solution. As an example, the functional form of the CHARMM force field is shown in
Equation 2-4.

(2-4)

The first five terms described in Equation 2-4 represents energy contribution due to
bond stretching, angle bending, dihedral angle rotation, Urey-Bradley term and
improper dihedrals (out of plane bending), in which Kb, Kθ, Kφ , KUB and Kω are the
associated spring constant or force constant for bond stretching, angle bending,
dihedral rotation, Urey-Bradley term, and improper dihedral, respectively, and the
variables with the subscript 0 are the respective equilibrium values. In the dihedral
term, the variable n is the multiplicity or the periodicity and δ is the phase shift. The
Urey-Bradley term represents the quadratic function of the distance (S) between all the
pairs of atom 1 and 3 due to angle bending. The following two terms represent energy
contribution between two atoms (i and j) due to the van der Waals interaction modeled
using standard 12-6 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potentials and electrostatic interaction energies
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using the Coulombic potential, respectively. The LJ potentials are modeled with rij as the
distance between a pair of atoms (i,j), with
potential energy is minimum and

defined as the distance at which the LJ

as the potential well depth. Typically,

and

are obtained for individual atoms and the paired interaction values are calculated using
a combination rule. The CHARMM force field uses a geometric mean for epsilon (εij) and
an arithmetic mean for the calculation of

.

Electrostatic potentials are modeled

with qi and qj as the fixed partial charges assigned to the atoms i and j, respectively. In
addition, CHARMM force field uses a CMAP term for the protein main chain, which is a
numerical correction for the backbone torsion of the protein. For any given force field,
the non-bonded interactions are the most computationally expensive terms to calculate
during a simulation. Various algorithms have been developed to make this part as
efficient as possible.40
The form of the empirical function U( ) described in Equation 2-5 is categorized
as a Class I force-field.38 A Class I force field employs relatively simple forms of force
field functions to represent the energy contributions for the different types of atoms in
a system, with these functional forms shown to be generally adequate to describe the
molecular behavior of many types of biological molecules, such as protein and DNA.
More complicated force field expressions, such as a Class II force field, include various
cross terms that represent energy contributions due to the coupling between the
internal coordinates, such as the coupling between bond stretching and bending
between a set of three covalently bonded atoms or stretch-stretch coupling between
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three neighboring atoms that are covalently bonded together.

These complex

functional forms can predict interaction energies more accurately than the expressions
used in a Class I force-field but this advantage comes at the cost of being slightly more
computationally expensive to perform. Also, parameterizing a new chemical functional
group does require significant effort due to the complex nature of the Class II force field
function. Examples of Class II force fields include the MM2 and MM3 force fields, 41, 42
which were developed for small molecules, and CFF43 (consistent force field), which was
initially developed for organic materials and then further refined into PCFF 44 (Polymer
CFF) for polymers. On the other hand, Class I force fields have been more thoroughly
developed and validated for protein conformational behavior than Class II force fields.
A third generation of force-fields, known as polarizable force fields,45,

46

take into

account the neighboring chemical environment around atoms in a system and adjust
either the dipole moments of pairs of atoms or partial charge parameters of individual
atoms accordingly to provide a more accurate representation of the energetics of the
system.

2.2.1b Integration Algorithms
The potential energy is a function of the atomic positions of all the atoms in the
system. Due to the complicated nature of this function, there is no analytical solution to
the equations of motion; they must be solved numerically.

Several numerical

algorithms have been developed for integrating the equations of motion with the
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assumption that the positions, velocities and accelerations can be approximated by a
Taylor series expansion, as expressed in Equation 2-5 – 2-7:
(2-5)
(2-6)
(2-7)

where a,b,c are the derivatives of the coordinates. These algorithms should conserve
energy and momentum and should be computationally efficient. Various integration
algorithms based on Taylor series variations and updating schemes have been
developed and implemented for computational efficiency and stability. Examples of
these include the velocity Verlet47, and Leap-frog38 algorithms.

2.2.2 Advanced Sampling Algorithms
The determination of thermodynamic properties by molecular simulation can be
accomplished using either MD or Monte Carlo (MC) methods to sample the phase space
of the molecular system of interest. For both MD and MC simulations of protein folding
and protein adsorption behavior, due to the complex form of the intermolecular
interactions of the system, a rough energy landscape is expected with multiple minima
surrounded by relatively high energy barriers. Hence at temperatures of experimental
interest (e.g., room temperature or body temperature), conventional MD or MC
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simulations tend to get trapped in these local minima and thermodynamics quantities
cannot be computed accurately within a reasonable simulation time.

Advanced

sampling algorithms are thus required to overcome this type of problem to aid in phasespace sampling efficiency. According to the principles of statistical mechanics, the
probability (Pi) and the energy of the given state being sampled are related by the
following equations:

(2-8)
(2-9)

where Ωi is the degeneracy for the energy state Ei (i.e., the number of microstates
corresponding to the observed energy state Ei), and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The
relative probability of Pj with respect to Pi is defined as:
(2-10)

where ΔG is the difference in free energy. By changing the energy landscape, the
sampling across the multiple minima can be explored and can be corrected later for
analysis. Looking at the probability function described in Equation 2-10, biased sampling
can be achieved by altering the value of Ei/kBT, either by introducing a biasing energy
function (or biasing potential) into the force-field equation to influence the energy state
Ei, or by altering the temperature of the system (T).
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2.2.2a Biased potential sampling
A biasing potential (ΔB) can be added to the simulation in order for the system to
escape the local minima trapping. Equation 2-10 can now be rewritten as Equation 2-11
with biasing energy added to the potential energy function to define a biased
probability function,

:

(2-11)

The incorporation of a biasing function into a simulation will thus cause the simulation
to be sampled with a biased probability distribution ( ij), which can be subsequently
corrected after the simulation to obtain the correct underlying probability distribution
(Pij) as shown in Equations 2-12 with the change in free energy then calculated by
rearranging Equation 2-11 to give Equation 2-13;
(2-12)

(2-13)

Obtaining a suitable biasing function in order to overcome all pertinent energy barriers
is a challenging task. This approach has been used in many different forms with various
methods designed to obtain a suitable biasing function. One such method is adaptive
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sampling,48-51 where an MD simulation is first performed and then used to identify
where the system would tend to get trapped. A biasing function of some definable form
(e.g., a Gaussian distribution function) is then added to avoid the observed trapping and
this procedure is continued until the sampling problem is overcome. This type of
approach is often used to bias the sampling of designated reaction coordinates of
interest, such as dihedral angle, the radius of gyration, or the separation distance
between a peptide and a surface.52
A similar technique is employed in umbrella sampling,48,

49, 53

where the

coordinate of the reaction is divided into discrete segments, each of which are first
sampled individually using a defined restraining potential like that described in Equation
2-14. In this method, the restraining potential is usually expressed as a harmonic
potential, Ur, which is added to the potential energy function as with the following form:
(2-14)
where k is the harmonic force constant, φ0 is the target value of φ (i.e., reaction
coordinate of interest), and hence the simulation is restrained to sample the system
around a particular value of φ0 with an increasingly high energy penalty applied as the
system moves away from this coordinate position. Many independent simulations are
then performed with incremental values of φ0 to span the whole range of the desired
reaction coordinate. The sampled regions of the system over the desired reaction
coordinate (φ) obtained from these simulations are combined using the statistical
procedure called the weighted histogram analysis method 54 (WHAM), which constructs
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an unbiased probability distribution over the full range of φ. Using this, a potential of
mean force is created to express the change in free energy as a function of φ. Umbrella
sampling is useful to enhance sampling with respect to one or two sampling variables,
but becomes overly complex for practical use beyond this point.

2.2.2b Temperature Based Sampling
As an alternative to the biasing energy function, temperature can also be used to
enhance the sampling. This approach has the advantage of influencing all the degrees
of freedom at the same time. One of the most widely used methods for this is called
simulated annealing. In this approach, the simulation is started at high temperature,
with the temperature level set to provide sufficient thermal energy to enable the
system to escape from all of the local energy minima. The temperature is then gradually
cooled to the temperature of interest and system is allowed to equilibrate. Another
more popular technique for enhanced sampling is parallel tempering or replica
exchange MD55,

56

(REMD), which is illustrated in Figure 2-5.

In this method, N

independent parallel MD simulations with increasing temperature (each independent
simulation is termed as replica) are simulated above a designated base line temperature
of interest. After a short duration of MD (e.g., a few hundreds of femtoseconds), an
exchange is attempted between neighboring temperature replicas using a Metropolis
Monte Carlo like exchange process. The potential energy of the replica at temperature
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level, Ti, and the neighbor temperature level, Tj, are compared and an exchange attempt
is made based on the following criteria:

If:

-

≤ 0 then exchange is made;

If:

-

> 0 then exchange replica if Rand(0,1) ≤

where Rand(0,1) generates random number between 0 and 1 and

MD Exchange MD

Exchange MD

;
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Exchange
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m
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Figure 2-5 REMD process with different temperatures (T1, T2, T3…..)57

If this exchange condition is satisfied, then the atomic position and momentum
coordinates between replicas at Ti and Tj are swapped. The momentum (p) is updated
based on Equation 2-15, to adjust the replica to its new temperature.

(2-15)
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Usually the temperatures are spaced exponentially over the designated range to achieve
an exchange acceptance for each temperature level to be around 15 – 20%.55 REMD
provides enhanced sampling due to the large number of replicas simultaneously
sampling the configurational space and the temperature provides thermal energy to
speed up the crossing of the energetic barriers that are present. Hence, for simulations
of complex nature, the use of accelerated dynamics is recommended to ensure proper
sampling and to provide accuracy in thermodynamic properties.

2.3 Computational analysis of Protein Adsorption
MD simulation is now considered as an important tool in modeling proteinsurface interactions to understand adsorption at the molecular level. Both implicit and
explicit solvation models have been used towards studying these types of systems. With
the limitation on the length of time one can practically simulate, MD simulation of
protein adsorption processes poses a problem of adequately sampling both the
conformational states of the protein as well as its orientation with respect to the
surface. Various properties like the distance between the protein and the surface, radius
of gyration of the protein, root mean square distribution (RMSD) or the structuring of
water layer above the surface have been extracted from these simulations to
characterize the atomic-level behavior of the molecular system. In this section of the
report I will review the literature pertinent to protein adsorption using atomistic
molecular simulation methods.
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2.3.1 Effect of solvent
Because the molecules of the solvent play a vital role in an adsorption process,
solvation effects have to be carefully represented during a simulation. Both implicit and
explicit solvation models have been used towards studying these types of systems.
Implicit solvation models tend to simplify the representation of the molecules that make
up an aqueous solvent by changing the energy function and related parameters to
implicitly represent the effect of water during the dynamics without actually depicting
the individual water molecules themselves.

One of the commonly used implicit

solvation methods towards modelintg protein adsorption is called the distancedependent-dielectric (DDD) function method, which simply uses the distance between
two atoms as a relative dielectric ‘constant’ term in the Coulomb’s law expression of the
force field. This modified Coulomb’s law function then causes electrostatic effects to
become damped as two charged atoms move further apart from one another. At this
time, however, the use of implicit solvation models in protein adsorption simulations is
discouraged because none of these methods have yet been validated for this type of
application. Despite the lack of support for their use, several groups have published
protein adsorption studies that have employed implicit solvation methods. Ganazzoli
and Raffaini simulated albumin and fibronection fragments over a hydrophobic graphite
surface, primarily using DDD methods.58

59

With the initial orientation of the fragment

chosen based on energy minimization of different orientations of the fragment over the
surface in vacuum, they showed that both the fragments unfolds and adsorbs favorably
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to the surface over a period of 1 ns simulation. Upon the addition of few thousand
water molecules to the final conformation obtained from their implicit simulation and
followed by performing a short MD simulation of 10 ps resulted in no major differences
in terms of the protein’s orientation and interactions with the surface. Extending this
study, they simulated albumin over the graphite surface with the pre-adsorbed
fibronectin fragment and vice-versa, using the same approach.60 The implicit simulation
showed that the graphite surface with the pre-adsorbed protein behaved more like a
hydrophilic surface and the radius of gyration of the simulated protein did not change
considerably.

Due to the presence of only the damped electrostatic environment

presented by the distance-dependent-dielectric method, van der Waals interactions of
the protein fragment with the surface dominates the process without competing nonbonded interactions between the surface with water molecules, thus resulting in the
protein strongly adsorbing to the surface, but not in a manner that mimics the real
underlying behavior.

The subsequent explicit simulation performed with a few

thousand water molecules retains the artifact of the vacuum-based orientation from the
previous simulation and should not be expected to represent a proper hydration layer
that would otherwise be observed if the system were simulated for a much longer
duration than 10 ps. The simulations on the sequential adsorption of one protein over
another pre-adsorbed protein displays the same issues observed with the implicit
solvation simulation as stated before. In these simulations, the second protein should
not have adsorbed to the first pre-adsorbed protein since proteins generally do not tend
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to adsorb in multi-layer. On the other hand, it might be expected that the second
protein may displace the pre-adsorbed protein if it had higher adsorption affinity for the
surface, although this process can be expected to take a much longer period of time to
take place. The use of accelerated simulation strategies would have helped achieve
more realistic simulations for these types of complex process.
In an another study by Tobias et al.

61

, MD simulations were performed on

Cytochrome-C protein over methyl(hydrophobic) and thiol(hydrophilic) terminated SAM
surfaces under vacuum conditions resulting in higher degree of unfolding of peptide
over hydrophilic surface compared to the hydrophobic surface. This could be mainly
due to the presence of vacuum conditions, where interactions between polar amino
acids and polar functional groups of a surface are much stronger than in aqueous
solution because of the lack of the competition of water for these same interactions.
They also investigated the behavior of same system by including a few hundred water
molecules62 and found no significant changes in the protein’s secondary structure.
However, in both studies the length of the simulation was too short for the protein to
exhibit any major structural change and the earlier simulation in vacuum is not relevant
to the adsorption behavior in aqueous solution. While perhaps more relevant than
vacuum conditions, the inclusion of a few hundred water molecules, as done in their
second study, can be expected to still not be very appropriate for the representation of
interfacial phenomena under aqueous solution conditions because of the lack of a
surrounding bulk aqueous solution environment.
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Artali et al.

63

, modeled the adsorption behavior of human serum albumin

protein over a chrysotile surface (Mg3Si2O5(OH)4), which can potentially cause lung
cancer when inhaled. The initial orientation of the protein was selected based on the
energy minimization procedure and MD simulation was performed using a DDD method
to implicitly represent solvation effects. Based on the total energy and changes in the
secondary structure of the sub-domains, the authors concluded that the albumin
interacts with the chrysotile surface favorably, which is in accordance with the
experimental results. Similar to studies performed by others, these simulations have
the serious flaw of failing to adequately represent solvation effects by simply using a
distance-dependent dielectric constant method to represent an aqueous solution
environment. As clearly pointed out by Yeh et al.64 and Schaefer et al.65, such methods
do not properly account for solvation effects and should not be used for simulations in
which large changes in solvent-accessible surface area are expected.

The use of this

method can also be expected to result in substantial artifacts in the simulation of a
protein’s interactions with a surface.
To evaluate the use of implicit solvation methods, Sun et al.66 studied the
adsorption behavior using various implicit solvation models available under CHARMM
program and compared with density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Their results
showed considerably different responses for each method and indicated that a
generalized Born (GB) based implicit solvent model called analytical continuum
electrostatics (ACE)67 provided the best overall agreement with the DFT calculations. In
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a follow-up study by Sun et al.68, the ACE implicit solvation method was compared
against the generalized Born-molecular volume69 (GBMV) method developed by the
CHARMM group and explicit solvation using the TIP3P water model. Their results
showed that the implicit solvation methods predicted adsorption behavior substantially
different than that which was predicted by TIP3P water for several of the different types
of adsorption systems. These implicit solvation models were found to overpredict
hydrophobic effects compared to TIP3P results. Hence, the use of implicit solvation
models, at this point needs more robust validation before we can trust them to model
adsorption behavior.

2.3.1a Role of water in mediating non-fouling behavior
As stated earlier in section 2.1.3, Polyethylene oxide (PEO) offers resistance to
protein adsorption and to the adhesion of platelets and other cells. De Gennes and coworkers70 were the first to report that the protein resistance to surface was offered by
steric repulsion resulting from compression of PEO chains as protein approaches the
surface. However the interfacial water plays a major role in adsorption and they did not
consider the hydration effect in their model. Using Fourier transform infrared reflection
(FTIR) adsorption spectroscopy it was showed that glycol chain of PEO adopts helical
conformations when supported by an alkanethiol SAM surface (h-SAM) on a gold (Au)
substrate, but adopt an extended all-trans conformation (t-SAM) when supported by a
SAM surface formed on silver (Ag) substrate.71 Experimentally, they were able to show
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that methoxy-terminated h-SAM OEGs with helical conformation on gold provided a
system with low protein adsorption, while these same SAMs on silver, which took on a tSAM conformation, were not resistant to protein adsorption. 71

Grunze et al.72,

performed grand canonical Monte Carlo simulation to study the interactions of water
molecules with OEG-terminated alkanethiol SAMs on gold and silver substrates as an
attempt to understand of the molecular basis for this difference in protein adsorption
behavior.

Figure 2-6 (a) Radial distribution of water atoms around (a) O3 and (b) O4 atoms of the
EG3-OMe chains for the h- and t-SAM/Water interface72; used with permission

Their results showed that more water molecules penetrated into the h-SAM than the tSAM to form hydrogen bonds with OEG chains (Figure 2-6), with the strongly bound
water molecules providing a barrier that resisted protein adsorption on the surfaces. In
a further study to examine the behavior of interfacial water, Pertsin and co-wokers73
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found that the orientation of water dipole moment examined was found to be distinctly
different when present over helical or trans OEG-SAM. Hence it was concluded from
these studies that interfacial water plays a major role in contributing to the non-fouling
behavior of OEG-SAM surface formed on gold. However their simulation involved only
water and surface but not protein.

2.3.1b Adsorption of protein as a function of hydration
Experimental results regarding the influence of OEG coverage on a surface on
protein adsorption behavior by Vanderah et al.74 showed that the protein resistance of
OEG SAMs on Au is better at a partial coverage instead of full or low coverage. Inspired
by these experimental results, Jiang and co-workers75 studied the adsorption of
lyzozyme on an OEG-SAM functionalized Au surface with respect to hydrogen bonding
and the OEG chain packing density (see Figure 2-7). The mixed OEG-SAMs were built
with the following mole fractions of OEG; χOEG=1.0, 0.8, 0.5 and 0.2. Using the optimized
orientation of protein over the SAM using implicit solvation methods, a total of 1.5 ns of
MD simulation were then performed under the canonical ensemble using TIP3P water,
and various structural properties were analyzed. The results from these studies showed
that the degree of hydrogen bonding between water and OEG oxygen atom correlated
inversely with the adsorption of fibrinogen data from experimental results. 74 Although
this does provide an explanation that the water molecules making hydrogen bonds by
penetrating the SAM may provide the protein repulsion behavior, comparing
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experimental results for the adsorption of lysozyme to the adsorption of fibrinogen is
still questionable.

(B)

(A)

Figure 2-7 (A)Total number of hydrogen bonds between each type of oxygen atom in the OEG
and OH chains and the water molecules, with error corresponding to the standard deviation;
b

ethylene glycol oxygen atoms O1-O4 with O1 farthest from the sulphur; C the hydroxyl oxygen

atoms (O5 and O) in OEG and OH surface. (B) Lysozyme on OEG terminated SAM75

Figure 2-8 Fibrinogen adsorption amount versus surface composition of OEG.74
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They also studied76 the number of OEG repeat units experimentally and found that
(OEG)6-OH SAM resisted protein adsorption more than (OEG)2 or (OEG)4 surface. Hence,
conclusions were made that protein adsorption depends on the both surface packing
density and the number of repeat units of OEG, which enhances the hydration or the
SAM chain flexibility. These results were in agreement with results presented by
Latour,77 with simple statistical mechanics relationships to illustrate that increasing the
OEG chain length increases the entropic contribution to the free energy of the system.
Subsequently, when a protein adsorbs to an OEG chain, restricting OEG chain flexibility,
the resulting loss in the entropy of the system is unfavorable to protein adsorption.

2.3.1c Mimicking biological phospholipids
Zwitterionic phospholipids, which are the major component of the outside
surface of a cell membrane, have also been shown to be resistant to protein adsorption.
Recent studies78,

79

that investigated the non-fouling mechanisms of zwitterionic

phosphorylcholine (PC) surfaces (Figure 2-9.a) included the calculation of the structure
of the hydration layer over the PC surface through MD simulation.
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Figure 2-9 (a) Chemical structure of phosphorylcholine (b) Distribution of dipole angles
for the water molecule near the PC SAM surface, near OEG-SAM, and in bulk water.78

Both OEG and PC based SAMs are resistant to protein adsorption, with this resistance
believed to be due to their strong interaction with water. The origin of the hydration
layer formed on OEG is believed to be due to water making hydrogen bond with the
OEG molecule, whereas with the PC SAMs, the hydration layer is formed via strong ionic
interactions between the water and the ionic groups of the PC moiety. Jiang and
coworkers78 investigated the hydration of a PC-SAM surface by characterizing the dipole
orientation of water at its interface (see Figure 2-9b). The water dipole angle can be
defined as the angle between the water dipole vector and the surface normal. Due to
ionic nature of PC head groups, the PC SAM surface was found to result in a broad range
of water orientations in the solvation layer, exhibiting a bulk-like flat dipole distribution.
This structure was found to be significantly different than the structure of water on a
OEG-SAM surface, in which case water dipole directions were found with preferential
orientation towards the SAM surface. These results suggest that the actual orientation
of the water at the interface is less important than the actual presence of water itself.
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2.3.2 Protein adsorption simulation:
In an effort to understand the effect of surface chemistry over the adsorption
behavior, Agashe et al.80 simulated the adsorption of a 30 kDa fibrinogen fragment over
SAM surfaces with different functional groups using the GROMACS protein force field. 81
Based on the RMSD of the protein structure compared to its initial structure, they
concluded that the protein did not unfold over the course of a conventional 5 ns MD
simulation, thus demonstrating that accelerated sampling methods are needed if
adsorption-induced protein unfolding behavior is to be studied within a practical
timeframe. These studies, however, were able to show differences in the types of
amino acid residues that interacted with different types of functional groups presented
by the SAM surfaces, thus indicating the ability of MD simulation to capture
fundamental differences between how a protein interacts with different surface
chemistries. They also showed that using default parameters for certain functional
groups (e.g., polyethylene glycol) resulted in the prediction of an unrealistic adsorption
response, thus demonstrating the need for force field evaluation, modification, and
validation if this type of molecular interaction is to be accurately represented. Despite
these issues, the results of this study were able to indicate that the kinetics of protein
reorientation on a surface was predicted to be much faster than the kinetics of protein
unfolding for this protein fragment, thus suggesting that surface chemistry should be
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able to control the orientation of adsorbed proteins prior to the occurrence of protein
unfolding on the surface.
In an another study, Nishiyama et al.82 performed MD simulations of luciferase
enzyme over silica substrate using explicit solvation to calculate the free energy of
adsorption using MM-PBSA module of AMBER. The length of simulation was too short
for such a large protein, in order to make any conclusive statements regarding the
behavior of the system. On the other hand, the use of MM-PBSA module to calculate
the free energy requires that there should be no large movements of either protein or
substrate. Adsorption processes, however, do involve large-scale rearrangements of a
protein as interactions with a surface tend to cause proteins to unfold when adsorbed
on a surface12 and techniques like this are still very limited at least when used in
conjunction with a conventional MD simulation.
Recent advances in engineering artificial peptide sequence exhibiting specificity
for adsorption over gold, platinum or other solid materials has attracted much research
interest83 84, 85 Maranas et al.86 studied the peptide adsorption over gold surface using
explicit and implicit solvation models. Based on the experimental evidences, two
peptides with high and low affinity towards gold surface were selected for the
adsorption study. The vacuum simulations adsorbed both the peptides as expected,
while the explicit solvation model showed adsorption for gold-binding-peptide
preferentially, implying the importance of solvent effects in adsorption studies.
Regardless of the presence of high affinity amino acid in non-gold-binding peptide, as
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described by Willet et al. 84, the requirement for adsorption of the peptide does mainly
depend on the configurational changes and local flexibility of the peptide. In their
study, the gold atom was simulated without any polarization effect, and was modeled
with classical LJ potential alone, which may not represent the realistic conditions.
Gottschalk et al.87 studied the adsorption of individual capped amino acid over gold
surface, modeled by including the polarization effect on gold atoms. 20 different amino
acids were simulated and the adsorption was estimated based on the potential of mean
force calculations. The authors found a strong correlation between binding affinity and
the chemical character of the individual amino acids. They concluded that the
interaction free energy correlated with the propensity of amino acids to form β sheet,
contrasting to study by Maranas which suggested random coil structure. However, the
adsorption study of single amino acid does lack any direct experimental support.
These studies and others show that MD simulations can be successfully used to
understand protein adsorption processes.75-77,

88-91

Extreme care should be taken to

understand the influence of the approximations that one incorporates when modeling
these processes so that the molecular behavior of the system will be accurately
represented.

Also, due to the complex nature of adsorption, enhanced sampling

algorithms are often required to equilibrate the system; either the use of temperaturebased accelerated dynamics55 or methods utilizing the modification of the energy
landscape. These types of methods can greatly assist in the sampling of the relevant
phase-space of the system within a practical timeframe by facilitating the ability to
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overcome energy barriers that tend to trap conventional MD simulations to local
minima, thus greatly reducing the ability of the simulation to ergodically sample the
molecular system.
In addition to questions related to how to properly represent the conditions of
the solvent and the need to implement accelerated sampling methods, one of the major
factors that determine the accuracy of a molecular simulation using an empirical force
field is the parameterization of the force field itself. Existing fixed-charge force fields
were developed mainly to address biomolecules in aqueous solution (e.g., protein, DNA,
carbohydrates), drug design, or solid materials science research problems, with force
field parameterization specifically adjusted and balanced for these types of applications.
Because each force field is specifically tuned for a given type of molecular system, a
fixed-charge force field that is developed and validated for use in one molecular
environment cannot be confidently applied to another environment without first
evaluating whether or not it is appropriate for the new application; this is referred to as
force field transferability. Of course, before a given force field can be validated for a
given application, it is first necessary to know the correct behavior of the molecular
system so that comparison can be made with the simulation results.
To validate the transferability of force fields for peptide and protein adsorption,
Latour and coworkers developed methods using SPR to measure the free energy of
adsorption (Gads) for a relatively simple host-guest peptide model on functionalized
surfaces92, 93 and applied these methods to characterize the adsorption behavior of a
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large range of peptide-surface combinations.1 The results from these studies now
provide a benchmark data set that can be directly used to evaluate the accuracy of an
empirical force field for protein-surface interactions. Given the availability of such
experimental results, Raut et al.90, performed conventional MD simulations of the G4-XG4 peptide on functionalized SAM surfaces with explicitly represented solvent using the
GROMACS force field81 for comparison with the experimental results of Vernekar and
Latour.92 In these simulations, Raut et al., attempted to determine Gads from their MD
simulations using a probability ratio method.50 While the results from these simulations
provided close agreement with experimental values for peptide adsorption on the OHSAM surface, the simulations incorrectly predicted strong peptide adsorption behavior
on the oligo-ethylene glycol (OEG)-SAM surface, which is experimentally known to be
resistant to adsorption. These results clearly demonstrate how the use of a force-field
that has not been validated for a given application can result in unrealistic predictions.
In addition to this finding, attempts by Raut et al. to calculate Gads by molecular
simulation identified two particular types of sampling problems, which they determined
to be inherent in the use of a conventional MD simulation method.

Firstly, the

positional phase-space of the peptide over the SAM surface was not adequately
explored during the conventional MD simulation for strongly adsorbing systems, in
which case the peptide tended to be tightly held to the SAM surface throughout the
entire simulation. Secondly, the conventional MD simulation provided very limited
rotation of the dihedral angles of the covalent bonds within the peptide, thus resulting
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in very limited conformational sampling. These sampling problems clearly demonstrated
that advanced sampling algorithms are needed for these types of simulations if Gads is
to be accurately calculated using the probability ratio method. This problem was
subsequently addressed by Wang et al.94, by designing a biased-energy replica exchange
MD method (biased-REMD), which was specifically modeled to provide adequate
sampling for a strongly adsorbing solute. This method was demonstrated using the
simple case of the interaction between a sodium ion over a charged carboxyl SAM
surface. O’Brien et al.52 then extended this work by demonstrating that the methods
developed by Wang et al. could be successfully applied to calculate the adsorption free
energy for a strongly interacting peptide-surface system.

2.4 Conclusion
While it is understood that the biocompatibility of biomaterials is largely driven
by the layer of proteins that adsorb onto the biomaterials surface following contact with
body fluids, such as blood, little is understood regarding the specific molecular level
interactions that govern these processes. Molecular simulation methods, especially
empirical force field based methods, have the potential to address this issue by being
able to represent protein-surface interactions at the atomic level.
Recent studies on protein-surface interactions have been performed with available
standard force-fields that have been primarily developed to address the folding
behavior of proteins in solvent. These simulations have utilized both explicit and implicit
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treatment of solvation. It must be understood, however, that no force field has yet
been validated for the simulation of protein adsorption behavior and in particular, the
use of implicit solvation methods have been shown to result in widely differing
adsorption results for the same molecular system.
While the developments in both hardware and software for parallel computing have
greatly improved the ability to conduct molecular simulations of protein-surface
interactions, protein adsorption occurs over timeframes that are still much too long to
be accessible by conventional MD or MC methods using even the fastest computer
systems available today. Therefore, in addition to the need for the development of
validated force fields to represent protein adsorption behavior, there is also a great
need for the development of accelerated sampling algorithms that enable equilibrated
systems of states to be sampled within a reasonable amount of computational time so
that simulation results can be adequately compared with experimentally measured
protein adsorption behavior.
In summary, molecular simulation methods provide great potential to enable
protein adsorption behavior to finally be understood and predicted. Before these
capabilities can be achieved, however, accurate molecular simulation methods must
first be developed, including the development of validated force fields for proteinsurface interactions, methods to accurately represent solvation effects, and advanced
sampling algorithms for the efficient equilibration of large molecular systems. Once
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developed, these methods hold promise to enable the mechanisms that control proteinsurface interactions to be accurately simulated, with the resulting methods providing a
powerful tool for surface design for the biomaterials field and related technologies that
are dependent on the ability to control protein-surface interactions.
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CHAPTER THREE
SPECIFIC AIMS

3.1

Generate model systems using the CHARMM program to study peptide-surface

interactions and develop methods to calculate the free energy of peptide adsorption
for these systems.
The main objective of this study was to simulate the adsorption behavior of
peptides using the CHARMM simulation program to assess the accuracy of the CHARMM
force field to accurately represent peptide adsorption behavior based on comparison
with the experimental data for the same set of peptide adsorption systems. In order to
accomplish this, molecular models of alkanethiol self-assembled monolayer (SAM)
surfaces and experimentally designed peptides were built computationally in
physiological saline solution using explicit water. Free energy of adsorption (ΔGads) was
selected as the best measure with which to characterize and quantify the adsorption of
the peptide to the surface models. The calculated ΔGads values can then be compared
with the available experimental results to assess the accuracy of the CHARMM force
field to represent peptide adsorption behavior in physiological saline solution.
To address this aim, the probability ratio method was employed to calculate the
ΔGads, which requires the full sampling of the peptide existing close to the surface as
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well as away from the surface (bulk conditions) with a finite non-zero probability.
Conventional molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were first performed to study the
intricacies of interactions at the molecular level and optimization of the simulation
variables were carried out to efficiently simulate the system. These initial studies
exhibited two distinct types of sampling issues: a spatial sampling problem of the
peptide, which arises due to energetic effects creating barriers in the free energy profile
that tend to keep the peptide tightly adsorbed to the SAM surface for strongly
interacting systems, and a conformational sampling problem of the peptide, which
occurs due to barriers in the potential energy landscape related to the peptide’s
conformational structure. The use of robust sampling algorithms, like an in-house
modified umbrella sampling method and biased-energy replica exchange MD (biasedREMD) were utilized to overcome both types of sampling problems. Calculations were
done to extract ΔGads from the biased-REMD simulations to compare with the
experimentally determined ΔGads values in order to assess the transferability of the
underlying force field. The methods needed to accurately simulate and calculate the
ΔGads values were established.
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3.2

Calculate the adsorption free energy for a set of host-guest peptides over nine

different SAM surfaces and compare the simulation results with experimental results.
Self assembled monolayer (SAM) surface models were constructed in a manner to
allow all the hydrocarbon chains of the SAM to be mobile during the molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations except the thiol group of the SAM, which was fixed in
position to maintain the lattice spacing of the alkanethiol chains.

Nine different

functionalized dodecanethiol SAM surfaces were created and five different peptides
were chosen to simulate the adsorption behavior, making up a total of 45 peptide-SAM
systems. Umbrella sampling was performed on all the 45 systems and only 38 systems
were simulated further, as experimental data were unavailable for 7 of the 45 systems.
Biased-REMD simulations were performed for 10 ns on each of the 38 systems and ΔGads
was calculated from the 298 K ensemble. To get statistics on all of the systems, three
independent simulations were performed for each system and the mean and 95%
confidence interval of ΔGads were calculated for each peptide-SAM system from these
simulations and compared with the experimentally determined free energy values.
The simulation results showed that the CHARMM force field was able to represent
ΔGads within 1 kcal/mol of the experimental values for most systems, while deviations as
large as 4 kcal/mol were observed for others. In particular, the simulations reveal that
CHARMM underestimates the strength of adsorption on the hydrophobic and positively
charged amine surfaces.

These results will be further used as the basis for the
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development and validation of an interfacial force field that can then be used for the
accurate simulation of peptide and protein adsorption behavior to material surfaces.

3.3

Dual force field simulation – Evaluation of dual force field program and the

development and validation of the interfacial force field.
In an effort to adjust interfacial interactions while not changing force field
parameterization controlling peptide conformational behavior, the CHARMM simulation
program was modified by our research group to incorporate the use of two distinct
user-supplied force fields in a single simulation (termed the Dual-FF program); one to
control the behavior of the peptide in solution and another to control the interactions
between the peptide and solution with the adsorbent surface. This modification thus
provides the capability to use a specially designed force field to independently adjust
peptide-surface interactions without influencing the behavior of the peptide in solution,
which will be controlled using a conventional protein force field like CHARMM.
By comparing the ΔGads values calculated using the conventional CHARMM force
field with experimentally determined values (Aim 3.2 studies); we determined where
the CHARMM force field is out of balance with respect to properly representing peptide
adsorption behavior. In particular, the CHARMM force field was determined to
underestimate peptide adsorption affinity on CH3 and -NH2/NH3+ SAM surfaces by 3–4
kcal/mol. REMD simulations were performed using the Dual-FF program with various
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modifications to the interfacial parameters. These interfacial parameters were modeled
initially using CHARMM parameters, and then based on the free energy of adsorption
values and water contact angle simulations, modifications were made to these
parameters to create the interfacial force field. In particular, the dipole of the methyl
group moieties present in the peptide was decreased and the LJ interactions of the sp3
carbons (CT2 and CT3 atom types) were increased by 25% for the interfacial
interactions. The water non-bonded interaction with the surface was also decreased by
reducing the partial charges and L-J well-depth by 20%. This newly developed interfacial
force field was able to predict peptide adsorption over methyl and amine surface within
1 kcal/mol of error when compared with the experimental values and also reproduced
experimental water contact angles.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Assessment of the Transferability of a Protein Force Field
for the Simulation of Peptide-Surface Interactions
[Published Article: Vellore N.A., Yancey J., Collier G., Stuart S.J., and Latour R.A.,
Assessment of the transferability of a protein force field for the simulation of peptidesurface interactions, Langmuir, 26: 7396-7404 (2010)]

Abstract
In order to evaluate the transferability of existing empirical force fields for allatom molecular simulations of protein adsorption behavior, we have developed and
applied a method to calculate the adsorption free energy (ΔGads) of model peptides on
functionalized surfaces for comparison with available experimental data. Simulations
were conducted using the CHARMM program and force field using a host-guest peptide
with the sequence TGTG-X-GTGT (where G and T are glycine and threonine amino acid
residues, respectively, with X representing valine, threonine, aspartic acid,
phenylalanine or lysine) over nine different functionalized alkanethiol self-assembled
monolayer (SAM) surfaces with explicitly represented solvent. ΔGads was calculated
using biased-energy replica exchange molecular dynamics to adequately sample the
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conformational states of the system. The simulation results showed that the CHARMM
force-field was able to represent ΔGads within 1 kcal/mol of the experimental values for
most systems, while deviations as large as 4 kcal/mol were found for others. In
particular, the simulations reveal that CHARMM underestimates the strength of
adsorption on the hydrophobic and positively charged amine surfaces. These results
provide a means for force field evaluation and modification for the eventual
development and validation of an interfacial force field for the accurate simulation of
protein adsorption behavior.
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4.1 Introduction
Biomaterials are used in biomedical implants and in tissue engineering and
regenerative medicine to serve as matrices to guide tissue regeneration. The success of
a biomaterial in these applications depends on its ability to integrate into its respective
in vivo environment and induce an appropriate host response for a specific application. 4,
13, 14

Host response is largely understood to be influenced by proteins that adsorb on

the surface of a biomaterial, which occurs within seconds of implantation3, 4. The rapid
adsorption of proteins means that the cells arriving at the biomaterial surface interact
with the adsorbed protein layer rather than directly with the material itself. Thus the
bioactive state of the adsorbed proteins on a biomaterial’s surface plays a key role in
how the body responds to an implanted biomaterial. While this is widely recognized,
protein adsorption behavior remains a poorly understood phenomenon and this lack of
understanding is a significant hindrance to the development of devices with improved
biocompatibility.
The bioactive state of a protein is determined by its conformational structure;
therefore protein adsorption and surface-induced conformational changes in the
adsorbed proteins are important issues that must be addressed if we are to learn how
to design biomaterials surfaces to control the bioactive state of adsorbed proteins.2, 12,
31, 95, 96

is

Understanding these interactions and the underlying phenomena of adsorption

equally

important

for

various

other
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areas

of

biotechnology,

such

as

chromatography,97 biosensors,98,

99

micro arrays for molecular detection,100 and drug

delivery systems,6 to name a few.
Controlling protein adsorption to the underlying surface poses a substantial
challenge. Various experimental methods have been developed to understand the
nature and extent of protein adsorption. Experimental techniques like ellipsometry 101,
surface plasmon resonance7 (SPR), and quartz crystal microbalance101 can be used to
readily quantify the mass of protein adsorbed, and techniques like atomic force
microscopy102, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy103, time-of-flight secondary ion
spectroscopy104, sum frequency generation105, and circular dichromism8, 11, 12 have been
used to obtain information regarding the structure of proteins when adsorbed to a
surface. However, while extremely useful, these methods are not able to obtain the
kind of atomic-level information that is needed to actually understand and predict how
surface chemistry influences protein adsorption behavior. This situation underscores
the need for the development of other technologies that will enable protein adsorption
to be studied at the atomistic level, which can then be used to complement
experimental methods.
Over the past decade, substantial advances in computational resources and
efficient algorithms have now provided the capability to conduct all-atom empirical
force field-based molecular simulations to investigate the behavior of protein at the
atomistic level.36,

47, 81, 106, 107

These simulation methods employ a potential energy

function that uses predefined parameters (referred to as a force field) to describe the
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energy of and force between atoms in a molecular system. Existing fixed-charge force
fields were developed mainly to address biomolecules in aqueous solution (e.g., protein,
DNA, carbohydrates), drug design, or solid materials science research problems, with
force field parameterization specifically adjusted and balanced for specific applications.
Because each force field is specifically tuned for a given type of molecular system,
including atomic partial charges, a fixed-charge force field that is developed and
validated for use in one molecular environment cannot be confidently applied to
another without first evaluating whether or not it is appropriate for the new application.
This issue is referred to as the question of force field transferability. Accordingly, the
use of a force field that has been developed to accurately simulate protein folding
behavior in solution may not accurately represent the adsorption behavior of a protein
on a materials surface.
In order to determine whether or not a given force field is appropriate for use
for the simulation of protein adsorption behavior, experimental data are needed that
can be used to directly assess the ability of the force field to properly represent the
fundamental types of interactions that govern the behavior of the molecular system.
Unfortunately, as addressed above, most available experimental methods that have
been developed to characterize protein adsorption behavior do not provide the kind of
detailed information that is needed to quantitatively assess whether or not a given force
field is able to accurately represent protein adsorption behavior. To address this issue,
Latour and coworkers have developed methods using SPR to measure the free energy of
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adsorption for a relatively simple host-guest peptide model on functionalized surfaces92,
93

and applied these methods to characterize the adsorption behavior of a large range of

peptide-surface combinations.1 These methods were initially developed by Vernekar
and Latour92 using G4-X-G4 as the host-guest peptide (with G being glycine and X
representing either glycine (G) or lysine (K), using the standard single-letter amino acid
code) adsorbed on Au-alkanethiol self-assembled monolayer (SAM) surfaces
functionalized by either hydroxyl (OH) or carboxylic acid (COOH) surface groups. Wei
and Latour then further developed these methods and used them to characterize the
adsorption behavior of a TGTG-X-GTGT host-guest peptide (with T being threonine and X
representing one of a set of 12 different amino acids) adsorbed on nine different SAM
surfaces, for a total of 108 different peptide-surface combinations.1, 93 The results from
these studies now provide a benchmark data set that can be directly used to evaluate
the accuracy of an empirical force field for protein-surface interactions.
Given the availability of such experimental results, Raut et al. performed
conventional molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the G4-X-G4 peptide on OH- and
COOH-functionalized SAM surfaces with explicitly represented solvent using the
GROMACS force field81 for comparison with the experimental results of Vernekar and
Latour.92 In addition, peptide adsorption simulations were also conducted over an
oligoethylene glycol (OEG) functionalized SAM surface, which has been shown to be
highly resistant to protein adsorption.108 In these simulations, Raut et al. attempted to
determine the free energy of adsorption from their MD simulations using a probability
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ratio method.50 While the results from these simulations provided close agreement
with experimental values for peptide adsorption on the OH-SAM surface, the
simulations incorrectly predicted strong peptide adsorption behavior on the OEG-SAM
surface. These results clearly demonstrate how the use of a force-field that has not
been validated for a given application can result in unrealistic predictions. Raut et al.
also showed that for a strongly interacting peptide-surface system, such as the G4-K-G4
peptide on the COOH SAM surface, conventional MD simulations result in the peptide
being trapped in states tightly bound to the surface. This situation prevented the
molecular system from being adequately sampled within practical simulation time
frames, thus preventing the adsorption free energy from being properly determined.
These results clearly demonstrated that advanced sampling algorithms were needed for
these types of simulations. This problem was subsequently addressed by Wang et al. 94,
who developed a biased-energy replica exchange MD method (biased REMD), which
was specifically designed to provide adequate sampling for a strongly adsorbing solute.
This method was demonstrated using the simple case of the interaction between a
single sodium ion and a single charged carboxylate group on a surface. O’Brien et al. 52
extended this work by showing that the methods developed by Wang et al. could be
successfully applied to calculate the adsorption free energy for a strongly interacting
peptide-surface system.
The primary objective of this present study was to further develop and apply the
methods developed by Wang et al.

94

and O’Brien et al.
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52

to conduct biased-energy

REMD simulations on 38 combinations of host-guest peptides and SAM surfaces that
were used in the SPR experimental studies of Wei and Latour 1, 93 to directly evaluate the
ability of the CHARMM force-field to accurately represent peptide adsorption behavior.
We conducted simulations using five different peptides (TGTG-X-GTGT, with X = V, T, D,
F and K using the 1-letter amino acid code) over nine different functionalized SAM
surfaces with explicitly represented solvent. Out of these 45 possible combinations only
38 SAM-peptide systems were simulated and analyzed as experimental data were
unavailable for the 7 of the 45 systems. The free energy of adsorption for all of the 38
systems were then calculated using the CHARMM force field in biased-energy REMD
simulations to adequately sample the system combined with the probability ratio
method for the calculation of adsorption free energy from the sampled distribution of
states. Comparisons between the simulation and experimental results indicate that the
CHARMM force field substantially underestimates the strength of the peptide
interactions with hydrophobic and positively charged amine surface groups, while
interactions with hydrophilic and negatively charged carboxyl-functionalized surfaces
were predicted within about 1.0 kcal/mol.
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Model construction
As shown in Figure 4-1, our model system was composed of a host-guest peptide
in explicitly represented physiological saline over an alkanethiol SAM surface on gold.
All of the molecular models were generated using the CHARMM simulation program35,
36, 109

. For this study, nine distinct SAM surfaces were chosen and five peptides were

considered for simulation over each surface.

The SAM surfaces consisted of an

assembly of aliphatic alkanethiol chains with a structure of HS-(CH2)11-R, with R
representing the surface functional group. Nine different functionalized alkanethiol
SAMs (R=CH3, OH, NH2, COOH, COOCH3, -NHCOCH3, -OC6H5, -OCH2CF3, and ethylene
glycol (EG3OH)) were constructed using CHARMM, with these compositions selected to
represent common functional groups found in organic polymers. Based on the pKa
studies of the surface110, the amine SAM (NH2) was modeled as a 10% protonated
surface (i.e., 10% NH3+, 90% NH2) while the carboxyl SAM (COOH) was modeled as a 50%
deprotonated surface (i.e., 50% COO−, 50% COOH).
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Figure 4-1: A molecular model of the TGTG-V-GTGT peptide over a hydrophobic CH3-SAM
surface in TIP3P water with 140 mM NaCl (generated using Visual MD software (VMD 111)). The
peptide, the SAM surface, Na+ (yellow) and Cl− (green) ions in solution, and the fixed layer of
water at the top of the unit cell are shown as space-filled atoms. The mobile bulk water
molecules are represented by space-filled atoms that have been made translucent for clarity of
the peptide. The total molecular assembly consists of 12,850 atoms.

To mimic an alkanethiol SAM surface on the Au (111) plane, each of the SAM
surfaces were assembled from 90 aliphatic alkanethiol chains placed in a 10 x 9 array on
a

lattice with a 5.0 Å nearest-neighbor spacing. The chains were

initially tilted to the orientation described by Vericat and coworkers.112 To maintain the
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structure of the SAM surface in the absence of an underlying gold surface, the thiol (SH)
group of each chain was held fixed during the simulation allowing the hydrocarbon
chain and the functional group to move freely and interact with the neighboring atoms.
Similar to the experimental studies performed by Wei and Latour, 1,
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a host-guest

peptide model with zwitterionic end groups was used in the simulations, which had an
amino acid sequence of TGTG-X-GTGT, where T, G, and X represent threonine, glycine,
and a guest residue, respectively. The five guest residues modeled were valine (V),
phenylalanine (F), threonine (T), aspartic acid (D), and lysine (K), with each of these
being selected to represent a different class of amino acid (i.e., nonpolar aliphatic,
aromatic, polar, negatively charged, and positively charged, respectively). The specific
sequence of the host peptide was designed mainly for experimental reasons. The TG
sequences were designed to provide sufficient molecular weight for detection by SPR,
with nonchiral G helping to minimize the development of secondary structure, T
providing solubility, and the guest amino acid (X) positioned away from the zwitterionic
end-groups to represent a mid-chain amino acid residue. Interactions between the
peptide and the SAM surface during the simulations were characterized by the surface
separation distance, or SSD, specified by the distance between the center of mass of the
peptide and the center of mass of the top heavy atom of the SAM functional group as
illustrated in Figure 4-1.
The explicitly represented saline solution was constructed from a water box
containing 2,241 TIP3P113, 114 water molecules with the dimensions of the box chosen so
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as to match the dimensions of the SAM surface in X-Y plane. The height of the box was
adjusted to provide 1 atm pressure. Seven Sodium (Na+) and chloride (Cl−) ions were
added to the system to approximate a 140-mM physiological saline solution by
randomly replacing water molecules with each ion type. The peptide was then placed in
the water box and any water molecules found to be within 2.2 Å of the peptide were
deleted. To avoid the problem of the peptide interacting with the thiol group from
bottom layer of the SAM surface when using three-dimensional (3-D) periodic boundary
conditions, a 14 Å layer of bulk saline solution was placed at the top of the system cell
and fixed in place during the simulations. The complete 3-D periodic unit cell was
orthogonal in shape with the base dimensions of 43.3 Å x 45 Å and a specific height for
each SAM surface listed in the Appendix B of this dissertation. Once a system was
constructed, the mobile solution phase atoms and the hydrogens of the SAM were
relaxed by 100 steps of steepest-descent minimization (with all other atoms fixed)
followed by an additional 100 steps where the SAM functional groups were also free to
move. The system was then heated from 100 K to 298 K with 100 ps of dynamics using a
1 fs timestep to relax the functional groups on their fixed base (i.e., fixed H-S atoms of
each alkanethiol chain). At this point, all atoms of the SAM were set free to move
except for the thiol base and the system was reheated from 100 K to 298 K with an
additional 100 ps of dynamics using a 1 fs timestep.

The system was thermally

equilibrated at 298 K for 500 ps using a 1 fs timestep and an additional equilibration was
performed for 600 ps using a 2 fs timestep where the peptide was harmonically
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restrained at an SSD of 17 Å to allow the TIP3P water to equilibrate over the SAM
surface. Each of the 38 equilibrated systems was simulated for an additional 5 ns (with
the peptide unrestrained) using conventional MD with a 2 fs timestep and the resulting
structures were used as the input for further advanced sampling.
The MD simulations were conducted using the CHARMM crystal facility with
particle mesh Ewald (PME) summation40 employed to handle electrostatic
interactions.115 Van der Waals interactions were represented using the 12-6 LennardJones potential with a group-based force-switched cutoff that started at 8 Å and ended
at 12 Å with a pair-list generation cutoff at 14 Å. Bonds involving hydrogen atoms were
constrained using the RATTLE116 algorithm (a modified version of implementation of
SHAKE117 in CHARMM), allowing a 2 fs time-step to be used for our MD simulations. All
the systems were simulated at 298 K under the canonical ensemble (NVT) with a NoséHoover thermostat118, 119 in conjunction with the modified velocity Verlet integrator47
(VV2). All systems were constructed using the academic version c34b2 of CHARMM.
The SAM surface was simulated using the parameters from the CHARMM general forcefield120 (CGenFF) and the rest of the systems were simulated using standard CHARMM22
parameters. For further details please refer to the Appendix B of this dissertation. We
also used an in-house modification of the CHARMM code to perform umbrella sampling
for our systems for the purpose of generating an initial estimate of the biased-energy
function that was applied in our biased-energy REMD simulations, with these
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simulations performed using the MMTSB121 (Multiscale Modeling Tools for Structural
Biology) software package.

4.2.2 Sampling methods
4.2.2a Approach to Overcome Sampling Problems.
The free energy of adsorption (ΔGads) was selected as the best measure with
which the adsorption of a peptide to a SAM surface can be characterized, quantified,
and compared with available experimental data. To accurately calculate ΔGads from a
molecular simulation of peptide adsorption, it is necessary to (i) adequately sample the
peptide’s position over the full range of SSD and (ii) adequately sample the
conformational state of the peptide at each SSD position. To accomplish this, we used a
biased-energy REMD sampling method, which we have previously developed and
published

52, 122

. This method combines two advanced sampling strategies in a single

simulation: a biased energy function added to the REMD simulation enables the peptide
to escape from a strongly adsorbing surface, thus addressing the SSD sampling problem,
combined with an REMD simulation, which uses elevated temperature to enhance
conformational sampling of the peptide. While the use of either of these advanced
sampling methods alone does not provide adequate sampling for the accurate
calculation of ΔGads52, their combined use enables both sampling problems to be
overcome in a single simulation.
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The procedures that we employed to conduct biased-energy REMD simulations
for these present simulations are summarized as follows. The free energy profile (i.e.,
ΔGi versus SSDi) for a peptide interacting with an adsorbent surface can be expressed
based on the principles of statistical mechanics and the probability ratio method50, 51 by
the following Equation 4-1:
(4-1)
where ΔGi is the difference in free energy for the peptide located at SSDi relative to SSDb
(where SSDi is defined as a given position of the peptide over the surface and SSDb is
defined as the position of the peptide when it is sufficiently far from the surface that it
does not feel any effect from the surface, thus representing bulk solution conditions); Pi
and Pb are the probability density of the peptide being located at positions designated
by SSDi and SSDb, respectively; kB is Boltzmann’s constant; and T is the absolute
temperature. In order to calculate the free energy of adsorption using the probability
ratio method (as addressed in Section 2.3, Calculation of Adsorption Free Energy), the
probability density profile over the entire SSD phase space must be determined. As
shown by Raut et al.108 the use of a conventional MD simulation for a strongly adsorbing
peptide-surface system tends to cause the peptide to become trapped in its low energy
state close to the adsorbing surface, thus preventing the full probability density profile
from being obtained. To solve this problem, a biasing energy function, (VB)i (defined
below in Equation 4-4) can be added to the force field function during a simulation to
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effectively flatten the free energy landscape of the system in the SSD coordinate, thus
enabling the peptide to escape from the surface and sample the full SSD parameter
space over the course of a simulation. The resulting biased probability densities (i.e.,
Pi / Pb ) can then be corrected to account for the applied biased-energy function to

obtain the unbiased probability distribution (i.e., Pi / Pb ), as expressed in the following
equation:

(4-2)

4.2.2b Initial Estimate of the Biased-Energy Function
In order to generate an initial estimate of the biased energy function for use in
our biased-energy REMD simulations, umbrella sampling simulations48, 49, 53 were first
conducted over the full range of SSD for each of our model peptide-SAM systems. For
our umbrella sampling simulations, the reaction coordinate (SSD) was divided into
discrete segments (represented as SSDi), each of which was first sampled individually in
a conventional MD simulation with a restraining potential added to force sampling to be
enhanced in a designated localized region of SSD space. For the restraining potential we
used a harmonic potential, Ur, which was added to the potential energy function in the
following form:
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(4-3)
where k is the force constant and SSD0 is the reference SSD about which the position of
the center of mass of the peptide is restrained. For each of our 38 peptide-SAM
systems, 22 different independent 3.0 ns MD runs were conducted with the restraining
potential set at incremental values of SSD0 ranging from 4 to 25 Å for each simulation.
The trajectories from each of these simulations were then analyzed using the weighted
histogram analysis method54 (WHAM) to construct an unbiased probability density
profile, which was then converted to a potential of mean force (PMF) profile of the
peptide as a function of SSD. An analytical function was then fit to the PMF, the
negative of which was used as the initial estimate of the biased energy function for the
biased-energy REMD simulations. To match the general behavior of a peptide-surface
adsorption system, we used a modified Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek
(DLVO) potential123 in the form of:
(4-4)
where VDLVO is the equation that is fit to the PMF vs. SSD profile, (VB)i is the biasedenergy function, and C1 – C5 are fitting constants. In Equation 4-4, f(SSD) represents an
additional Gaussian function in the form of f(SSD) = A·exp[–(SSD- )2], where A, , and
are fitting constants, with this additional term used when necessary to fit structure in
the PMF profile resulting from the umbrella sampling results that could not be
adequately fit by the DLVO potential alone. The exact form of the initial bias potential is
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not crucial, however; as long as it provides a sufficiently flat free energy profile to
enable adequate sampling within simulation timescales. Using this approach, biasedenergy functions (VB)i were obtained for each of our 38 peptide-SAM surface systems,
with these functions then added to the force field equation to perform biased-energy
REMD simulations.

4.2.2c Biased-Energy REMD Simulations.
Once the initial estimates of the biased energy functions were obtained, we
conducted biased-energy REMD simulations for each peptide-SAM surface system. A
conventional REMD simulation55 utilizes elevated temperature to overcome potential
energy barriers that separate low-energy states of a system, which is particularly useful
for sampling the conformational states of a peptide chain. However, because this
method results in the sampling of a Boltzmann-weighted ensemble of states, the
application of this method alone to simulate the adsorption behavior of a strongly
adsorbing peptide will result in the same SSD sampling problem as a conventional MD
simulation would, although it will substantially improve the sampling of the
conformational states of the peptide itself. This problem can be overcome by including
the biased-energy function obtained from the umbrella sampling simulations, thus
providing adequate sampling in both the SSD and the peptide’s conformational space in
the same simulation.
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Accordingly, we performed biased-energy REMD simulations on each of our 38
systems. Each simulation was performed using 24 replicas with an exponential spacing
of the temperatures levels ranging from 298 K to 400 K. In order to enhance sampling
efficiency over the SSD coordinate space, a pool of models for each peptide-SAM system
were first prepared with the peptides positioned at different SSD values over the SAM
surface. The starting configuration for each replica was then randomly selected from
this pool of initial SSD states and assigned to one of the 24 temperature levels. MD
simulations were run at each designed temperature level for 120 ps, during which no
exchanges were attempted, in order to equilibrate each replica to its assigned
temperature. Biased-energy REMD production simulations were then conducted for
5 ns, with exchanges attempted every 1.0 ps between neighboring replicas, and
configurations were saved after every exchange attempt. In order to obtain statistical
error estimates on the adsorption results, three independent biased-energy REMD
simulations were conducted for each peptide-SAM surface system.

4.2.3 Calculation of Adsorption Free Energy
The resulting trajectories from each biased-energy REMD simulation were
analyzed to generate biased normalized probability density distributions (i.e., Pi vs.
SSDi) by dividing the SSD coordinate space into bins of width W (0.2 Å) and then
counting the number of 298 K configurations in which the peptide was located in each
SSD bin, normalized by the total number of saved 298 K configurations of the system.
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These data were then corrected for the applied biased energy function (i.e., (VB)i) using
Equation 4-2 to obtain the normalized unbiased probability density distributions (i.e., Pi
vs. SSDi). Once these normalized unbiased probability density profiles were determined,
free energy profiles (i.e., ΔGi vs. SSDi) were then calculated based on the relationship
shown in Equation 4-1. In order to compare our simulation results to the experimental
data that were reported by Wei and Latour,
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a single scalar value of adsorption free

energy (ΔGads) must be determined for each peptide-SAM surface from the simulation
results.

In the experimental method developed by Wei and Latour, ΔGads was

determined using a chemical potential approach where the adsorbed mass per unit
area, as measured by SPR, was converted to a surface concentration (Cs) by dividing the
adsorbed mass per unit area by an adsorbed layer thickness (), which was calculated
based on the theoretical diameter of each TGTG-X-GTGT peptide. The adsorption free
energy was then calculated as:
(4-5)
where Cb is the bulk concentration of the peptide in solution, R is the ideal gas constant,
and T is the absolute temperature, which was 298 K. To most closely match this method
of determining Gads from the simulation results, the ratio of Cs/Cb was represented as
(Pi)avg/Pb, where (Pi)avg was calculated by summing up the probability densities (Pi) over
the range of SSDi where Pi > Pb (i.e. all peptides that would have been detected by SPR)
and then dividing this value by the number of SSD bins represented by the theoretical
layer thickness, , used by Wei and Latour. This relationship can be expressed as:
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(4-6)

where N is the number of bins over the SSD coordinate space for which Pi > Pb,  is the
theoretical thickness of the adsorbed layer as reported by Wei and Latour
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, and W is

the width per bin used for the probability density profile plots determined from the
simulations.

4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Determination of the Biased Energy Functions.
Using the umbrella sampling method described above, each of the 38 peptideSAM systems was first simulated for 3 ns to obtain an initial estimate of the free energy
profile, which was then used to generate a biased-energy function (if needed).
Examples of the results from the umbrella sampling simulations for six contrasting
systems are presented as PMF versus SSD plots as shown in Figure 4-2. PMF versus SSD
plots for the other 32 systems are presented in the Appendix B of this dissertation.
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Figure 4-2 : Representative PMF profiles (solid red line) extracted from the umbrella sampling
simulations and fitted with a modified DLVO type of equation (Equation 4-4, dotted green line)
for the TGTG-X-GTGT peptides, where (a) X=Val, (b) X=Thr, and (c) X=Asp over the CH3-SAM
surface and (d) X=Val, (e) X=Thr and (f) X=Asp over the OH-SAM surface.

As indicated in Figures 4-2.a – 4-2.c, the PMF profile for peptides over the
hydrophobic CH3-SAM surface shows a relatively deep energy well that reflects the fact
that the peptides strongly adsorb to this surface. If a conventional REMD simulation
(i.e., without a biasing energy function) were to be performed for this type of system,
the resulting ensemble of states would be expected to only sample the peptide’s
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position within these low-energy wells, with little or no sampling over the rest of the
SSD-coordinate space as needed for the calculation of adsorption free energy.
However, by including a biasing energy function into an REMD simulation to counter the
effect of the energy well, sampling can be forced to take place over the entire range of
SSD, thus enabling adsorption free energy to be determined. In contrast to the CH 3SAM surface, the PMF profiles over the hydrophilic OH-SAM surface (Figure 4-2.d- 4-2.f)
show little tendency of the peptides to be attracted by the surface. In this case, a
biasing energy function is not needed for the subsequent REMD simulations in order for
the full range of SSD to be sampled in the simulation. Based on the umbrella sampling
results, the PMF profiles having well depths of more than 1 kcal/mol were fitted with
the modified DLVO function as expressed in Equation 4-4. This procedure was applied
to all 38 peptide-SAM systems in order to obtain appropriate biasing energy functions.
Accordingly, the PMFs of each of the CH3-SAM surface systems (red solid lines) shown in
Figure 4-2 were fitted using Equation 4-4 and the resulting function (green dotted line).
The three peptides over the hydroxyl SAM were simulated without an applied biasing
energy. The inverse of each of these functions, which is represented by VB in Equation
4-4, was then used as the biasing energy potential in the subsequent biased-energy
REMD simulations for the peptides over the SAM surface.
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4.3.2 Biased-Energy REMD Simulations.
Using the biasing energy functions determined from the PMF versus SSD profiles,
biased REMD simulations were performed on 25 of the 38 systems. Conventional REMD
simulations (i.e., without a biasing energy function applied) were performed on the rest
of the peptide-SAM systems due to the fact that their respective PMF verses SSD
profiles where deemed to be sufficiently flat that the peptide did not need the biasing
function to help it to escape from the surface. Simulations for each system were
conducted for between 5.0 - 7.0 ns to sufficiently sample the entire SSD-coordinate
space. In order to obtain the statistics on the free energy of adsorption values, three
independent simulations were conducted. Configurations from the 298 K temperature
simulation which were saved each 1.0 ps, were used to construct the biased probability
density profiles with a bin size of 0.2 Å. The unbiased probability distributions were
extracted from the biased probability distributions using Equation 4-2, from which free
energy versus SSD profiles were then constructed using Equation 4-1. Figure 4-3 shows
examples of the resulting free energy profiles for six of the 38 peptide-SAM surface
systems plotted as a function of SSD with error bars representing 95% confidence
intervals for representative data points. (See Appendix B for the PMF profiles for the
rest of the peptide-SAM systems and their respective unbiased probability distributions
as a function of SSD showing that the full SSD coordinate space was sampled in each
system).
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 4-3: Free energy profiles (red lines) extracted from the REMD simulation results with
error bars representing 95% confidence intervals (n = 3) about the means for each of the TGTGX-GTGT peptides, where (a) X=Val, (b) X=Thr, and (c) X=Asp over the CH3-SAM surface and (d)
X=Val, (e) X=Thr and (f) X=Asp over the OH-SAM surface.

In order to provide evidence that the conformational space of the peptides were
adequately sampled during the REMD simulations, Ramachandran plots representing
the conformational behavior of the phi/psi dihedral angles of the guest amino acid
residues of each peptide over each SAM surface were plotted and compared to the
conformational space covered by these amino acids from 500 representative crystal
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structures of proteins obtained from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) 124. The dihedral
angles of the middle residue were also analyzed when the peptide was adsorbed to the
surface (i.e., SSD < 8 Å) compared to the peptide when it was sufficiently far from the
surface to be considered in bulk solution (i.e., 16 Å < SSD < 28 Å). Representative
Ramachandran plots for X = V, T, and D on the CH3 and OH SAM surfaces are shown in
Figure 4-4, with the other plots available in the Appendix B of this dissertation.
Comparing the bulk solution behavior to the PDB data shows that these mid-chain
amino acids explored the expected major φ-ψ regions, thus indicating that the
conformational space of the peptides were appropriately sampled during the
simulations. Comparisons between the φ-ψ regions for the peptides when they were
adsorbed versus in bulk solution reveal that adsorption did tend to substantially
influence the conformational state of the peptides, with the peptides showing a slight
tendency to favor -strand-like structure (upper left-hand quadrant) on the CH3-SAM
surface compared to bulk solution, while generally tending to favor helical
conformations (lower left-hand quadrant, upper right-hand quadrant) on the OH-SAM
surface.
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Figure 4-4: Ramachandran plots for the dihedral angles of the mid-chain guest residue (X) from
the biased-REMD simulations for X = valine (V), threonine (T), and aspartic acid (D). The dihedral
distribution of the guest residue obtained from high resolution Protein Data Bank crystal data is
shown in the first row. The second and fourth rows depict the dihedral distribution of the guest
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residue in the bulk (16 Å < SSD < 28 Å) over the CH3 and OH SAM surfaces. The third and fifth
rows show the behavior of the guest residue near the SAM surface (SSD < 8 Å).

The resulting unbiased probability density distributions for each peptide-SAM
surface were then analyzed using Equation 4-6 to calculate the adsorption free energy
for comparison with the experimental results from Wei and Latour 1, 93. As noted above,
these calculations involved a parameter (), which was calculated by Wei and Latour to
theoretically represent the thickness of the adsorbed layer of each peptide over a
surface. As reported by Wei and Latour, the values of  were calculated as 12.0 Å, 12.0
Å, 12.1 Å, 12.3 Å and 12.2 Å for the X = V, T, D, F and K peptides, respectively. These
values are in excellent agreement with the free energy profiles presented in Figure 4-3
(and Appendix B), which show that bulk solution conditions are effectively reached
within 12 Å of each surface. The calculated adsorption free energy values (Gads) for
each of the peptide-SAM surface are shown in Table 4-1 (mean

95% confidence

interval), with n=3 as the sample size for each value, and these values are plotted
against the experimentally determined values from Wei and Latour1 in Figure 4-5.
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Table 4-1: Free energy of adsorption (ΔGads) data for TGTG-X-GTGT peptide over nine
different SAM surfaces. 95% confidence interval for mean was calculated using sample
size of n=3. * Systems not considered for simulation as experimental data were not
available for comparison.

(ΔGads), mean± 95% CI, (kcal/mol)

SAM

X=Val

X=Thr

X=Asp

X=Phe

CH3 -1.56 ± 0.56

-2.04 ± 0.76

-0.94 ± 0.79

OH -0.77 ± 0.32

-0.92 ± 0.85

-0.95 ± 0.75

*

-0.84 ± 0.79

NH2 -0.01 ± 0.54

-0.62 ± 0.33

-0.23 ± 0.46

*

0.17 ± 0.60

COOH -0.97 ± 0.70

-1.62 ± 0.64

-2.09 ± 1.41

*

-1.78 ± 0.83

-0.56 ± 0.45

-0.65 ± 0.32

*

-0.74 ± 0.94

NHCOCH3 -2.09 ± 0.16

-1.75 ± 0.95

-1.08 ± 0.56

-2.91 ± 1.28

-0.46 ± 0.11

OCH2CF3 -2.10 ± 0.95

-3.41 ± 0.30

-1.72 ± 0.86

-4.11 ± 0.33

-3.70 ± 0.44

-2.30 ± 0.51

-1.52 ± 0.68

-1.05 ± 0.13

-0.34 ± 0.85

COOCH3

OC6H5

*

*

(EG)3OH -0.93 ± 0.80
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-3.21 ± 0.80

X=Lys

*
-0.78 ± 0.33

-0.61 ± 0.43

-2.33 ± 0.48
-0.44 ± 0.59

Figure 4-5: Comparison of the free energy of adsorption (ΔGads) estimated from the biased
REMD simulation with the experimental results as obtained by Wei and Latour1.

As shown in Figure 4-5, the simulation result for each peptide-SAM system is
generally within about 1 kcal/mol of the experimental result for most of the systems
with a few very notable exceptions. Although the actual effects of force field errors on
protein adsorption behavior are not known, a 1 kcal/mol error represents an accepted
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level of error when compared with experimental results based on ligand binding free
energy calculations.125 As evident from the data shown in Figure 4-5, the magnitude of
Gads was significantly underestimated compared to the experimental results for the
CH3, OCH2CF3, OC6H5, and NH2 SAM surfaces, thus suggesting a fairly serious problem
with force field parameterization for these types of surface functional groups. These
results suggest that the parameterization of the CHARMM force field may not
adequately represent peptide adsorption that is mediated by hydrophobic effects and
positively charged amine surface groups. Although speculative at this time, these types
of effects may indicate that the CHARMM force field overpredicts the strength of the
Lennard-Jones interactions between the TIP3P water and hydrophobic surface groups
relative to the peptide. Alternatively, this behavior may also reflect the inherent
problem with the use of a fixed-charge force field in that the partial charges of the
atoms in the simulation cannot adapt to changes in their local environment. For
example, it can be expected that the dipole moment of water adjacent to a nonpolar
surface (such as a CH3-SAM) will be substantially different than bulk water126 while it can
be expected to be much more similar to bulk water over a very hydrophilic surface (such
as an OH-SAM). The use of a fixed-charge force field, of course, cannot adjust for such
changes in the local environment, which can thus be expected to result in fixed-charge
TIP3P water molecules behaving in a physically unrealistic manner over a nonpolar
surface, leading to errors in the adsorption behavior at such an interface.

The

substantial under-prediction of the strength of peptide adsorption on the positively
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charged amine surface may be due to an imbalance in the force field parameters for the
Cl− ions in solution, causing them to effectively shield the carboxylate groups of the
peptide from the charged amine groups on the surface. Additional studies are needed,
and planned, to further investigate these issues.
As shown in Figure 4-5, when considering all of the different types of surfaces,
simulations with the CHARMM force field most closely reproduce the experimental
results on the surfaces presenting the most polar hydrophilic groups, such as the OHand EG3OH-SAMs. Although the simulation results for these surfaces indicate that the
peptides consistently adsorb too strongly on these surfaces, the adsorption free
energies are all within 1.0 kcal/mol of the experimental values. These results indicate
that the TIP3P water molecules are hydrating the polar functional groups of the peptide
and SAM reasonably well, thus resulting in a situation where the peptides exhibit
relatively minimal interactions with these surfaces. This behavior is illustrated in Figure
4-6, which presents the mean and 95% confidence intervals of the position of each
amino acid residue’s position for the X = V and D peptides over the CH3 and the OH SAM
surfaces for those configurations in which the overall SSD of the peptide was less than
8 Å.
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Figure 4-6: SSD for each individual residue from the REMD simulation results at 298 K when the
SSD position of the peptide was less than 8 Å for X = Valine (V, nonpolar) (square) and aspartic
acid (D, negatively charged) (triangle) on the methyl SAM surface (left) and hydroxyl SAM
surface (right); error bars represent 95% confidence intervals about the mean (n = 3).

Figure 4-7: A representative snapshot for the TGTG-V-GTGT peptide over the (a) methyl-SAM
surface and (b) hydroxyl-SAM surface from the biased-energy REMD simulations.
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As indicated in Figure 4-6 and illustrated in the representative snapshots in
Figure 4-7 for X=V over the CH3-SAM surface, even though the strength of peptide
adsorption on the CH3-SAMs was found to be underestimated, when X is replaced by
this nonpolar amino acid (valine), the X residue adsorbs tightly to the surface in a
position 4–5 Å above the SAM, which essentially represents close association with the
surface without the presence of an intervening layer of water. In contrast, when X is
replaced by the very hydrophilic aspartic acid, it remains hydrated and well separated
from the CH3-SAM surface. On the OH-SAM surface both peptides adsorb in a position
5–8 Å above the surface, which indicates the OH-SAM remains well hydrated with the
presence of a layer of water between the OH groups of the SAM surface and each amino
acid of the peptide.

4.4 Conclusion
In order to adequately determine the adsorption free energy of peptide-surface
interactions using a probability-ratio method, it is necessary to not only sample the
positions of the peptide over a range of SSD extending from the surface out to where
bulk solution conditions can be assumed, but it is also important to simultaneously
sample the conformational states of the peptide. We have developed an approach to
accomplish this that incorporates a biasing energy function (to enhance sampling of the
SSD coordinate) with REMD (to enhance conformational sampling of the peptide). In
this paper, we have further developed and applied this method to calculate the free
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energy of peptide adsorption in a manner such that the results can be directly compared
with experimental data obtained from SPR experimental studies published by Wei and
Latour93. Simulations were performed for a set of 38 peptide-SAM surface systems
using the CHARMM force field to assess the accuracy of the CHARMM force field’s
parameterization for this type of application. These comparisons indicate that the
CHARMM force field parameterization does a reasonably good job representing peptide
adsorption behavior on our set of nine functionalized SAM surfaces (i.e., within an
1 kcal/mol of the experimental value) for most of the systems, but substantially
underestimated the strength of adsorption on surface functionalized by hydrophobic
and positively charged amine groups. These results demonstrate the fact the force
fields such as CHARMM, which were primarily developed to represent the behavior of
biomolecules in aqueous solution, may not provide an accurate representation of
system behavior when applied to simulate the adsorption of peptides and/or proteins to
surfaces. Additional studies are planned to understand the mechanism and details of
interaction of the peptide, solutes and solvent with the SAM surface. These results can
help us towards our long-range goal of developing an interfacial force field that is
specifically tuned and validated for use for the accurate simulation of peptide and
protein adsorption to synthetic materials surfaces.

Additional data for the REMD

simulation of all 38 surface-peptide combinations is provided in the Appendix B of this
dissertation, including free energy profile plots, probability density distribution plots
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showing the peptides’ SSD positional sampling, and Ramachandran plots illustrating the
peptides’ conformational sampling.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Development of molecular simulation methods to accurately
represent protein-surface interactions: The effect of pressure
and its determination for a system with constrained atoms

[Published Article: Yancey J.A., Vellore N.A., Collier G., Stuart S.J., and Latour R.A.,
Development of molecular simulation methods to accurately represent protein-surface
interactions: The effect of pressure and its determination for a system with constrained
atoms, Biointerphases, 5: 85 (2010)]

Abstract:
When performing molecular dynamics simulations for a system with constrained
(fixed) atoms, traditional isobaric algorithms (e.g., NPT simulation) often cannot be
used. In addition, the calculation of the internal pressure of a system with fixed atoms
may be highly inaccurate due to the nonphysical nature of the atomic constraints and
difficulties in accurately defining the volume occupied by the unconstrained atoms in
the system. The inability to properly set and control pressure can result in substantial
problems for the accurate simulation of condensed-phase systems if the behavior of the
system (e.g., peptide/protein adsorption) is sensitive to pressure. To address this issue,
we have developed an approach to accurately determine the internal pressure for a
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system with constrained atoms. As the first step in this method, a periodically
extendable portion of the mobile phase of the constrained system (e.g. the solvent
atoms) is used to create a separate unconstrained system for which the pressure can be
accurately calculated. This model system is then used to create a pressure calibration
plot for an intensive local effective virial parameter for a small volume cross-section or
“slab,” of the system. Using this calibration plot, the pressure of the constrained system
can then be determined by calculating the virial parameter for a similarly sized slab of
mobile atoms. In this article, we present the development of this method and
demonstrate its application using the CHARMM molecular simulation program to
characterize the adsorption behavior of a peptide in explicit water on a hydrophobic
surface whose lattice spacing is maintained with atomic constraints. The free energy of
adsorption for this system is shown to be dramatically influenced by pressure, thus
emphasizing the importance of properly maintaining the pressure of the system for the
accurate simulation of protein-surface interactions.
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5.1 Introduction
Molecular simulation methods have great potential to be used to understand
and control protein adsorption behavior for biomaterial surface design. Substantial
advances in computational resources and efficient algorithms have now provided the
capability to conduct molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate the behavior
of proteins at the molecular level.38 These simulation methods employ a potential
energy function that uses predefined parameters (together, comprising a force field) to
describe the energy of and force between atoms in a molecular system.38, 106
The behavior of proteins in aqueous solution has been studied extensively using
MD force field simulation methods and, more recently, researchers have begun to
employ force field based MD simulation as a tool to study the adsorption behavior of
peptides and proteins over various types of functionalized surfaces.62, 72, 73, 77, 80, 88, 89, 91,
96

Among these, various simulation protocols52, 94, 127 and sampling algorithms128 have

been developed and utilized for protein-surface adsorption simulation. For example,
force fields such as CHARMM,36, 109 which were primarily parameterized to simulate the
behavior of biomolecules in aqueous solution, have begun to be evaluated for their
ability to accurately represent protein-surface interactions using explicitly represented
solvent.129

These MD simulations are typically performed in either the canonical

(constant number of atoms (N), volume (V), and temperature (T); NVT) or isothermal-
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isobaric (constant number of atoms (N), pressure (P), and temperature (T); NPT)
ensemble based on the physical properties of the system studied.38
When simulating the adsorption behavior of peptides or proteins on surfaces,
atomic constraints or harmonic restraints are often required to maintain the lattice
spacing and structure of the adsorbent surface or the position of other atoms in the
molecular system.

However, the use of atomic constraints can prohibit the

implementation of traditional NPT algorithms, which generally use atomic coordinate
scaling to adjust the volume of a condensed-phase system in order to establish a desired
level of pressure.107, 130 This limitation occurs for systems with constrained (fixed) atoms
because the positions of the fixed atoms must be preserved and thus cannot be
changed by a simple fractional coordinate-scaling expansion or contraction of the
system. Moreover, the internal pressure of a condensed-phase system with constrained
atoms becomes ill defined by most (if not all) simulation programs for either NPT or NVT
simulations because of the presence of the nonphysical forces imposed by the
constraints and their effect on the volume of the system; both of which influence the
calculation of system pressure. Furthermore, even if efforts are made to consider only
the mobile phase of the system when calculating pressure, the determination of the
appropriate volume to be assigned to the mobile atoms can be problematic. Given that
condensed-phase systems typically have very low compressibility, relatively small
differences in the dimensions that are established to contain a given molecular system
can result in large changes in internal pressure. For example, the compressibility of
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liquid water131 at 298 K is 45.248 × 10-6 bar-1, which correlates to a change of about
218 atm of pressure per 1.0% change in volume. Due to these difficulties in determining
the true pressure of a system with constrained atoms, the effects of pressure are often
ignored. Of course, if the behavior of a given molecular system is sensitive to pressure,
then failure to establish conditions that provide the appropriate pressure can be
expected to result in substantial errors in the simulated behavior of the system.
Previous simulations have shown that pressure has a substantial influence on the
thermodynamic behavior of solutes as seen in studies involving hydrophobic
association132 133, 134 and the adsorption behavior of peptides to surfaces.68 Aggregates
of methane, which are stable under ambient conditions, have been shown to destabilize
at high pressures.135 In another study, which characterized the potential of mean force
(PMF) profile between two hydrophobic solutes, the magnitude of the interaction
energy between the solutes was shown to decrease with an increase in pressure
indicating a substantial effect of pressure on the free energy of the system. 134 While
simulating the adsorption of a peptide to a hydrophobic CH3-terminated alkanethiol
self-assembled monolayer (SAM) surface, Sun et al.68 observed pressure-induced
changes in the PMF between the peptide and the surface (which represents adsorption
free energy) as a function of the separation distance of the peptide over the surface. In
order to prevent interactions of the peptide with the bottom image of the simulated
surface when using periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) and explicit TIP3P water, Sun et
al. placed a vacuum layer over the condensed-phase water and applied a restraining
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force to prevent the water from evaporating into the vacuum layer. Unexpectedly, they
observed that variations in the strength of this restraining potential, which qualitatively
corresponded to changes in the system pressure, had a substantial effect on the
adsorption PMF profile.
The realization that pressure is an important parameter to be considered,
combined with the problem of accurately determining system pressure when atomic
constraints are used, presents a serious problem for the accurate simulation of peptide
and protein adsorption behavior. While methods136, 137 have previously been developed
for the calculation of local internal pressure for a molecular system, which could be used
to get around this problem by determining the pressure of the system in a localized area
that was free of constraints, these methods often cannot be readily implemented in
established MD programs, such as CHARMM,138 without major code modifications.
Thus, there is a distinct need to develop a method that can be more simply applied to
accurately calculate the pressure of a condensed-phase system that contains
constrained atoms.
To clearly demonstrate the importance of pressure for the simulation of peptide
adsorption behavior, we quantitatively investigated the influence of system pressure on
the adsorption behavior of a peptide over a functionalized SAM surface using the
CHARMM molecular simulation program and force field.

Peptide adsorption was

characterized by calculating the free energy of adsorption (ΔGads) for a set of replicas of
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a peptide-SAM system in explicit solvent, each having the same number of atoms but
distinctly different volumes due to adjusting the height of the solvent box, thus creating
differences in the pressure of the aqueous solution over the surface. The results from
these simulations confirm that peptide adsorption is strongly influenced by the pressure
of the aqueous solution. However, because the lattice spacing of the SAM surface
chains in this study was fixed with atomic constraints, the default pressure calculation in
CHARMM could not be trusted to accurately represent the pressure of the aqueous
solution phase of the system. We therefore developed a method to determine the
aqueous solution pressure in the simulation through the calculation of a local effective
virial parameter. This parameter was calculated for a cross-sectional volume of mobile
atoms above the SAM surface in the bulk of the solution and was calibrated to pressure
by comparison with a simulation of a separate system composed of mobile bulk water
alone. The developed method provides a means to accurately determine the pressure
of an aqueous solution in a system that contains constrained atoms. As a direct
consequence, this method then also provides the ability to adjust the dimensions of the
solution phase of the simulated system in order to set and control the pressure of the
solution phase during a simulation to a desired value.
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5.2 Model and Methods
5.2.1 Model Construction
As shown in Figure 5-1, the system modeled consisted of a dodecanethiol selfassembled monolayer (CH3-SAM) surface and a nine-residue peptide in explicitly
represented physiological saline (approximately 140 mM NaCl).

The SAM surface

consisted of 90 aliphatic HS-(CH2)11-CH3 chains placed in a 10  9 array on a





3  3 R30 lattice with a 5.0 Å nearest-neighbor spacing, emulating an alkanethiol

layer on the Au (111) plane. Initially, each of the chains were tilted to the orientation
described by Vericat and coworkers,112 although the alkyl portion of the chain is not
constrained. In order to preserve the lattice spacing of the SAM chains in the absence of
an explicitly represented underlying gold surface, every thiol group (SH) in the SAM was
held fixed during the simulated dynamics. The peptide modeled was chosen to match
the experimental methods employed by Wei and Latour,1, 93 which had an amino acid
sequence of TGTG-V-GTGT (where T, G, and V represent threonine, glycine, and valine,
respectively) with zwitterionic end groups. Valine provides hydrophobic character to
the peptide in order to enhance its hydrophobic interaction with the methyl-terminated
SAM surface. The flanking repeats of the TG sequence were designed to provide
solubility and sufficient molecular weight for detection by surface plasmon resonance
spectroscopy.7 During the simulations, interactions between the peptide and the SAM
surface were characterized by the surface separation distance (SSD), which is defined as
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the distance between the average position of the topmost carbon in each SAM chain
and the center of mass of the peptide, as illustrated in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1. Molecular model of the TGTG-V-GTGT peptide in TIP3P water with approximately
140 mM NaCl over a dodecanethiol SAM surface [image generated using Visual MD software
(VMD111)]. The peptide, the SAM surface, the Na+ (yellow) and Cl− (teal) ions in solution, and the
fixed layer of water at the top of the unit cell are shown as space-filled atoms. The mobile bulk
water molecules are represented by space-filled atoms, which have been made translucent for
clarity. The total molecular assembly consists of 12 850 atoms.
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To build the mobile solution phase of the system, a TIP3P 113, 114 water box with
the base dimensions of the fixed-sulfur lattice in the SAM (43.3 Å  45 Å) and an initial
height of 35 Å was equilibrated for 500 ps using NPT dynamics at 1 atm and 298 K where
only the height of the box was allowed to change. The peptide was placed in the
equilibrated water box and all the water molecules whose oxygen resided within a 2.2 Å
radius of any peptide atom were deleted. To neutralize the zwitterionic end-groups of
the peptide and represent a physiological 140 mM NaCl concentration, a Monte Carlo
algorithm was employed to replace 14 randomly chosen TIP3P water molecules with
seven sodium ions (Na+) and seven chloride (Cl−) ions. The final number of TIP3P water
molecules in the system was 2 241.
Upon placing the mobile solution phase over the SAM surface, an additional preequilibrated 14 Å thick layer of approximately 140 mM saline solution was positioned
above the mobile solution with all atoms of this layer fixed in place during simulation.
The purpose of this layer was to prevent the peptide and saline in the mobile solution
phase of the system from interacting with the bottom layer of the SAM surface when
using three-dimensional (3-D) PBCs. When setting up the periodic boundaries in the
z direction (i.e., normal to the surface plane), the top of the constrained water layer was
fixed 1.2 Å below the bottom of the image SAM-surface thiol group. The complete
orthorhombic periodic unit cell had base dimensions matching the 43.3 Å  45 Å fixed
sulfur lattice in the SAM and a height of (65.17+Δz) Å, where Δz is a parameter used to
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adjust the pressure of the system, which was varied from −2.00 Å to +2.00 Å in this
study.
The CHARMM138 simulation program (version c34b2) was used to simulate the
dynamics of the model system using CGenFF parameters120 for the SAM and
CHARMM22/CMAP parameters36,
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for the peptide and explicit saline solvent.

Interactions through periodic boundaries were handled using the CHARMM crystal
facility with a 6th-order smooth particle mesh Ewald (PME) summation employed to
calculate electrostatic interactions. A spherical Gaussian width of κ=0.34 was used and
the PME grid density used (FFTX=50, FFTY=50, FFTZ=72) was higher than 1 grid point/Å3.
Van der Waals interactions were represented using the 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential
with a group-based force-switched cutoff that was invoked at 8 Å and terminated at
12 Å with a non-bonded pair-list generation cutoff at 14 Å. All bonds involving hydrogen
atoms were constrained using the RATTLE116 algorithm (a modified version of SHAKE117
in CHARMM), allowing up to a 2 fs time-step to be used in the MD simulations. All
dynamics were simulated at 298 K under the canonical ensemble (NVT) with a NoséHoover130, 139 thermostat in conjunction with the modified velocity Verlet integrator 47
(VV2).

5.2.2 Equilibration
Upon its initial assembly, a multi-step procedure was used to equilibrate the
model system, which we have found to be helpful to minimize the occurrence of SHAKE
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errors. First, the top methyl and mid-chain methylene hydrogen atoms of the SAM and
the mobile solution-phase atoms were relaxed by 100 steps of steepest-descent
minimization (with all other atoms fixed) followed by an additional 100 steps where the
top methyl carbon atoms of the SAM were also set free to move. The system was then
heated from 100 K to 298 K with 100 ps of dynamics using a 1 fs time step to relax the
SAM's terminal functional groups on their fixed alkanethiol base. Next, all atoms of the
SAM were set free to move except for the thiol base and the system was reheated from
100 K to 298 K, followed by an additional 100 ps of dynamics using a 1 fs time step. The
system was then equilibrated at 298 K for 400 ps using a 1 fs time step and an additional
equilibration was performed for 600 ps using a 2 fs time step where the peptide was
harmonically restrained at an SSD of 17 Å to allow the TIP3P water to equilibrate over
the SAM surface. The equilibrated system was simulated for an additional 5 ns with the
peptide unrestrained using conventional MD with a 2 fs time step. The final structures
resulting from these preparation steps were used as the input structures for further
sampling to determine the pressure and to calculate ΔGads. In particular, the data used
to calculate the pressure were taken exclusively from an additional 5 ns of conventional
MD simulation.

For statistical averages of system parameters, three independent

simulations were conducted, with different random-number seeds, for each system
considered.
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5.2.3 Free Energy Calculation
To determine the free energy of adsorption, ΔGads, a probability ratio method
was employed,50 which requires a thorough sampling of the peptide configurations
along the entire range of the SSD coordinate. As addressed in our previous work, 52, 94,129
the configurational sampling obtained by conventional MD is insufficient to calculate
ΔGads for even simple biomolecular systems (e.g., a nine-residue peptide), requiring the
use of advanced sampling techniques like replica exchange MD55 (REMD) to ensure
proper coverage of the dihedral space of the peptide. To overcome sampling barriers
along the SSD coordinate space, a predetermined biasing potential was applied to the
peptide during the REMD simulation of the system, the details of which are published
elsewhere.129 For statistical averages, three independent 5 ns biased-REMD simulations
were performed for a given system volume using the MMTSB121 (Multiscale Modeling
Tools for Structural Biology) suite of simulation tools.

5.2.4 Pressure Calculations
Because our model system has fixed atoms, the CHARMM program cannot
compute its pressure accurately due to the reasons addressed above. Here we review
how pressure is calculated from the internal virial in a conventional MD simulation and
introduce a method to calibrate the pressure of a system containing fixed atoms using
the pressure of a similar unconstrained system.
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This calibration is performed by

calculating and comparing a local effective virial parameter computed for a crosssectional layer (or “slab”) of solution in the bulk region of the mobile phase for each
system, which is based on the underlying principle that this parameter is directly related
to the local pressure of the molecular system.

5.2.4a Pressure Calculation in a System of Unrestrained Atoms

When enclosed in a volume, V, a molecular system in mechanical equilibrium
exerts a uniform pressure, P, on the boundaries of its container that can be calculated
from the virial theorem of Clausius106, 140 in terms of the time-averaged kinetic energy,

K , of the molecules and the time-averaged virial, W :



P

1
 2K  W 

3V

(5-1)

For simulations of N particles in thermal equilibrium having Nf degrees of freedom, the
equipartition theorem connects the average kinetic energy to the absolute temperature,
T, using the relationship K  12 N f kBT , where kB is Boltzmann’s constant.

The

instantaneous virial in a bounded system can be calculated as a single sum over the
atoms—each having a position vector ri and each being under the influence of a net
force Fi, due to all the other atoms in the system:
W    ri  Fi 
i
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(5-2)

When the net force acting on each atom can be expressed as a superposition of pairwise
forces (i.e., Fi   fij over interatomic distances, rij  ri  rj ), the single-sum virial is
j i

often rewritten as a pairwise sum using:106, 140

  r  F    r
i

i

i

i

j i

ij

 fij 

(5-3)

If the system studied is not enclosed by a container but, rather, simulated using PBCs,
the pressure relation in Equation 5-1 still holds;106, 141 however, one must be careful to
include the position and influence of the image atoms in the surrounding periodic cells
when calculating the virial.142-152 The most common approach for calculating the virial
with PBCs is to use the origin-independent pairwise double summation expression
indicated on the right-hand-side of Equation 5-3, with atom pairs assigned by the
minimum image convention.106 Alternatively, if one wishes to use a single-sum virial to
evaluate the internal pressure of a periodic system, a computationally inexpensive
correction term144 may be added to the virial expressed in Equation 5-2. The need for
such a correction term when the single summation form of Equation 5-2 is used with
PBCs can be easily seen if one considers a homogeneous periodic system, such as a
simple box of water with surrounding PBCs. In such a case, due to the symmetry of each
point in the system, the sum of the force vectors acting on an atom located at any
designated position in the system averaged over time will be equal to zero, and thus the
time-averaged value of the virial will also be zero irrespective of the system pressure.
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Alternatively, as is done by the CHARMM program,138 the form of the virial expressed in
Equation 5-2 may be used without alteration if the image atoms interacting with the
primary cell are treated explicitly in terms of accounting for their positions and force
contributions from the atoms in the primary simulation cell. This can be expressed by:
N

W    ri  Fi  
i 1

MN

 r  F 

i  N 1

i

i

(5-4)

where N represents the number of atoms contained in the primary cell of the system, M
represents the number of periodic image cells surrounding the primary cell, Fi
represents the sum of the force vectors from all atoms (i.e., primary and image atoms)
acting on atom i within the primary cell, and Fi´ represents the sum of the force vectors
from the atoms in the primary cell acting on an image atom i, without including the
force contributions from the other image atoms.

Equation 5-4 is identical to the

relationship developed by Thompson et al.144 to provide the correction necessary for the
use of the single summation method for the calculation of pressure when using PBCs,
and it can be readily shown that the relationship expressed in Equation 5-4 is equivalent
to the double sum expression shown on the right-hand-side of Equation 5-3.

5.2.4b Pressure Calculation for a System Having Fixed Atoms

It is often expedient to fix the positions of atoms in a molecular dynamics
simulation; however, the use of rigid constraints (which are external, non-conservative
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forces) make nonphysical contributions to the system virial, and thus may adversely
affect the pressure represented by Equation 5-1.153 To address this problem, the
pairwise-sum virial determined by Equation 5-3 can be partitioned into a sum of three
pair-type contributions:
W  W ff  Wmm  W fm

(5-5)

where Wff is the contribution to the virial from pairs of fixed atoms, Wmm is the
contribution from pairs of mobile atoms, and Wfm is of the contribution from forces
between fixed and mobile atoms. As Smith and Rodger153 point out, the Wff term is
based on fixed positions only and does not scale with the system volume. Since
pressure is determined by the scaling of the free energy with volume according to the
thermodynamic relationship:

 A 
P  

 V T

(5-6)

it is clear that Wff should not be considered when calculating the system pressure and
should be set to zero (although codes such as NAMD 154 give the user the option of
including these forces with the admonition that the interactions between constrained
atoms be minimized prior to fixing them).

The Wmm and Wfm terms are readily

computed as pairwise-sum virials. However, even if the forces of constraint acting on
fixed atoms are properly handled in computing the virial, and the number of the degrees
of freedom in the system (Nf) are adjusted accordingly to determine the kinetic energy,
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the presence of fixed atoms can still cause problems by making it difficult to accurately
define the volume of the system that is accessible to the mobile atoms, thus further
complicating the accurate calculation of the system pressure. Using an argument with
atoms approximated by hard spheres, Smith and Rodger153 show that the Wfm term is
responsible for a reduction in system volume due to the fixed atoms; however, it is
often very difficult to determine how this term influences the total volume in cases
where the fixed atoms enclose some excluded volume that is inaccessible to the mobile
atoms.

Moreover, the use of atomic constraints impedes the implementation of

fractional coordinate scaling methods that are used to optimize and maintain system
pressure in common constant pressure-temperature (CPT) dynamics algorithms. This
restriction may necessitate MD simulations with fixed atoms to be simulated in the NVT
ensemble, thus requiring that the overall system volume be set to a user-defined value.
For example, some simulation programs, such as CHARMM, do not allow one to invoke
CPT dynamics when atomic constraints are in use, while other programs, such as
AMBER39 and NAMD,154 allow fixed atoms to be used with CPT dynamics while warning
not to use a significant number of them. Accordingly, it should be understood that the
internal pressure reported by standard MD programs for a system containing fixed
atoms might not accurately represent the pressure of the system.
One way around the problems caused by fixed atoms is to calculate the local
pressure using a small defined volume of fully mobile atoms within the larger system
that is at least a cutoff distance removed from any of the fixed atoms in the system, thus
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minimizing their influence on the local pressure of the system. This can be done using
local pressure tensor methods136,

137

or by using a virial-based approach.

For a

simulation program that utilizes a pairwise virial formulation for the pressure, the local
pressure of a small volume segment of the system (denoted a “slab,” although it could
have any geometry) could be determined from a virial such as:

Wslab    rij  fij   
slab slab

i

 r

slab outside

j i

i

j i

ij

 fij 

(5-7)

where ‘slab’ and ‘outside’ refer to atoms inside and outside of the defined local volume
within the primary cell, respectively, with the corresponding volume and kinetic energy
of the atoms contained within the slab used for the calculation of the pressure using
Equation 5-1. Equation 5-7 is analogous to the form of the virial used to calculate the
pressure for an unconstrained system with PBCs with the slab representing the primary
cell and the volume outside the primary-cell slab representing the surrounding periodic
images.
It is important to again note that when using PBCs, the pressure in the slab can
be appropriately calculated using the summation over the relative position and force
vectors (i.e., rij and fij, respectively), but not from the summation over the individual
position and total force vectors (i.e., ri and Fi, respectively) for the atoms within the slab
alone.106, 140 This can be readily shown by the fact that for a general slab volume within
a larger molecular system:
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  rij  fij     ri  Fi 
slab all

i

slab

j i

(5-8)

i

(The inequality of Equation 5-8 can be demonstrated with a simple 3-atom system in
which two of the atoms are placed within a slab and one atom is placed outside of the
slab.) In order to use the single-summation form of the virial for a local slab, the
positions and force contributions between the slab atoms and the atoms outside the
slab must be taken into consideration in a manner similar to the treatment of the image
atoms for the application of the single-sum virial shown in Equation 5-4.

This

relationship can be expressed as:
S
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(5-9)

image

where atoms i = 1 to S and i = S+1 to N represent the atoms inside and outside the local
slab within the primary cell, ‘image’ refers to the atoms in the surrounding periodic
images of the primary cell, Fi´ represent the force vectors due to atoms within the slab
acting upon atoms outside of the slab within the primary cell, and Fi˝ represent the
force vectors from the slab atoms within the primary cell acting on the image atoms.
Unfortunately, programs that use a single-sum pressure evaluation in a manner
that appropriately considers the positions and force contributions of the image atoms
for the calculation of pressure for the whole molecular system, like that expressed in
Eq. 4 (e.g., CHARMM), are typically not designed to calculate the internal virial for a local
volume of the system. While such programs can easily be adapted to account for the
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contributions of the first term on the right-hand-side of Equation 5-9, representation of
the second and third terms generally would require substantial code modification. As an
alternative, however, single-sum virial calculation methods can be readily adapted to
calculate what we refer to as an effective virial, We, which is still directly related to the
local pressure. We define this effective virial as:
S

We    ri  Fi  
i 1

  r  F 
i

i

(5-10)

slab image

where the first term on the right-hand-side is the same as the first term in Equation 5-9
while ri in the second term represents the positions of the atoms in the images of the
slab and Fi´´´ represents the force vectors from primary cell atoms (both inside and
outside of the slab) acting on the atoms lying within the images of the slab. We then
also define a parameter that represents the effective virial per atom as we (= We/Ns),
where Ns is the number of atoms contained within the defined slab volume.
In the case of a system composed of a mobile solution phase over a solid phase
containing fixed atoms, we can be calculated for a defined slab volume within the mobile
solution phase that is free of the influence of system constraints. It could then be used
to determine the actual internal pressure of the solution phase of the system if a
calibration plot between the value of this effective virial and internal pressure could be
provided. This calibration plot can be simply generated by setting up a simulation
system representing a box of plain solvent without any atomic constraints applied with
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equivalent cross-sectional dimensions, total number of solvent atoms, and similar
solvent-box height as the one used for the mobile solution in the simulation with fixed
atoms [i.e., mobile solution shown in Figure 5-(1)]. The effective virial per atom (we) can
then be calculated for a slab of solvent in the plain solvent system that has equivalent
dimensions as in the system with fixed atoms, with the height of the overall plain
solvent box varied while keeping the number of solvent atoms constant, thus varying its
pressure. In this case, because no atoms are constrained, the system pressure can be
accurately calculated along with we of the defined slab during the simulation. The
values of we under these different pressure conditions can then be plotted against the
accurately computed pressure to obtain a calibration plot for the we parameter. Then,
returning to the system with fixed atoms, we of the solvent slab of the mobile solvent
atoms can be calculated for the same-dimensioned slab as with the unconstrained plain
solvent box. The pressure calibration plot can then be used to determine the pressure
in the solution phase of this system from the corresponding we values, with the height
of the solvent box in the system with atomic constraints then adjusted as necessary
until the desired solution pressure is obtained.
To demonstrate this approach, we defined a cross-sectional layer of solvent
within the solution phase of our peptide-SAM model system as the slab. This slab had a
height of 5 Å and a base identical to the 43.3 Å  45 Å base of the primary simulation cell
[see Figure 5-(1)]. The position of the slab was chosen so that the pressure of the
solvent in the SSD region from 15-20 Å could be monitored, placing its bottom more
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than a cutoff radius away from the SAM surface and its top more than a cutoff radius
away from the bottom of the fixed water layer. The plain solvent system (i.e., system
without constraints), which was used for generating the we versus P calibration plot, was
created by placing an exact replica of the mobile solution phase of the peptide-SAM
model system (i.e., all the TIP3P waters, ions, and the peptide) in a 43.3 Å  45 Å  35 Å
box with periodic boundary conditions. This solvent box was then simulated under NVT
conditions for overall box heights ranging from 32 Å to 38 Å to obtain values of we over
a wide range of pressures. When calculating we, the net force acting on each atom
present in the slab included all bonded interactions (corrected for SHAKE/RATTLE when
appropriate47) and non-bonded interactions with neighboring atoms within the 12 Å
cutoff (both primary and image) as well as the forces due to the long-range PME
electrostatic interactions. Once the calibration plot is generated, it can be used to
determine the value of we that corresponds to any desired pressure (e.g., 1 atm). The
height of the solvent box of the peptide-SAM system with the constrained atoms can
then be adjusted until the value of we for the equivalent slab in the peptide-SAM system
matches the designated value from the calibration plot, thus establishing conditions
representing the desired solution pressure for the simulation of peptide adsorption
behavior.
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5.3 Results and Discussion
Before addressing the influence of pressure on the values of ΔGads for peptide
adsorption to the SAM surface, we first present our results for applying the developed
approach to accurately determine the pressure of the peptide solution over the SAM
surface despite the use of constraints to lock the positions of portions of the system.
These results show that the default pressure value reported in CHARMM for this system
is in error by several hundred atmospheres, with the correct solution pressure being
able to be determined using the effective virial.

We then apply this method to

quantitatively show that pressure does indeed have a significant effect on ΔGads, thus
demonstrating the importance of correctly determining and controlling pressure for the
accurate simulation of peptide or protein adsorption behavior. Supporting analyses are
also provided to address the physical changes at the interphase that lead to the
relationship between ΔGads and pressure, which we relate to the influence of pressure
on the structure of TIP3P water over the hydrophobic SAM surface.

5.3.1 Pressure Calibration
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The plot showing the relationship between system pressure and the mean we
obtained from 3 independent 5 ns conventional MD simulations of the solvent slab in
the plain solvent box without any constraints is presented in Figure 5-2(a). For statistical
averages, a single 5 ns time-averaged we was taken from each of 3 independent
conventional MD simulations and averaged together to yield an estimate of the mean of
the data and 95% confidence intervals about the mean. Corresponding pressures for
each of the 3 simulations were quite reproducible, with 95% confidence intervals
typically being less than 40 atm.

As shown in this figure, a very strong linear

correspondence clearly exists between we and system pressure with an R2 correlation
coefficient of 0.9969. We should also note here that the `negative’ pressures, which
commonly occur in condensed-phase simulations, indicate a situation where the system
has been metastably over-expanded, but not to the point of cavitating to form a bubble
of vapor phase. In addition to the results presented in Figure 5-2(a), we of the plain
solvent system was also calculated in preliminary studies for slabs of thickness varying
from 5 Å to 15 Å to check for nonphysical artifacts due to slab size. The results from
these studies showed that we was constant irrespective of slab thickness, confirming the
robustness of this parameter. In addition, to determine if we was significantly affected
by the presence of the mobile peptide during these simulations, the solvent box was
simulated both with and without the peptide, and the resulting we values were
indistinguishable from one another.
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Figure 5-2. Two-stage pressure optimization process: (a) Calibration plot showing the
relationship between the internal pressure and the effective virial per atom (we) for a 5 Å thick
cross-sectional slab of the plain solvent box without atom constraints (black squares; linear
regression equation and R2 correlation coefficient). For comparison, the CHARMM-reported
internal pressure for the system with atomic constraints (i.e., peptide over SAM surface) is also
shown (blue triangles). (b) Relationship between effective virial parameter we and changes in
solvent box height for the peptide-SAM system with constrained atoms. Conditions providing
1 atm pressure for the constrained system are provided by adjusting the height (Δz) of the
solvent box in the constrained system such to provide a value of we that is equivalent to the
1 atm condition for the plain solvent box system. Error bars represent ± 95% confidence
intervals (CI) obtained from three independent simulations. 95% CI values for the water box
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pressure data points in 2(a) are less than 40 atm and are around 100 atm for the system with
fixed atoms.

Figure 5-2(b) presents the relationship between the change in total height of the
solvation box (i.e., Δz) and the calculated value of we for the system with constrained
atoms. The height of the model system was varied over a 4 Å range about the nominal
total system height of 65.17 Å and the resulting data were fit with a smooth Bezier curve
of degree 9. As shown in 2, the value of we corresponding to a pressure of about 1 atm
in the plain solvent box *−0.778 kcal mol-1 atom-1] indicates that the height adjustment
required to provide 1 atm pressure conditions for the solution phase in the peptide-SAM
system was −0.38 Å.
Figure 5-2(a) also shows the internal pressure for the whole system reported
directly by CHARMM for the peptide-SAM system with the constrained atoms. For the
we value that corresponds to a pressure of 1 atm in the system with atom constraints,
CHARMM reports a pressure above 500 atm, thus demonstrating the substantial
amount of error that can be present in the default calculation of pressure for systems
with constrained atoms. Using the previously mentioned compressibility of water at
298 K and 1 atm, a difference in 500 atm in pressure corresponds to an error on the
order of 2% in the solvent box volume, or difference in height of about 1.5 Å for the
system shown in Figure 5-1. This value is consistent with the difference in Δz values
needed to cause a change in solvent box pressures from 1 and 500 atm in Figure 5-2.
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As a further check on the relationship between the z values and the estimated
pressure of the solvent, an additional system was simulated with a 20 Å layer of vacuum
positioned over the mobile phase of water in the system (i.e., greater than the cutoff
distance), so that the pressure in this system would be the vapor pressure of water at
298 K, which lies close to zero pressure. The slab in this vapor/liquid system had an
average we of −0.781 ± 0.006 kcal mol-1 atom-1 (mean ± 95% confidence interval), which
corresponds to an average pressure of −9.4 ± 22 atm.

This is statistically

indistinguishable from the expected zero pressure, again supporting the validity of the
developed approach.
The number of samples chosen to create the calibration plot in Figure 5-2 was
qualitatively based on the initial dimensions of the system. To generate such a plot for a
general system with constraints it is recommended that a “slab” be chosen with a shape
to meet the characteristic geometry of the system considered with the caveat that the
slab be present in the bulk of the mobile solvent of the system, separated by more than
a cutoff radius from any constrained atoms at all times. An NPT simulation for a large
unconstrained box of the solvent found in this system should be equilibrated at the
desired pressure (in our case 1 atm) and the mean volume corresponding to this
pressure can then be used as the central point for the volume to be used in generating
the calibration plot.

Subsequent NVT simulations can then be conducted in 1%

increments of increased volume over a range of  0–5%, which should roughly
correspond to 1000 atm based on the compressibility of water at 298 K. A plot similar
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to Figure 5-3 can be used to determine the appropriate amount of time needed to
sample the pressure of an equilibrated model system. The cumulative average of we for
the slab modeled in this article was typically found to stabilize for a given SAM-peptide
system after 2–3 ns of conventional MD. Running multiple independent simulations (3
or more) that have been initialized with distinct random number seeds is needed to
describe the statistical behavior of the mean we and thus the pressure.

FIGURE 5-3. Cumulative average of the effective virial per atom parameter (we) for the 5 Å thick
slab as a function of conventional MD simulation time beyond equilibration for three
independent simulations (three simulations initialized with distinct random number seeds
during heating) of a system with Δz = −0.40 Å. The illustrated stabilization of we is typical for all
of the systems shown in Figure 5-2, indicating that at least 2−3 ns of dynamics are required for
the creation of a reliable calibration plot.

Although we are not able to provide a clear proof that the relationship between P
and we must be the same in the constrained system as in the unconstrained system, the
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fact that we is dominated by pairwise inter-atomic forces that are represented within
the cutoff distance of atoms that interact with the atoms within the defined slab
volume, and the fact that the unconstrained and constrained molecular systems are
essentially identical to one another (apart any significant contribution from long-range
electrostatics in the system) within this region of each system, leads to the logical
conclusion that the relationship between P and we should be identical in both systems.
This conclusion is supported by the vacuum-layer system, which imposes a known
pressure between 01 atm, with the corresponding we value for the slab atoms in this
constrained system being in excellent agreement with the P vs. we calibration plot
obtained from the unconstrained system.

5.3.2 Effect of Pressure on ΔGads
Given the ability to accurately determine the solution pressure in our peptideSAM system, we were able to directly evaluate its effect on peptide adsorption
behavior. The effect of pressure on the free energy of peptide adsorption is illustrated
for three systems in Figure 5-4, including one with a relative height of Δz = −2.00 Å (high
pressure; about 720 atm), one with Δz = +1.50 Å (low pressure; about −540 atm), and Δz
= −0.73 Å (moderate pressure; about 100 atm). To obtain the potential of mean force
(PMF) profile shown for each system, biased-REMD simulations using 24 exponentially
spaced replicas from 298 K to 400 K were performed with 5 ns of production sampling.
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The configurational ensembles, which were analyzed to calculate ΔGads using the
probability ratio method,129, 50 were obtained from the 298 K replicas.

FIGURE 5-4. Effect of pressure on the free energy profile for peptide adsorption to a CH3-SAM
surface. The PMFs shown were extracted from biased-REMD simulations of the peptide-SAM
model systems for relative heights of Δz = −2.00 Å (high pressure; about 710 atm), −0.73 Å
(moderate pressure; about 100 atm), and +1.50 Å (low pressure; about −510 atm). Error bars
represent 95% CI values obtained from 3 independent simulations.

Table 5-1. Free energy of adsorption extracted from the PMF profiles in Figure 5-4. The error
bars reported are 95% confidence intervals obtained from three independent 5 ns biased-REMD
simulations.
Δz (Å)

P (atm)

ΔGads (kcal/mol)

−2.00

720 ± 58

−0.34 ± 0.42

−0.73

100 ± 80

−1.88 ± 0.93

1.50

−540 ± 180

−2.60 ± 0.47
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Based on the free energy profiles along the SSD coordinate at various pressures
shown in Figure 5-4 and the resulting values of ΔGads, which are presented in Table 5-1,
solution pressure is shown to have a large effect on peptide adsorption behavior with
substantially weaker adsorption occurring in high-pressure systems compared to
systems at low pressure. This is clearly visible from the shallower PMFs at high pressure
in Figure 5-4, as well as the calculated ΔGads values in Table 5-1. The adsorption free
energy of 1.88 kcal/mol at moderate pressure is decreased by over 80% when the
pressure is elevated by ~620 atm, and is strengthened by nearly 40% when the pressure
is reduced by ~640 atm. These results indicate that it is extremely important for a
simulation of peptide (or protein) adsorption to have the pressure set correctly during
an MD simulation, which can be accomplished by adjusting the height of the solvent box
in the system to match a corresponding value of we using the calibration methods
outlined above. Naively trusting the reported pressure in a system with constrained
atoms can lead to large pressure errors, and thus to substantial errors in adsorption
energy. In the 12 850 atom system simulated, 2 680 of the atoms were fixed (roughly
20%) and the error in the CHARMM reported pressure was on the order of 500 atm
(Figure 5-2).
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5.3.3 Interfacial Pressure Effects
To provide some understanding of the physical effects that lead to the variability of ΔGads
with pressure, water structure profiles over the SAM surface were examined over a range of
pressures induced by imposing different values of z. The density of the water over the SAM
surface under these various pressures is illustrated in Figure 5-5 by the ZDF, or z-coordinate
distribution function (i.e., the number density ρ(z) of water molecules along the z axis
perpendicular to the surface plane) as a function of the z-coordinate position relative to the
SAM surface. The ZDF data shown are averages taken from 10 ns of conventional MD under the
canonical ensemble (i.e., NVT conditions) performed on the equilibrated system and, for every
relative height z shown, pressures measured from the calibration plot [Figure 5-2] are reported
in Table 5-2 with 95% CI obtained from 3 independent simulations. The general features of
these ZDFs are in agreement with previous simulations73, 155 and experimental results.155, 156 At
the highest pressure simulated (Δz = −2.00 Å; P = 720 atm), the ZDF shows a strongly ordered
solvent at the interface, with at least two distinct peaks near the SAM surface—one near z =
3.30 Å and one near z = 6.30 Å. As the relative system height, Δz, is increased, the internal
pressure of the system decreases and the solvent becomes less structured and less dense at the
interface. This change in water density near the SAM surface is proposed to be responsible for
the substantial effect of pressure on peptide adsorption free energy, with the peptide having to
displace an increasingly higher density of close-packed water at the surface as the pressure
increases, thus providing increased resistance to adsorption to the SAM surface. The green ZDF
trend, labeled ‘Vacuum,’ representing conditions of −9.4 ± 22 atm, was obtained from the
simulation under the liquid/vapor equilibrium, and has solvent layer peaks near z = 3.41 Å and z
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= 6.49 Å. This plot follows the trend of the Δz = −0.50 Å relative height more closely than any
other systems modeled in Figure 5-5(a). When plotted on a finer scale that focuses on the first
solvation peak [Figure 5-5(b)], the green ‘Vacuum’ ZDF trend lies between the Δz = −0.40 Å and
Δz = −0.45 Å trends, which agrees well with the Δz = −0.38 Å obtained from the calibration plot
(Figure 5-2), thus independently confirming the accuracy of the pressure optimization
technique. Images of the water structure for the highest and lowest pressure systems are
shown in Figures. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. These images clearly illustrate how pressure
influences water structure and density at the interphase region of the system, and it is not
surprising that these dramatic changes to water structure would have a strong influence on
peptide adsorption behavior.
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Figure 5-5: Atomic density distribution, ρ, of the TIP3P solvent as a function of z, the distance
from the plane of the CH3-SAM surface, for (a) the full range of relative system heights, Δz, and
(b) a small subset of relative heights that closely match the ‘Vacuum’ system density. The trend
labeled ‘Vacuum’ shows the water structure for a system modeled with a 20 Å layer of vacuum
placed over the mobile solution phase, thus imposing conditions representing a pressure near
0 atm (−9.4 ± 22 atm per Figure 5-2).
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Table 5-2. Pressures obtained for various relative system heights (Δz). The error bars reported
are 95% confidence intervals obtained from three independent 5 ns conventional MD
simulations.

Δz (Å)

P (atm)

−2.00

720 ± 58

−1.50

480 ± 47

−1.00

240 ± 29

−0.50

30 ± 71

−0.45

19 ± 38

−0.40

−21 ± 20

−0.35

−31 ± 55

−0.30

−71 ± 55

0.00

−120 ± 110

0.50

−360 ± 49

1.00

−480 ± 110

1.50

−540 ± 180

2.00

−560 ± 78

Vacuum

−9.4 ± 22
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Figure 5-6: Structuring of water layers over the CH3-SAM in a conventional MD simulation by
CHARMM (illustrated by VMD111) when the system is under (a) high pressure conditions, seen
when Δz = −2.00 Å (P = 720 atm), and (b) low pressure conditions, seen when Δz = +2.00 Å (P =
−560 atm).

5.4 Conclusions and Future Directions
When simulating peptide or protein adsorption to a solid-phase surface, it is
often necessary to lock atoms in place using fixed constraints to ensure proper
positioning of surface substrate lattices and/or to reduce the computational cost of the
simulation. The use of constraints, however, imposes non-conservative external forces
on the system and causes difficulties in defining the volume occupied by the
unconstrained atoms in the system, both of which can substantially affect the ability to
accurately calculate the internal pressure. This, plus an inability to use fractional
coordinate scaling to control the system volume, interferes with the ability to perform
simulations under constant pressure conditions. These factors are of particular concern
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in the simulation of peptide and protein adsorption behavior because, as we have
shown in this study, the strength of adsorption of a peptide on a surface can be
substantially influenced by the pressure of the system.
To address these problems, we have developed and demonstrated a relatively
simple method to accurately determine the pressure of a molecular system that
contains constrained atoms by calculating an effective virial parameter, we, for a local
region of the system containing only mobile atoms, and calibrating this effective virial
against a plain solvent system without atom constraints, for which the pressure can be
accurately determined using the standard viral method. This approach allows the
volume of the mobile solution phase of a molecular system containing fixed atoms to be
adjusted so that the local effective virial corresponds to the desired pressure of the
system, enabling simulations of peptide or protein adsorption to be conducted at the
appropriate pressure.
Although the methods presented in this article were conducted under NVT
conditions in which the volume of the mobile solution phase of the system was
manually adjusted in order to achieve the desired pressure, a similar approach could
easily be implemented in an automated fashion. In such a case, the value of we could be
monitored during an MD simulation and the height of the solvent box adjusted to
maintain a targeted average value of this parameter. This type of simulation, which may
be referred to as NweT conditions, may be particularly important when conducting a
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simulation that involves adsorption-induced unfolding of a protein. In this case, the
change in the molecular volume of the protein that may occur as a result of unfolding
can be expected to substantially alter the pressure of the solution phase of the system if
the simulation were conducted under NVT conditions,157 with subsequent nonphysical
artifacts introduced in the adsorption behavior of the protein due to the changes in
solution pressure. However, by monitoring we and adjusting the height of the solvent
box to maintain it within a targeted range, the solution pressure can be maintained at
the target value, thus enabling the system to be simulated under constant solution
pressure conditions as necessary for the accurate simulation of protein adsorption
behavior.
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CHAPTER SIX
Interfacial force field for protein-surface interactions using the
dual force field program
Abstract:
The adsorption of proteins onto a biomaterial surface plays a key role in
determining the bioactivity of implants and biomedical devices. Understanding these
events using empirical force field based simulations can be a powerful tool to study
interfacial interactions at the molecular level. We have previously investigated and
assessed the validity of the CHARMM force field to represent protein-surface interaction
and found that CHARMM substantially underestimates adsorption affinity for both
hydrophobic and positively charged amine surfaces. To address this shortcoming, the
CHARMM program was modified to include the capability of simulating a molecular
system with two independent force fields; the CHARMM force field for simulating the
interactions between atoms within the solution phase (i.e., proteins, ions and solvent)
and within the adsorbent surface, and a separate interfacial force field to model the
interactions between the atoms of the solution phase with the atoms of the surface.
Optimization of these interfacial force field parameters included calculating the free
energy of adsorption (ΔGads) using replica-exchange molecular dynamics (REMD)
simulations, comparison with experimental values to identify where parameter
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adjustment was needed, and then adjusting the interfacial parameters until satisfactory
agreement with the experimental results was obtained with the constraint of minimally
altering the CHARMM protein force field parameters.
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6.1 Introduction
Understanding protein-surface interactions is of critical importance to various
biomedical and biotechnological applications.2,

22

In addition to the experimental

methods to study these interactions, recently computational methods have also been
explored.88,

90

Advancements in computer hardware, software, and computational

algorithms have vastly broadened the scope and application of these simulations. Allatom empirical force field (FF) based simulation methods have been considered as the
best approach for studying protein-surface interactions, as they combine the capability
of efficiently handling thousands of atoms in a single simulation while providing a high
level of accuracy dependent upon the suitability of the force field parameterization used
for a given molecular system. These simulations can provide insights at the atomic level
which are otherwise very difficult to obtain by experimental methods alone.
A commonly encountered problem in the simulation of protein-surface
interactions using empirical force field methods is the lack of a single force field that has
been rigorously parameterized to represent the atomic interactions between the three
phases of the system: the solution phase, the solid phase, and the interface between
the solid and solution phases. One will often find that a protein force field (e.g.
CHARMM35, 120, 138 or AMBER39) does not have the requisite parameters to represent the
molecular behavior of a solid material surface, which may require the use of a material
science based force field (e.g. PCFF44 for a polymeric surface). Or, even if they do have
parameters that can be used for the solid surface, these parameters may never have
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been validated to accurately represent the interactions at the interface between the
solution and the solid phases. In this case, it is often just assumed that the available
parameters for the solution and solid phases of the system will be applicable to properly
represent interactions between these two phases at their interface, which raises the
issue of force field transferability.
A clear example of the issue of force field transferability is shown by the results
presented in Figure. 4-5 above, where the CHARMM parameters that were primarily
developed to represent protein conformational behavior in aqueous solution, and found
to adequately represent the structural behavior of a SAM surface, do not adequately
represent peptide adsorption behavior to many types of SAM surface. 129 One of the
primary reasons why we believe that a fixed-charged protein force field, such as
CHARMM, is not able to properly represent peptide adsorption behavior is that the
partial charge parameters for the atoms in a protein force field are primarily set to
represent what they would be when surrounded by bulk aqueous solution. However, in
reality, the polarization state of atoms, which determine their partial charge character,
will shift depending on an atom’s local molecular environment. Fixed charge force
fields, however, cannot adapt in this way. The use of a fixed charge force field can thus
cause the situation where the partial charges that are assigned to the atoms of a protein
are appropriate to represent protein folding behavior in aqueous solution, but are not
appropriate to represent protein adsorption behavior to a material surface. However,
modification of a protein force field’s parameters to more accurately represent peptide
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adsorption behavior would likely then cause errors in the peptide’s conformational
behavior in solution for which these parameters were originally tuned.

Thus, a

molecular simulation program that requires the use of a single fixed-charge force field
to represent the interactions between all of the atoms in the system may be inherently
inadequate to accurately represent both protein conformational behavior and protein
adsorption behavior in the same simulation.
In order to solve this problem, our research group has modified the CHARMM
program to enable two separate sets of force field parameters to be used in a single
simulation – one set of force field parameters (i.e., regular CHARMM parameters) to be
used to simulate the interactions of the atoms in the solution phase (e.g., protein,
solvent and ions) and solid phase (e.g., SAM surface) when these atoms interact with
other atoms of the same phase, and another set of parameters (i.e., interfacial
parameters) to control the interactions when atoms of the solid phase interact with
atoms of the solution phase. This approach, which we call the dual force field (Dual-FF)
program, will thus retain the ability provided by the CHARMM force field to accurately
represent peptide conformational behavior in solution while allowing peptide-surface
interactions to be separately tuned to accurately represent protein adsorption behavior.
Physical adsorption processes only involve nonbonded interactions between the
solution and solid phases of the system, thus the tuning of an interfacial force field to
control protein-surface interactions only involves consideration of the nonbonded
parameters of a force field.

The nonbonded terms are the long-range pairwise
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electrostatic interactions, which are controlled by the assigned partial charges of the
individual atoms, and the van der Waal interactions, typically approximated by a
Lennard-Jones (L-J) potential, which is controlled by assigned atomic radii and
interaction energy-well depth parameters (Rmin and i).

Accordingly, the Dual-FF

program was designed to enable the nonbonded parameters that control the
interactions between an atom in the solution phase with an atom of the solid surface
phase (i.e., partial charge and L-J parameters) to be independently adjusted without
altering the nonbonded parameters that influence either the conformational behavior
of the peptide in solution or the conformational behavior of the atoms in the solid
surface.
Based on the results of the Aim 3.2 studies, the three main systems considered
for interfacial parameter modification studies are those for (i) the hydrophobic CH3 SAM
surface, (ii) the positively charged amine SAM surface, and (iii) the hydrophilic OH SAM
surface. As shown in Table. 6.1, the hydrophobic surfaces modeled using the CHARMM
force field tend to underestimate the magnitude of ΔGads (i.e., underpredict the strength
of adsorption). This is an indication that the water molecules are binding too strongly to
the hydrophobic surfaces relative to the peptide, thus reducing the tendency of the
peptide to adsorb to the surface.

Thus, to decrease the ΔGads observed in the

simulations (i.e., make it more negative and strengthen the adsorption process),
changes in the parameterization are needed that will either reduce the attraction of
water, and/or strengthen peptide interactions with the SAM surface. On the positively
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charged amine SAM surface, the simulations resulted in peptide adsorption behavior
that was also much weaker than determined by experiment, which was attributed to
either the water or the counter-ions being too strongly attracted to the amine groups of
the surface relative to the attraction of the peptide.

Table 6.1: Free energy of adsorption (ΔGads) for a TGTG-V-GTGT peptide over three different
surfaces: Comparison between experimental values and values obtained by simulation using the
CHARMM force field. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

ΔGads (kcal/mol)
Experiment
OH-SAM
NH2/NH3-SAM
CH3-SAM

Simulation

Contact angle
Experiment

0.0 ± 0.4

-0.14 ± 0.43

16°± 2°

-3.75 ± 0.34

-0.02 ± 0.30

48°± 2°

-4.4 ± 0.5

-1.10 ± 1.20

110°± 3°

Efforts were made to create the interfacial force field in supplement to the
CHARMM force field to accurately represent peptide adsorption behavior. Conventional
nonbonded parameters from CHARMM force field were initially used to represent the
interfacial force field, with modifications then made to these parameters as necessary to
obtain ΔGads values that are within at least 1.0 kcal/mol of the experimental results.
Based on recognition that errors in peptide adsorption affinity can be expected to
typically be a result of an imbalance of the nonbonded parameters for the relative
attraction between the peptide and water for the functional groups of the surface,
initial guidance for parameter adjustment was provided by separating out individual
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electrostatic and L-J contributions for the adsorption behavior. Additional information
was then also provided by simulating the static contact angle for a water droplet on
each SAM surface with comparison to experimental values. These studies provided
rapid assessment of the relative contributions of electrostatic and L-J interactions as
well as the influence of the adjustment of the nonbonded parameters on the strength of
attraction between TIP3P water molecules and the functional groups of the SAM
surface. Further parameter tuning was then performed largely based on intuition
regarding the types of changes that would adjust the balance between the attractions of
the peptide relative to water, with the added constraint of minimally altering
parameters from the conventional CHARMM force field parameter set.

6.2 Model and Methods
6.2.1 Model Construction
As shown in Figure 4-1, the system modeled consists of a dodecanethiol selfassembled monolayer (CH3-SAM) surface and a nine-residue peptide in explicitly
represented physiological saline solution (approximately 140 mM NaCl).

The SAM

surface consists of 90 aliphatic HS-(CH2)11-R chains placed in a 10  9 array on a





3  3 R30 lattice with a 5.0 Å nearest-neighbor spacing, emulating an alkanethiol

layer on the Au (111) plane, with R as the functional group to be presented as the topmost surface layer of SAM. Three different R groups were considered for this study,
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namely -CH3 (hydrophobic), –OH (polar, neutral), and -NH2/NH3+ (mixed polar and
positively charged; 10% protonation110), with peptide adsorption to these surface
chemistries providing the greatest deviation from experimental values when using the
CHARMM force field120 to represents peptide surface adsorption behavior.

The

modeled peptide was chosen to match the experimental system employed by Wei and
Latour,1,
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which has an amino acid sequence of TGTG-V-GTGT (where T, G, and V

represent threonine, glycine, and valine, respectively) with zwitterionic end groups.
During the simulations, interactions between the peptide and the SAM surface were
characterized by the surface separation distance (SSD), which is defined as the distance
between the average position of the topmost carbon in each SAM chain and the center
of mass of the peptide, as illustrated in Figure 4-1.
The CHARMM138 simulation program (version c34b2) was used to simulate the
dynamics of the model system using CGenFF parameters120 for the SAM and
CHARMM22/CMAP parameters36, 109 for the peptide and explicit saline solvent (140mM
Na+ and Cl− ions in TIP3P water).

Interactions through periodic boundaries were

handled using the CHARMM crystal facility with van der Waals (vdW) interactions
represented using the 12-6 Lennard-Jones (L-J) potential with a group-based forceswitched cutoff that was invoked at 8 Å and terminated at 12 Å with a non-bonded pairlist generation cutoff at 14 Å. Because the Dual-FF CHARMM program has not yet been
parameterized to represent electrostatic interactions using Ewald summation,
electrostatic interactions were represented using the same cutoff parameters as were
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used for L-J interactions. This resulted in slightly different values of ΔGads from previous
results using PME, but values were still within 0.5 kcal/mol of previous results. All bonds
involving hydrogen atoms were constrained using the RATTLE116 algorithm (a modified
version of SHAKE117 in CHARMM), allowing up to a 2 fs time-step to be used in the MD
simulations. All dynamics were simulated at 298 K under the canonical ensemble (NVT)
with a Nosé-Hoover130, 139 thermostat in conjunction with the modified velocity Verlet
integrator47 (VV2).
For these simulations, Gads was calculated using the same methods provided in
Chapter 4, which involved conducting biased-energy REMD simulations.

Briefly,

umbrella sampling was first performed to obtain an estimate of the free energy versus
SSD profile by constraining the peptide at certain distance from the surface using a
harmonic potential with a force constant of 2 kcal/mol/Å 2 (see Equation 4-3). 22
different windows were simulated independently with the constraining position of the
peptide varied incrementally for each simulation window and the resulting data were
combined using the weighted histogram analysis method54 (WHAM) to estimate the
potential of mean force (PMF) for the peptide as a function of distance. Umbrella
sampling simulations were performed for 1.0 ns. The PMF profile was then translated
into a biasing potential by fitting it with a representative analytical function (see
Equation 4-4) and then adding the negative of that function to the force field equation
in order to perform subsequent biased-REMD simulations. Biased-REMD simulations
were performed using 24 replicas with temperature ranging from 298 to 400 K.
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Exchange attempts were made for every 1.0 ps and the resulting sampled ensemble of
states obtain from the 298 K temperature level was used for analysis to calculate Gads.

6.2.2 Dual Force Field Program
The CHARMM program was modified to provide the capabilities to implement
two different sets of force field parameters in a single simulation to create what we
refer to as Dual-FF CHARMM. In our particular implementation of this Dual-FF strategy,
the CHARMM program was modified to enable the conventional CHARMM FF
parameterization to be used to represent intra-phase interactions between atoms
making up the solution phase of the system (i.e., TIP3P water, peptide, and ions) and
also for intra-phase interactions between atoms making up the solid phase (i.e.,
alkanethiol chains forming the SAM surface) while inter-phase interactions between
atoms of the solution phase and atoms of the solid phase were independently
represented using a separate set of nonbonded parameters of what we refer to as the
interfacial force field. Thus, by this strategy, every atom in a residue thus has dual set of
topology parameters composed of two designated partial charges (qi) and two sets of L-J
parameters (Rmin and i). The default value for the interfacial parameters were kept the
same as the original CHARMM parameters, with adjustments made as needed to correct
identified errors in peptide adsorption behavior as determined by comparison with
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experimental values of Gads. Under the present implementation, the Dual-FF program
is invoked in our modified version of CHARMM using the keyword of ‘mixx ff.’

6.2.3 Parameter Adjustment to Tune the Interfacial Force Field
6.2.3a Assessment of Electrostatic and L-J Contributions to Peptide Adsorption
As previously noted, the conventional CHARMM force field underestimated
peptide adsorption affinity for the hydrophobic CH3 and the positively charged
NH2/NH3+ SAM surfaces. For the hydrophobic system, this was considered to be most
likely due to the binding affinity of the nonpolar groups of peptide with the surface
being too weak and/or water interactions with the surface being too strong. For the
positively charged amine surface, weak peptide adsorption was considered to most
likely be due to the attraction of either the hydrophobic groups or the negatively
charged groups of the peptide being too weak and/or conversely due to the water
affinity for the surface being too strong. It is also possible that the chloride ions in
solution could have overly strong affinity for the surface, thereby neutralizing the
surface entirely and inhibiting the electrostatic attraction of the peptide. For the OH
SAM surface, the balance between the peptide and water binding affinity to the surface
seems appropriately balanced, as inferred from the lack of peptide adsorption, which is
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in agreement with experimental values. However, an overly strong interaction of water
with this surface will also exhibit this same behavior.
In order to clearly understand the factors governing the interfacial region, it is
important to assess the specific contributions of the different types of nonbonded
interactions that influence the relative strength of interaction between the peptide and
water with the surface. This can be achieved by isolating the contributions of
electrostatic and L-J interactions to the adsorption profile separately using the Dual-FF
program. To accomplish this, the interface region was modeled using three different
schemes, (i) normal CHARMM parameters, (ii) L-J interactions only, and (iii)
electrostatics interaction only. For scheme (ii), the partial charges for the SAM atoms
were set to zero for the interfacial interactions, and for scheme (iii) the L-J well depth
(i) was reduced to 10-4 kcal/mol instead of zero in order to effectively eliminate atomatom attraction while maintaining overlap repulsion, thus avoiding the complete
collapse of atoms due to electrostatic attraction.

Using these schemes, umbrella

sampling simulations were performed to gain insights on the influence of L-J vs.
electrostatic interaction on the adsorption process by comparing the PMF vs. SSD
profiles. Also, the influence of L-J vs. electrostatic interactions on the structure of water
over the surface was evaluated by plotting the corresponding water molecule
Z-position distribution function (ZDF) from these umbrella simulations.
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6.2.3b Water Contact Angle Simulations
Simulations of static water contact angle measurements were conducted and
compared to experimental static water contact angle results in order to provide a very
efficient guide for the adjustment of nonbonded parameters for water interactions with
the SAM surfaces. To perform these simulations, a nano-drop of water with 1500 TIP3P
waters was initially equilibrated in vacuum to form a spherical drop under NVT
conditions.

It should be noted that it was not necessary to conduct a series of

simulations with varying numbers of water molecules because studies reported in the
literature have shown that water contact angle values determined from simulation are
not significantly dependent on the number of water molecules in the simulation. 158 For
our water contact angle simulations, the water droplet was placed on top of three
different SAM surfaces (methyl, hydroxyl, and amine SAM surfaces) and conventional
MD simulations were run to equilibrate the system, thus letting the water wet the
surface. SAM surfaces with a larger surface area were constructed for these simulations
(27 x 30 chains to represent the surface) to prevent a water droplet from interacting
with its own periodic image, which would tend to artificially enhance spreading over the
surface. These surfaces were constructed using a 90-chain surface segments that were
pre-equilibrated for 5ns and then replicated as a unit cell three times in both the X and Y
directions. The water drop was initially placed with its bottom edge 8.0 Å above the
surface. The systems were then heated to 298 K over 100 ps using the VV2 47 algorithm
with a time-step of 1.0 fs with the water being free to interact with the surface. The
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thiol groups of the SAM surface were fixed during the simulation in order to represent
their stable attachment to an underlying gold (111) surface, while the rest of the chain
segments were unconstrained. The shape of the water droplets on each surface was
observed to stabilize after a few hundred picoseconds of simulation, thus indicating that
the system had equilibrated. The contact angles were then measured for snap-shots of
each system taken after 500 ps of simulation by projecting the positions of water on the
X-Z and Y-Z planes and estimating a measure of the contact angle by manual calibration.
The influence of the nonbonded parameters controlling water-SAM interactions
was then investigated by parametrically changing both the partial charge and L-J well
depth parameters for the water molecules and evaluating how these parameter
adjustments influenced the water contact angle. Parameter adjustments were made
until the simulated water contact angles approximately matched experimental values
for each SAM surface, with these nonbonded parameters for TIP3P water then
implemented and assessed in subsequent biased-energy REMD simulations of peptide
adsorption to evaluate their effect on the calculated values of Gads.

6.2.3c Interfacial Force Field Parameterization
From the above studies, the balance between water and peptide affinity towards
the surface was evaluated. Based on the umbrella sampling simulations, the L-J and
electrostatic contributions to peptide adsorption behavior were assessed and these
results were then used as a guide for tuning the interfacial force field by making
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adjustments in the designated directions to either strengthen or weaken peptide
adsorption behavior. In addition, the water contact angle simulations provided us a
direct means to change water parameters to balance water-water and water-surface
interactions to accurately model the surface wetting effects. Following parameter
adjustment and initial evaluations via umbrella sampling to evaluate if the adjustments
were resulting in the desired shifts in the PMF vs. SSD profiles, biased REMD simulations
were performed and the influence these changes on Gads values were evaluated.
Interfacial force field tuning was carried out until the calculated Gads were within 1.0
kcal/mol of the experimental values, with the additional constraint being imposed of
minimally varying the initial CHARMM nonbonded parameters.

6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1

Assessment of Electrostatic and L-J Contributions to Peptide

Adsorption
As shown in Table 6.1, simulations with the standard CHARMM force field result
in a substantial under-prediction of the binding affinity of the host-guest peptides to the
methyl and amine SAM surfaces, thus requiring parameter retuning for the interfacial
force field if these errors in peptide adsorption behavior are to be corrected. In order to
provide directions regarding how the adjustment of nonbonded parameters will
influence peptide adsorption behavior, umbrella sampling simulations were conducted
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using our Dual-FF program to isolate the contributions of L-J and the electrostatic
parameters. The results of these simulations are presented in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1 Umbrella sampling of the TGTG-V-GTGT peptide over three different surfaces using
the Dual FF program. The interface region was modeled by three different schemes, namely,
normal CHARMM interface (red squares), L-J only (green circles), and purely electrostatic (blue
triangles). The PMF plots for methyl, hydroxyl and amine SAM surfaces (a,c and e, respectively)
are shown on the left and their corrospondng water ZDF plots (b,d and f, respectively) on the
right.

As can be seen from these PMF plots (Figure 6-1 a, c, and e) and their corresponding
ZDF plots (Figure 6-1 b, d, and f), the vdW and electrostatic interfacial parameters have
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profoundly different effects on adsorption, thus providing direction regarding how these
parameters should be adjusted in order to correct the identified errors. Based on the
PMF plot for the methyl SAM surface (Figure 6-1 a), it is clear that the vdW
contributions for the peptide-SAM interactions favor stronger adsorption of the peptide
over the water, while electrostatic interactions show that of the peptide and water are
fairly evenly balanced. Also, from the corresponding ZDF plot (see Figure 6-1 b), it can
be inferred that the vdW interactions are primarily responsible for the development of
the water structure over this SAM surface. Based on these interactions, it is evident
that to further strengthen the peptide adsorption to the hydrophobic methyl SAM
surface, the L-J well-depth for the peptide could be increased, while that of the water
could be decreased. Over hydroxyl surface, the peptide PMF profile demonstrates little
preference for peptide adsorption using the normal CHARMM force field interface while
the purely electrostatic interface interactions favor displacement of the peptide by the
water. This is also evident from the ZDF plot (Figure 6-1 d), as the water is more tightly
bound to the surface by electrostatic interactions. In contrast to this behavior, the
peptide does exhibit some attraction to the surface under vdW interactions alone, with
the water structure under this condition appearing very similar to the methyl-SAM
surface under these same conditions. In the case of the amine SAM surface, vdW
interactions favor peptide adsorption fairly strongly while the electrostatic contributions
are only very weakly attractive. Surprisingly, when the interface is modeled using
standard CHARMM parameters, which includes both L-J and electrostatic effects, the
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peptide is actually repelled from the surface, possibly due to the lack of defined water
structure over the surface as can be seen in the ZDF plot (Figure 6-1 f) compared to the
structuring of the water over other two SAM surfaces.

6.3.2 Water Contact Angle Simulations
In order to assess the balance between water-water and water-surface
interaction, static water contact angle simulations were performed. Contact angle is one
of the easily measurable parameters of a surface experimentally, which characterizes
the surface hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity, based on the angle made by a drop of
water over the surface. The value of possible water contact angles range from 0° to
180°, with the spreading of water over the surface resulting in lower values, thus
indicating increased surface hydrophilicity. The experimentally measured contact angles
for the methyl, hydroxyl and amine SAM surfaces were 110° ± 3°, 16° ± 2° and 48° ± 2°
(mean ± 95% confidence intervals), respectively.

To reproduce the experimental

contact angle experiments via computer simulation, a nano-drop of water was
simulated over three surfaces (methyl, hydroxyl and amine), and the contact angle was
assessed after 500 ps of the NVT simulation using normal CHARMM FF. The contact
angles measured were within a few degrees of the experimental values on both methyl
and hydroxyl terminated SAMs. Surprisingly, the amine surface simulation showed a
much lower contact angle than the experimental value (~26° vs. 48°), thus indicating an
overly strong attraction of the surface for the water relative to the water for itself. This
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implies that the balance between water-water and water-SAM interactions needs to be
tuned for this type of functionalized surface if accurate interfacial conditions are to be
represented.

Figure 6-2 Water contact angle results over hydroxyl, amine and methyl SAM surface after 500
ps of simulation. The bottom horizontal panel describes the equilibrated spreading of the water
droplet over each SAM surface using the normal CHARMM FF. The three panels above the
bottom panel for each surface present the spreading of the water droplets with sequentially
reduced water dipole moment (i.e., reduced absolute magnitude of the partial charge values).
The approximate contact angle measured is reported in each window respectively.

To correct the anomalous behavior of the amine surface, contact angle
simulations were revisited using the Dual-FF program to adjust the balance between
water-water and water-SAM interaction by sequentially reducing the absolute
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magnitude of the partial charges of the water for its interactions with the SAM surface.
Based on the parametric study to adjust the nonbonded interaction of water, partial
charges of interfacial water were scaled down and found that a reduction in water
partial charges by 10-20% best agreed on the contact angle measured with the
experimental results. As shown in Figure 6-2, this reduction in the water partial charges
had minimal effect on the resulting contact angles on the OH or CH3 SAM surfaces.

6.3.3 Interfacial Force Field Parameterization
Modifications were made in the interfacial interactions using the Dual FF program
without altering the intra-solution (water, peptide and ion) interactions or intra-solid
interactions (SAM surface), which are modeled as if they were simulated using
CHARMM force field alone. However, the surface-solution interactions are controlled
by the interfacial force field. Based on the umbrella sampling simulations performed
earlier, it is apparent that the peptide’s hydrophobic association was substantially under
estimated. In order to correct this behavior, various adjustments in the interfacial
parameters of the peptide and water were carried out using the Dual FF program. In
order to tune the interfacial force field to match the experimental results, the peptide’s
methyl group vdW interaction with the surface was enhanced by increasing the i (well
depth) value for CT2 and CT3 atom type of the carbon (sp3) atoms present in the amino
acid library of the CHARMM force field. This increase in i was accompanied with
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reduction in the absolute magnitude of the partial charges (by 20%) of methyl group
(CH3) present in the amino acid library of CHARMM. Also, it was found that decreasing
the water interactions with the surface via the reduction in i (well depth) of water by
20% enhanced the adsorption of the peptide over the hydrophobic surface.
These modifications to the interfacial parameters were assessed by conducting free
energy simulations of peptide over all three surfaces and found that the peptide
adsorbed to the methyl surface with a ΔGads of -3.6 kcal/mol, thus improving the
adsorption significantly, whereas the hydroxyl surface showed no change in its
adsorption behavior. This also provides us with a confidence that changing the
interfacial parameters do not affect the adsorption behavior for the hydrophilic surface,
while increasing peptide adsorption on the hydrophobic surface to a value that matches
closely with the experimental value. On evaluating the interfacial force field on the
amine SAM surface, it was found that the peptide showed no change in the adsorption
profile, still exhibiting an underestimation of adsorption with a ΔGads of -0.64 kcal/mol,
compared to the experimental adsorption of -3.75 kcal/mol. It was initially thought that
the chloride ions were binding too strongly to the protonated amine groups of the SAM
surface, over-shielding the electrostatic interactions between the surface and the
peptide functional group. After closely examining the system, and modifying nonbonded
parameters for chlorine atom to unrealistically extreme values, i.e. increased van der
Waals radii (by 100%) or diminished the well depth close to zero, we found out that the
adsorption of the peptide to the amine surface was unaltered. Hence, it was determined
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that the chloride ions were not responsible for the weak adsorption behavior of the
peptides to this surface.
Based on the parametric study of nonbonded interactions of water with the surface,
it was deduced that a 20% reduction in water charge produces a contact angle matching
much closer to the experimentally measured value. The contact angle values were also
reconfirmed, with the changes made earlier to the water interfacial parameters. To test
the value of partial charge for the interfacial water along with the earlier adjustments
made to the interfacial force field (i.e., increased L-J and decreased charges for methyl
groups and decreased L-J for water), free energy simulations were performed using
biased REMD for 4-5 ns on three surfaces using the Dual FF program, and interestingly
found that 20% reduction in water charge matched the experimental ΔGads for the
amine surface with 1 kcal/mol of error. These changes did not further change the
peptide adsorption behavior on the methyl and hydroxyl SAM surfaces and still provided
close agreement with the experimental results (see Figure 6-3). This clearly indicates
that the interfacial water displays a much different behavior compared to the bulk
water, which has a profound effect on peptide adsorption. This newly optimized
interfacial parameters representing the adsorption behavior more accurately is shown
in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6-3 Comparison of ΔGads predicted using interfacial force field (using Dual FF program)
with the CHARMM force field using 5 ns biased-REMD simulation. Error bars represent 95 %
confidence interval about the mean (n=3)._

Table 6-2: Optimized interfacial parameters for Dual FF program

Residue
TIP3P

Amino
acid

Atom
Type

Partial charge

Epsilon (kcal/mol)

CHARMM FF

Interfacial FF

CHARMM FF

Interfacial FF

OT

-0.834

-0.6672

-0.1521

-0.12168

HT

0.417

0.3336

-0.0460

-0.0368

CT3 (CH3)

-0.270

-0.2160

-0.0800

-0.1000

HA (CH3)

0.090

0.0720

--

--

CT2 (CH2)

--

--

-0.0550

-0.06875
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The interaction of water at the interface presents a completely different model
compared to bulk solution. The classical fixed-charge force field with the TIP3P point
charge model lacks the capability to adjust water polarization at the interface, which
otherwise may have predicted adsorption with better accuracy. Upon examination, it
was evident that the methyl group present in the valine residue was interacting
favorably with the methyl SAM surface (see Figure 6-4). In a process to further tune this
force field, simulations will be performed on other SAM and polymer surfaces and
optimize them to reproduce the experimentally determined values.

Figure 6-4 A representative snapshot from the Dual-FF REMD simulation of peptide TGTG-VGTGT over (a) methyl SAM surface, (b) hydroxyl SAM and (c) amine SAM surface.
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6.4 Conclusion
Atomistic molecular simulations can be a powerful tool to study and understand
the interfacial phenomena in a biological system. We have previously investigated and
assessed the validity of CHARMM force field to represent protein-surface interactions
and found that it underestimates adsorption for hydrophobic and positively charged
amine SAM surfaces. Using the in-house developed Dual FF CHARMM program, the
influence of interfacial parameters on the adsorption profile were investigated.
Adjustments were made to the interfacial force field based on the insights gained from
the umbrella sampling simulations and water drop contact angle simulations. Fine
tuning of these parameters were performed by conducting free energy simulations and
comparing the calculated Gads values to the experimental results within 1 kcal/mol of
error. To further refine this, we are planning to test this newly developed interfacial
force field with other functionalized SAM surfaces to ascertain the general applicability
of the interfacial force field for final force field validation.
In conclusion, the protein adsorption behavior can be modeled more realistically
with the Dual FF CHARMM, providing more realistic insights into the complex interfacial
phenomena, which will ultimately help us proactively control the adsorption behavior in
various biomedical applications such as implants and other biomedical devices.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The de novo design of a biomaterial to control protein-surface adsorption and
induce certain preferred interactions is yet to be realized in the field of biomaterials.
In order to achieve this, a rigorous understanding of events that control proteinsurface interactions is needed. Various experimental methods have been designed
to understand the nature and extent of protein adsorption based on principles of
science and engineering, yet a detailed or dynamic view of adsorption processes is
still not clear. Computational molecular dynamics (MD) methods can provide a direct
means to model and simulate these systems to gain insight regarding the interfacial
behavior and events that control protein adsorption to these surfaces. These MD
methods, which employ a potential energy function in the form of a force field to
describe various interactions and energies of the complex bio-molecular system,
have been traditionally parameterized for modeling proteins or peptides under noninterfacial conditions. In this work, we developed methods to accurately model
these processes and evaluated the use of the conventional CHARMM force field (FF)
to simulate peptide adsorption processes. To accomplish this, the free energy of
adsorption (ΔGads) was calculated from simulations for a series of host-guest
peptides over various functionalized SAM surfaces and compared with experimental
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results for the same systems. Based on this study we found that the CHARMM FF
underestimates the adsorption affinity of peptides on hydrophobic and positively
charged amine surfaces by more than 3-4 kcal/mol.
In a quest to simulate the interfacial behavior more accurately, our research
group customized the CHARMM program to include the capability of invoking a dual
set of force field parameters for atoms in a single simulation, one set to control the
interfacial interactions between the atoms in solution (protein, water and ion) and
atoms of the surface, and the other to represent non-interfacial interactions (intrasolution and intra-surface). For non-interfacial interactions, the conventional
CHARMM FF was employed, while the solution-surface interactions were modeled
independently using an interfacial FF. Minimal changes were made to the CHARMM
FF parameters to create the interfacial FF. These changes were made in order to
rectify the anomalies found when simulations were performed using the
conventional CHARMM FF for peptide adsorption simulations. The parameterization
of the interfacial force field was accomplished by comparing ΔGads values and static
water contact angle values calculated from simulations with experimental results.
Adjustment and fine tuning of the interfacial FF were performed until the
experimental values were approached within 1.0 kcal/mol for each individual
peptide-surface system. Hence, a new set of parameters were proposed as an
interfacial FF to be used when protein-surface interaction need to be accurately
simulated.
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Further assessment and development of the interfacial FF will be done by
simulating other surfaces and expanding the set of simulated systems to include
protein adsorption over other types of material surfaces. This will be accomplished
by performing umbrella sampling and biased-REMD simulations with the Dual FF
program using the developed interfacial FF and comparing them with the
experimental results to adjust the interfacial FF parameters for a larger set of amino
aicd residues. This will provide further evidence that the newly developed interfacial
FF accurately models peptide adsorption behavior on other types of functionalized
surfaces.
The ability to accurately simulation protein adsorption behavior will not only
provide insight in understanding adsorption processes, but also will complement
experimental studies towards the design the biomaterials that would control the
adsorption of proteins to these surfaces for improved biocompatibility.
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Appendices

A. SSD and ZDF plot from conventional MD simulation.
B. Supporting information for chapter 4.
C. Interaction study using ab-initio method.
D. Various MD simulation and analysis scripts.
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Appendix A:
(SSD and ZDF plot from conventional MD simulation )

Figure A.1: SSD and radius of gyration plot for peptide TGTG-X-GTGT, with X being the guest
residue (Val, Thr, Asp, Phe and Lys) from the 5 ns conventional MD simulation over CH3,
OCH2CF3, NHCOCH3 and PEG (-EG3OH) SAM surface.
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Figure A.2: SSD and radius of gyration plot for peptide TGTG-X-GTGT, with x being the guest
residue (Val, Thr, Asp, Phe and Lys) from the 5 ns conventional MD simulation over OH,
NH2/NH3+ and COO-/COOH SAM surface.
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Figure A.3: SSD and radius of gyration plot for peptide TGTG-X-GTGT, with x being the guest
residue (Val, Thr, Asp, Phe and Lys) from the 5 ns conventional MD simulation over COOCH3 and
OC6H5 SAM surface.
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Figure A.4: The atomic distribution as a function of Z position (height) for a given area, referred
as Z-distrubution function (or ZDF) plot for peptide TGTG-T-GTGT, from the last nanosecond of
the 5 ns conventional MD simulation at 298 K for nine different SAM surface. The ZDF with
black lines (thick) represents SAM number density in the cross sectional area of 45x43.3 Å2 and
red lines (thin) represents water number density.
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Figure A.5: Interfacial region ZDF plot for peptide TGTG-T-GTGT, from the last nanosecond of
the 5 ns conventional MD simulation for nine different SAM surface. This clearly shows the
trend in hydrating the SAM surface for hydrophilic surface and shows the density depletion
region for hydrophobic surfaces (CH3, NHCOCH3, OC6H5 and OCH2CF3)
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Appendix B
(Supporting information for chapter 4)
Table B.1: Height of the simulation box considered for nine different SAM surface. The base
dimensions are 43.30 Å x 45.00 Å.

Alkanethiol SAM

Box Height (Å)

HS-(CH2)11-CH3
HS-(CH2)11-OH
HS-(CH2)11-NH2/NH3
HS-(CH2)11-COO/COOH
HS-(CH2)11-COOCH3
HS-(CH2)11-NHCO-CH3
HS-(CH2)11-OCH2CF3
HS-(CH2)11-OC6H5
HS-(CH2)11-(OCH2CH2)3-OH
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64.72
62.81
63.11
63.00
65.56
65.99
66.77
67.37
71.52

Figure B.1: Free energy profiles extracted from the 5-7ns REMD simulations for each of the
TGTG-X-GTGT peptides over nine different SAM surfaces.
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Figure B.2: Normalized unbiased probability density plots for three independent runs (red, cyan
and blue) from the REMD simulations for each of the TGTG-X-GTGT peptides over nine different
SAM surface
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Figure B.3:

Ramachandran plots for the dihedral angles of the mid-chain guest residue (X)

from the biased-REMD simulations for each of the TGTG-X-GTGT peptides on different SAM
surfaces. The first column in each plot shows the distribution of dihedral angles for the guest
residue (Val (V), Thr (T), Asp (D), Phe (F) or Lys (K)) when it is very close to surface (SSD < 8Å),
and the second column shows the dihedral angle distribution of the peptide’s guest residue
when the peptide’s SSD is between 16–28 Å, representing bulk conditions. The third column
displays the dihedral distribution for Val (V), Thr (T), Asp (D), Phe (F) and Lys (K) exhibited by 500
representative PDB protein crystal structures. Most of the peptides exhibits close agreement
between the amino acid conformations obtained from the biased-REMD simulations in bulk
condition and the conformations from the PDB crystal structures, providing evidence that
adequate conformational sampling was obtained for each of the TGTG-X-GTGT peptides in the
biased-REMD simulations.
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Appendix C
C.1

Water-dimer interaction study:
Water dimer interaction energies were computed using ab initio method and compared

with the CHARMM force field calculated energies based on single point energy calculations. For
ab initio calculation, CCSD(T) method was employed using aug-cc-pVDZ as the basis set. Four
different interaction configurations were generated (marked (a) thru (d)) and corresponding
interactions energy plots are presented below for water-dime interactions based on CHARMM
and CCSD(T) methods. The water molecules used were based on TIP3Pm geometry prescribed
by CHARMM force field.
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C.2

Ethane-water interaction energy
Three different interaction configuration were investigated for methane-water system

using CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pvdz method. The methane molecule was initially optimized using
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ method and the TIP3Pm geometry was used for modeling water. The
comparison of interaction energy between CHARMM and ab-initio method is plotted below.
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C.3

Ethanol – water Interaction studies
Water interaction with ethanol was performed to assess the hydroxyl group of the OH

SAM interaction. Two different configurations ware modeled with possible hydrogen bonding
directionality. The methanol molecule was optimized using CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ method and
the TIP3Pm geometry was used for modeling water.
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Appendix D
D.1

SYSTEM CREATION AND PRODUCTION SCRIPTS



SAM surface generation script
Mix SAM script (e.g., 50% protonated amine SAM)
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D.2

Trimming the water-box
System generation script
Python script for creating the SMF file
MD simulation scripts : Heating, equilibration and dynamics script
Umbrella sampling dynamics script
REMD script
o MMTSB script
o Adhox Trex script
Dual setup script
o Example of TOPOLOGY file
o Example of PARAMETER file
o Creating PSF file script

ANALYSIS SCRIPTS









Calculating SSD and Radius of gyration script
To create the ZDF plot
Extraction of Ramachandran angles and making grid script
Free energy calculation script
Analysis script
Virial script
Python script for fitting WHAM
Ab initio calculation
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D.1

SYSTEM CREATION AND PRODUCTION SCRIPTS

SAM surface generation script:
An example script for constructing SAM surface is shown below. The residue ‘ch3’ is
used for creating CH3 SAM. CHARMM program uses FORTRAN like commands parsing the
instruction. (Edited by Jeremy Yancey and included here to complete the system generation)
read
read

rtf card name ../cgenff_sams.inp
para card name ../cgenff_sams.prm

set
read

sam ch3
sequ @sam 1

gener sam setup first none last none
ic
parameters
ic
seed 1 sh 1 c01 1 c02
ic
build
coor rotate xdir 0.00 ydir 0.00 zdir 1.00 phi -53.51654345 select
resid 1 end
! align with +y direction
coor rotate xdir 1.00 ydir 0.00 zdir 0.00 phi -90.00000000 select
resid 1 end
! place in xz plane
! ------------------------------------------------------------------! vericat 2006 topical review (pages r869,r891 of c.vericat, et al.
! j. phys.: condens. matter 18 (2006) r867-r900)
! ------------------------------------------------------------------set
alphann 5.00000000
! sulfur nn lattice constant (å)
set
alphannn 8.66025404
! alphannn = alphann*sqrt(3)
coor rotate xdir 0.00000000 ydir 1.00000000 zdir 0.00000000 phi
-30.00000000 select resid 1 end
! tilt angle (theta)
coor rotate xdir 0.00000000 ydir 0.00000000 zdir 1.00000000 phi
-14.00000000 select resid 1 end
! twist angle (beta)
coor rotate xdir 0.48514786 ydir 0.12096095 zdir 0.86602540 phi
55.00000000 select resid 1 end
! azimuthal angle (chi)
set atom1 1
set atom2 2
label loop1
coor duplicate select resid @atom1 end select resid @atom2 end
coor translate xdir 0.00000000 ydir 1.00000000 zdir 0.00000000
dist @alphann select resid @atom2 end
incr atom1 by 1
incr atom2 by 1
if atom1 .lt. 9 goto loop1
! *********************************************************************
! now that alkanethiol residues 1 through 9 have valid, nn-spaced
! coordinates along the +y axis, we define the coordinates for
! residues 10-18 using the sulfur lattice translation vector:
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!
alphann * ( sqrt(3)/2 xhat + 1/2 yhat ).
!*********************************************************************
coor duplicate select resid 1:9 end select resid 10:18 end
coor translate xdir 0.86602540 ydir 0.50000000 zdir 0.00000000
dist @alphann select resid 10:18 end
!*********************************************************************
set atom1 1
set atom2 18
set atom3 19
set atom4 36
set atom5 1
label loop2
coor duplicate select resid @atom1:@atom2 end select resid
@atom3:@atom4 end
coor translate xdir 1.00000000 ydir 0.00000000 zdir 0.00000000
dist @alphannn select resid @atom3:@atom4 end
incr atom1 by 18
incr atom2 by 18
incr atom3 by 18
incr atom4 by 18
incr atom5 by 1
if atom5 .lt. 5 goto loop2
writ psf card name @sam.psf
*
writ coor card name @sam.crd
*
writ coor pdb sele segid sam end card name @sam.pdb

*
Mixed SAM generation script:
Amine and carboxyl SAM surface was modeled using a 10 and 50% protonation state
based on experimental setup and this can be created using by using two different residue types
in the topology file (for example for amine, NH2 residue in the topology file refers to a neutral
dodecane thiol amine and NH3 residue refers to protonated amine). An example script for
amine surface is given below; this can also be used to create any mixed group like, methyl and
hydroxyl SAM surface as well.
stream top_par_files.stm
set surf ami
set res1 nh3
set res2 nh2
read sequ @res1 90
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gene @res1 setup
read sequ @res2 90
gene @res2 setup
read coor sele segid @res1 end
pdb name @res1.pdb
read coor sele segid @res2 end appe pdb name @res2.pdb
read sequ card
* sam sequence
*
90
nh2 nh2 nh2 nh3
nh2 nh2 nh2 nh2
nh2 nh3 nh2 nh2
nh2 nh2 nh2 nh3
nh2 nh2 nh2 nh2
nh2 nh2 nh2 nh2
nh2 nh2 nh3 nh2
nh2 nh2 nh2 nh2
nh2 nh2 nh2 nh2
nh2 nh3 nh2 nh2

nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh3
nh2
nh2

nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2

nh2
nh3
nh2
nh2
nh3
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2

nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh3

nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh2
nh3
nh2
nh2
nh2

-

gene sam setup
coor dupl sele segid nh2
end
coor dupl sele segid nh2
end
coor dupl sele segid nh2
end
coor dupl sele segid nh3
end
coor dupl sele segid nh2
end
coor dupl sele segid nh2
end
coor dupl sele segid nh2
end
coor dupl sele segid nh2
end
coor dupl sele segid nh2
end
..
[Continue this until 80 residues]
..
..
coor dupl sele segid nh2
end
coor dupl sele segid nh2
end
coor dupl sele segid nh3
end

.and. resi 1 end sele segid sam .and. resi 1
.and. resi 2 end sele segid sam .and. resi 2
.and. resi 3 end sele segid sam .and. resi 3
.and. resi 4 end sele segid sam .and. resi 4
.and. resi 5 end sele segid sam .and. resi 5
.and. resi 6 end sele segid sam .and. resi 6
.and. resi 7 end sele segid sam .and. resi 7
.and. resi 8 end sele segid sam .and. resi 8
.and. resi 9 end sele segid sam .and. resi 9

.and. resi 81 end sele segid sam .and. resi 81
.and. resi 82 end sele segid sam .and. resi 82
.and. resi 83 end sele segid sam .and. resi 83
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coor
end
coor
end
coor
end
coor
end
coor
end
coor
end
coor
end

dupl sele segid nh2 .and. resi 84 end sele segid sam .and. resi 84
dupl sele segid nh2 .and. resi 85 end sele segid sam .and. resi 85
dupl sele segid nh2 .and. resi 86 end sele segid sam .and. resi 86
dupl sele segid nh2 .and. resi 87 end sele segid sam .and. resi 87
dupl sele segid nh2 .and. resi 88 end sele segid sam .and. resi 88
dupl sele segid nh3 .and. resi 89 end sele segid sam .and. resi 89
dupl sele segid nh2 .and. resi 90 end sele segid sam .and. resi 90

dele atom sele segid @res1 .or. segid @res2 end
writ psf card name @surf.psf
writ coor card name @surf.crd
writ coor pdb sele segid sam end card name @surf.pdb

Trimming the water-box :
The size of the water-box should match the X and Y lattice of the SAM surface build.
This can be done by simulating a water box with dimensions larger than the lattice dimension
and then trimming the box to a desired value based on the following script.

! Read in Topology and Parameter files
! orient about origin so alignment is correct with the water crystal.
coordinate orient
coordinate statistics select all end
read sequence tips 4026
generate bwat noangle nodihedral
open unit 1 read formatted name heat_1atm.crd
read coor card unit 1 append
close unit 1
coordinate orient noro select segid bwat end
label solvate
crystal define ortho 45 43.3 35 90.0 90.0 90.0
crystal build noper 0
image byres sele all end
coor copy comp
! Update the image lists. If any atoms move during this process, it
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! means that they are extraneous to the crystal structure that we want
! to build and should be deleted. Therefore, coor diff is used to
! detect moving atoms, which had selected for deletion.
update inbfrq 0
coor diff
define sel1
select .byres. (property x .ne. 0.0 .or. property y .ne. 0.0 .or.
property z .ne. 0.0) end
coor swap
delete atom sele sel1 end
coor stat
coor tran xdir ?XAVE ydir ?YAVE zdir ?ZAVE fact -1.0
mini sd 100

IHBF 20 INBF 20

write
psf card form name water.psf
write coor pdb card
name water.pdb
write coor
card form name water.crd

System generation script:
This script is used for creating the entire system once separate entities were built (SAM,
bulk water, and fixed water layer). An example script for creating methyl SAM-surface system is
shown below:
set sam
ch3
set aminox val
set stmdir /home/nvellor/project/stream
stream @stmdir/top_par_files.stm
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!! making peptide !!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
read sequ card
* sequ
*
9
thr gly thr gly @aminox gly thr gly thr
gene pep setup
ic para
set 1 1
set 2 9
open read unit 18 card name /home/nvellor/software/charmm/randcoil.str
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stream unit 18
close unit 18
ic seed 1 n 1 ca 1 c
ic buil
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
mini sd nste 200
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
coor stat
coor tran xdir ?xave ydir ?yave zdir ?zave fact -1.0
writ psf
card name @aminox.psf
writ coor pdb card name @aminox.pdb
writ coor
card name @aminox.crd
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!! making system !!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
set loc /projsmall/bioengr/simsam/input
! read the peptide psf and pdb file
read psf
card name @aminox.psf
read coor sele segid pep end pdb name @aminox.pdb
read psf card appe name @loc/watbox/water.psf
read coor card appe name @loc/watbox/water.crd
read psf card appe name @loc/watbox/fwati.psf
read coor card appe name @loc/watbox/fwati.crd
read psf card appe
name @loc/sam/@sam.psf
read coor sele segid sam end append pdb name @loc/sam/@sam.pdb
coor
coor
coor
coor
coor

stat
stat
stat
stat
stat

sele
sele
sele
sele

segid
segid
segid
segid

bwat end
sam end
pep end
fwat end

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! translating and aligning
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! bring the sam com to origin
coor stat sele segid sam end
coor tran xdir ?xave ydir ?yave zdir ?zave fact -1.0 sele segid sam end
coor stat sele segid sam end
coor stat sele segid bwat end
coor tran xdir ?xave ydir ?yave zdir ?zave fact -1.0 sele segid bwat
end
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coor stat sele segid bwat end
coor tran xdir 0.0 ydir 0.0 zdir 1.0 dist -25.28327 sele segid sam end
coor tran xdir 1.0 ydir 0.0 zdir 0.0 dist -3.755555 sele segid sam end
coor tran xdir 0.0 ydir 0.0 zdir 1.0 dist 24.03991 sele segid fwat
.or. segid fion end
define peptide sele segid pep .and. .not. hydrogen end
define surface sele segid sam .and. .not. hydrogen end
dele atom sele .byres. (segid bwat .and. type oh2 .and. ((peptide).around. 2.2)) end
join bwat renu
coor
coor
coor
coor
coor

stat
stat
stat
stat
stat

sele
sele
sele
sele

segid
segid
segid
segid

bwat end
fwat end
sam end
pep end

write
psf card form name @sam_@aminox_noi.psf
write coor pdb card
name @sam_@aminox_noi.pdb
write coor
card form name @sam_@aminox_noi.crd

Python script to create the SMF file based on the peptide atom and the SAM atom
This script generates the SMF (surface map file) file, in a particular format that is
recognized by the modified CHARMM program with dlvo functionality enabled. This program
basically defines the atoms of the peptide and the top layer atom of the SAM surface, for which
the definition of SSD stands.

import sys
def genSMF(self):
file = open('%s.psf'%self)
s = file.readlines()
file.close()
pepAtomList = []
pepMassList = []
topCarbonList = []
topMassList = []
start = 0
extFormat = False
for i in range(0,20):
extFormat = extFormat or "EXT" in s[i]
if "!NATOM" in s[i]:
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start = i+1
break
#// The subscript [0:8] ,[48:62] and etc. are based on the source file:
#// $CHARMM/source/io/psfres.src
for i in range(start,len(s)):
line = s[i]
if 'PEP' in line:
if not extFormat:
pepAtomList.append(int(line[0:8]))
pepMassList.append(float(line[48:62]))
else:
pepAtomList.append(int(line[0:10]))
pepMassList.append(float(line[66:80]))
if 'SAM' in line and ' C12 ' in line:
if not extFormat:
topCarbonList.append(int(line[0:8]))
topMassList.append(float(line[48:62]))
else:
topCarbonList.append(int(line[0:10]))
topMassList.append(float(line[66:80]))
#// The following lines to write out the smf file
file = open("%s.smf"%self,"w") # smf stands for ssd map file
file.write("%10d"%len(pepAtomList))
file.write("%10d\n"%len(topCarbonList))
for i in range(0,len(pepAtomList)):
file.write("%10d"%pepAtomList[i])
file.write("%14.6f\n"%pepMassList[i])
for i in range(0,len(topCarbonList)):
file.write("%10d"%topCarbonList[i])
file.write("%14.6f\n"%topMassList[i])
file.close()
a=sys.argv[1].lower()
genSMF(a)

MD simulation script
The MD simulation script consists of heating, equilibration and dynamics. The heating is done in
two parts, (i) the carbon chain is locked, while the hydrogen and the functional group are
allowed to simulate, (ii) the carbon chain is unlocked and allowed to simulate and relax. In all
our simulations, the thiol group is kept locked and to prevent the peptide from interacting with
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the above image when periodic boundary condition is invoked, a layer of water is placed on top
of the unit cell and fixed during the simulation.
Heating script:
* Heating script
* sam @sam
* pep @pep
*
!///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
! charmm heating run 100 ps fixed sam + 100 ps unfixed sam
!///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
set idir
/bioengr/simsam/system/norm298/@sam/@pep/
set wdir
/bioengr/simsam/system/norm298/@sam/@pep/
set ipsf
set icrd

@sam_@pep.psf ! initial protein structure file
@sam_@pep.crd
! coor for crystal initialization

set
set
ps
set
set
set
set

tstp1
nstp1

0.001
50000

! timestep (0.001ps = 1 fs)
! number of steps in dynamics = 100

odcd1
ores1
opdb1
ocrd1

heat1.dcd
heat1.res
heat1.pdb
heat1.crd

!
!
!
!

set
set
ps
set
set
set
set

tstp2
nstp2

0.001
100000

! timestep (0.001 ps = 1 fs)
! number of steps in dynamics = 100

odcd2
ores2
opdb2
ocrd2

heat2.dcd
heat2.res
heat2.pdb
heat2.crd

!
!
!
!

new dynamics trajectory file
new dynamics restart file
final dynamics coordinates
final dynamics coordinates

new dynamics trajectory file
new dynamics restart file
final dynamics coordinates
final dynamics coordinates

!///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
! initialize charmm: Read topology files
!///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
stream ~/project/stream/toppar.stm
read psf card name @idir/@ipsf
read coor card name @idir/@icrd
!///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
! initialize PBC: crystal/image and non-bonded options
!///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
stream ~/project/stream/crystal.stm
stream ~/project/stream/nbonds.stm
!///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
! define groups of atoms for use with constraints during dynamics:
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!///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
define fxwatr
sele (segid fwat) end
define fxions
sele (segid fion) end
define bulkwatr sele (segid bwat) end
define naions
sele (segid na) end
define clions
sele (segid cl) end
define pepatoms sele (segid pep) end
define pephyds sele (pepatoms .and. type h*) end
define thiol
sele (segid sam .and. (type hs .or. type sh)) end
define alkane
sele (segid sam .and. (type c01 .or. type h01* .or.
type c02 .or. type h02* .or. type c03 .or. type h03* .or. type c04
.or. type h04* .or. type c05 .or. type h05* .or. type c06 .or. type
h06* .or. type c07 .or. type h07* .or. type c08 .or. type h08* .or.
type c09 .or. type h09* .or.type c10 .or. type h10* .or. type c11
.or. type h11* )) end
define
define
end
define
define

alkanecore sele (alkane .and. type c*) end
cap
sele (segid sam .and. .not. (alkane .or. thiol))
capcore
sele (cap .and. .not. type h*) end
alkcaphyds sele ((alkane .or. cap) .and. type h*) end

!///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
! with shake on, use dynamics to relax the tip waters and sam
functional groups.
!///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
open unit 31 writ form
name @wdir/@ores1
open unit 32 writ unform name @wdir/@odcd1
cons fix select (fxwatr .or. fxions .or. thiol .or. alkanecore) end
shake bonh para tol 0.1e-09
dynamics
vv2
timestp
nstep
echeck
firstt
finalt
start
iseed
iunrea
iunwri
iuncrd
inbfrq
ihbfrq
imgfrq
ixtfrq
ihtfrq
teminc
iprfrq
nprint
nsavc
nsavv

@tstp1
- ! 0.001 = 0.001 ps = 1 fs timestep
@nstp1
- ! 100000 = 100 ps runtime with 1 fs timestep
20
100.0
298.0
5209663845 -1
31
32
-1
0
-1
0
1000
5.0
1000
1000
1000
1000
-
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ntrfrq

9000000

cons fix select none end
shake off
close unit 31
close unit 32
write coordinates pdb card name @wdir/@opdb1
* pdb
*
write coordinates
card name @wdir/@ocrd1
* crd
*

!///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
! with shake on, use dynamics to relax everything but the ice &
thiol headgroup.
!///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
open unit 31 writ form
name @wdir/@ores2
open unit 32 writ unform name @wdir/@odcd2
cons fix select (fxwatr .or. fxions .or. thiol) end
shake bonh para tol 0.1e-09
dynamics
vv2
timestp
nstep
echeck
firstt
finalt
start
iunrea
iunwri
iuncrd
inbfrq
ihbfrq
imgfrq
ixtfrq
ihtfrq
teminc
iprfrq
nprint
nsavc
nsavv
ntrfrq

@tstp2 - ! 0.001 = 0.001 ps = 1 fs timestep
@nstp2 - ! 100000 = 100 ps runtime with 1 fs timestep
20
100.0
298.0
-1
31
32
-1
0
-1
0
1000
5.0
1000
1000
1000
1000
9000000

cons fix select none end
shake off
close unit 31
close unit 32
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write coordinates pdb card name @wdir/@opdb2
* pdb
*
write coordinates
card name @wdir/@ocrd2
* crd
*

Equilibration or dynamics (production) script:
* Equillibration script
* sam @sam
* pep @pep
*
!/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
! charmm c34b2 Equillibration run (unbiased)
!/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
set idir
set wdir

/bioengr/simsam/system/norm298/@sam/@pep/
/bioengr/simsam/system/norm298/@sam/@pep/

set ipsf
set icrd
SET ires

@sam_@pep.psf
heat2.crd
heat2.res

SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET

0.002
100000
equi.dcd
equi.res
equi.pdb
equi.crd

tstp
nstp
odcd
ores
opdb
ocrd

! initial protein structure file
! coordinates for crystal initialization
! coordinates for CRYStal initialization

! timestep for dynamics run
! number of steps
! new dynamics trajectory file
! new dynamics restart file
! final dynamics coordinates
! final dynamics coordinates

!/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
! INITIALIZE CHARMM:
!/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
stream ~/project/stream/toppar.stm
read
read
open unit 30 read
open unit 31 writ
open unit 32 writ

psf card
coor card
form
form
unform

name
name
name
name
name

@idir/@ipsf
@wdir/@icrd
@wdir/@ires
@wdir/@ores
@wdir/@odcd

stream ~/project/stream/crystal.stm
stream ~/project/stream/nbonds.stm
!/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
! SETUP SHAKE AND CONTSTRAINTS
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!/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
define fxwatr
sele (segid fwat) end
define fxions
sele (segid fion) end
define thiol
sele (segid sam .and. (type hs .or. type sh)) end
cons fix sele (fxwatr .or. fxions .or. thiol) end
shake bonh para tol 0.1e-09
!/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
! SETUP SYSTEM TEMPERATURE CONTROL:
!/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
tpcontrol
nthermostats 1
ther 1
tref 298.0
tau
0.1
select all end

-

!
!
!
!
!
!

specifies the thermodynamic ensemble
the number of separate thermostats
thermostat 1 definition:
the temperature of each thermostat (in kelvins).
response time for each thermostat (in ps)
select all atoms to be affected by thermostat 1.

!/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
! INITIATE MOLECULAR DYNAMICS RUN:
!/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
dynamics
- ! run molecular dynamics.
vv2
- ! integrate using the velocity-verlet
timestp @tstp
- ! integration time step in picoseconds
nstep
@nstp
- ! number of dynamics steps to be taken,
echeck
20
- ! maximum amount the total energy may change
finalt
298.0
- ! the desired final (equilibrium) temperature for
the
restart
- ! start: dynamics starts from the input
coordinates using
-! unit-specifications -----------------------------------------------------iunrea
30
- ! unit from which the restart file should be read
iunwri
31
- ! dynamics restart file written here.
iuncrd
32
- ! coordinates of the dynamics run saved to this
unit.
-! frequency-specifications-------------------------------------------------inbfrq
-1
- ! the update frequency of the non-bonded list
ihbfrq
0
- ! the update frequency of the hydrogen-bond list.
imgfrq
-1
- ! the frequency for the image update
ixtfrq
0
- ! the frequency for the crystal update
iprfrq
1000
- ! step frequency for calculating averages and rms
nprint
1000
- ! step frequency for writing energy values
nsavc
1000
- ! step frequency for writing coordinates
nsavv
1000
- ! step frequency for writing velocities.
isvfrq
1000
- ! step frequency for writing restart info
ntrfrq
9000000
! step frequency for stopping transl. & rotation.
cons fix select none end
shake off
close unit 31
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close unit 32
write coordinates pdb card name @wdir/@opdb
* pdb
*
write coordinates
card name @wdir/@ocrd
* crd
*

Umbrella sampling procedure:
1. The following inputs to umbrella sampling simulations are taken from the 5ns
equilibrated MD simulations; an equilibrated coordinate file and velocity restart file.
2. For running umbrella sampling with SSD constrains ranging from 4-24Å, 22 different
windows are sampled, each window constrained at incremental SSD position.
3. To the production script described above, following modifications need to be made, for
enabling the umbrella simulation
a. Include the reading of a SMF file, that defines the atoms between which the
distance need to be calculated (defined as SSD)
b. Add a command line to invoke DLVO functionality which contains the arguments
necessary for constraining the peptide at certain SSD value using a harmonic
potential with a spring constant.
4. Equilibrate the system with the peptide constrained at certain SSD value, using higher
value of spring constant.
5. Once equilibrated, launch the production run with the same setup for a 1 or more nanosecond with a spring constant of 1 kcal/mol/Å2.
6. SSD values from all the 22 windows are extracted after the simulations and stored in
separate files.
7. A metafile is created and populated with all the 22 SSD files names and their
corresponding SSD value to which they were constrained and the harmonic spring
constant used.
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8. Weighted Histogram Analysis Method (WHAM) program is then used to calculate the
PMF from these data. This program can be downloaded from the Alan Grossfield
website (http://membrane.urmc.rochester.edu/content/wham)
9. From WHAM analysis, PMF profile is obtained, which is then adjusted to have the 1625Å at zero free energy for reference. This is based on the thinking that the peptide
should have no or less attraction after this SSD.
The obtained PMF is then fit to the DLVO potential described in chapter-4; a python script or a
simple GNU plot program can be used for fitting the function to the PMF data.

REMD simulation
REMD simulations can be launched via two different programs; I will explain both in the
following section;
1. MMTSB (Multiscale modeling tools for structural biology) : a suite of perl programs for
running the REMD job
2. Adhox-Trex program: a Fortran based program
Both the programs are limited currently to launch REMD job with one replica per node, instead
of 8 nodes per job, as done in conventional or umbrella sampling simulations. MMTSB program
reads an aarex.pl file which contains the arguments necessary for launching REMD jobs. Since
REMD by design heats the entire system to a higher temperature, it is best to thermostat the
SAM surface at 298 K in order to avoid disorganization of SAM at higher temperature. MMTSB
program by default has only one thermostat for the entire system. In order to accomplish dual
thermostat, MMTSB program is modified (aarex.pl file), to include dual thermostat functionality.
MMTSB program saves coordinate files from the 298 K replica in a separate folder. Care should
be taken to avoid overflow of data written to the hard-disk.
Sample MMTSB aarex.pl file for continuing the REMD job
#!/bin/bash
aarex.pl \
-hosts nodes.lst -n 120 -log server.log -charmmlog charmm.log \
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-par initruns=20,equilruns=100,nosave,psf=/bioengr/nadeem/met.psf \
-temp 24:298:400 \
-custom setup charmm_setup.txt \
-par ensmode=add \
-ensdir data -ens rex \
-mdpar param=27 \
-mdpar vv2,cutcrys=30 \
-mdpar xtop=/home/nvellor/software/charmm/sams/sams1.rtf \
-mdpar xpar=/home/nvellor/software/charmm/sams/sams.prm \
-mdpar dynsteps=500,dyntstep=0.002,dynens='NVT' \
-mdpar ewald=0 \
-mdpar pmewald=1,dyntrfrq=20000 \
-mdpar shake=1,shakemode='hyd' \
-mdpar npmex=50,npmey=50,npmez=60,pmekappa=0.34,splineorder=6 \
-mdpar cuton=10,cutoff=12,cutnb=14 \
-mdpar boxshape=ORTH,boxx=44.7300,boxy=43.0400,boxz=57.000 \
-mdpar echeck=30.0 \
-mdopt restout=temp.restart \
c_{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24}.crd

The file nodes.lst contains the nodes reserved for running this simulation. This can be done
by either launching a PBS script to reserve the nodes earlier or by modifying the PBS script to
create this file, and wait until this file is written to hard-disk and then invoke the job in the same
PBS file. charmm_setup.txt file contains the user defined arguments such as DLVO potential,
constraints for the simulations.
Alternatively, when adhoc-Trex program is used for running REMD job instead, it reads a
configuration file that contains the information regarding the number of replicas, the
temperature intervals, and the number of REMD steps to be simulated. Based on this frame, it
launches the REMD job by reading another file, which specifies the details of the dynamics, the
thermostat, the constraints, the biasing potential and other user defined arguments. Hence, it is
easy to make changes and tailor the REMD job when using Adhoc-Trex program. Both the
programs write the final coordinate file, which is then analyzed to extract the SSD position, from
which free energy of adsorption is calculated.

Dual force field simulation
CHARMM program was modified by Dr.Pradip Biswas to incorporate the use of two different
force field in a single simulation. C34b2 version of CHARMM program was used towards this.
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Modifications were made in such a way to retain the normal functionality of CHARMM program
and the special case of dual-FF can be invoked using ‘mixff’ keyword.
The PSF file used for dual-FF needs an extra column that defines the atom belong to either
solution phase or solid phase, marked by 1 or 4. When intra-solution phase or intra-solid
interactions are encountered, CHARMM FF is used and when solution-solid phase interactions
are encountered, interfacial FF is used. The topology and parameter file for this dual-FF
program differs slightly from the conventional CHARMM files. An example residue from the
topology file is shown below.
Topology File:
RESI TIP3
ATOM OH2
ATOM H1
ATOM H2
BOND OH2
ANGLE H1
ACCEPTOR
PATCHING

0.000
OT
HT
HT

0.000

! tip3p water model, GROUP

-0.834 -0.6670
0.417 0.3335
0.417 0.3335

!
!
!

H1 OH2 H2 H1 H2
OH2 H2
OH2
FIRS NONE LAST NONE

Each atom has two charges as can be seen from the above water example. The first charge is
the conventional CHARMM charge used when water interacts with another atom of the solution
phase (water, protein or ion), whereas the second charge is used when water interacts with the
atoms of the solid phase (SAM surface).
Similarly, the example data from the parameter file for dual-FF program is shown below. Each
line in the parameter file is delimited by keyword 99.9, after which parameters (epsilon and
Rmin/2) for dual-FF interactions are inserted.
Parameter File:
[atom type]

[0.0]

CG321

0.0

[epsilon]
-0.0560

[Rmin/2]
2.0100

[dual-epsilon]
99.9
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-0.0560

[dual- Rmin/2]
2.0100

PSF file generated using conventional CHARMM program needs to be converted into
dual-FF PSF, as dual-PSF file contains the dual charge and the phase-tag, which the regular
CHARMM PSF lacks. This can be done by reading the CRD file and creating a PSF file based on
the following CHARMM script.
! read the topology and parameter file
use charmm
read sequ card
* sequ
*
9
THR GLY THR GLY VAL GLY THR GLY THR
gene pep setup
read sequ tip3 2241
GENErate bwat noang nodih
read sequ tip3 832
GENErate fwat noang nodih
read sequ card
* sequ
*
4
sod sod cla cla
GENErate fion noang nodih first none last none
use mixff
read sequ ch3 90
GENErate sam first none last none
use charmm
read sequ card
* sequ
*
7
cla cla cla cla cla cla cla
GENErate CL noang nodih first none last none
read sequ card
* sequ
*
7
sod sod sod sod sod sod sod
GENErate NA noang nodih first none last none
open unit 11 read card name input.crd
read coor card unit 11
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close unit 11
cons fix sele segid sam .or. segid fwat .or. segid fion end
write psf card name dual_sys.psf

Trajectory files generated using dual-FF simulations can be viewed thru VMD program indirectly.
VMD does not support the dual-FF generated PSF file; hence the regular PSF is needed for
viewing the trajectory file. Dual-PSF can be used for regular analysis using dual-FF program.

D.2

ANALYSIS SCRIPTS

SSD and radius of gyration script
This script extracts the SSD of the peptide and radius of gyration from the simulation
trajectory file. This script reads the definition of SSD from the CHARMM variable ‘ssdref’.

! Read the topology and parameter file
set ipsf @wdir/init.psf
set idcd @wdir/@dcd.dcd
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! Read the system input files (PSF/CRD/SMF/RES files)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
read psf card
name @ipsf
open read unit 88 file name @idcd
open writ unit 89 card name @sam_@pep_@dcd.ssd
echu 89
traj quer unit 88
traj firs 88 nuni 1 skip ?skip
set 1 1
label loop
traj read
coor
set
coor
set

stat mass sele segid pep end
pept ?zave
rgyr by mass sele segid pep end
radisu ?rgyr

if @sam .eq. ch3 then
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define ssdref sele (segid sam .and. type c12) end
endif
if @sam .eq. ohs then
define ssdref sele (segid sam .and. type oh ) end
endif
coor stat
mass sele ssdref end
set samz ?zave
calc ssd @pept - @samz
!integrating time step
calc tm ?skip * 0.002
calc tt @tm * @1
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! print the output to a file
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
echo @tt @ssd @radisu
incr 1 by 1
if 1 le ?NFILE goto loop
close unit 89

ZDF script
This script is used for extracting the Z-position of some segment of interest and creates a
histogram based on its position from the DCD file. This is very useful in understanding the
dynamics from the histogram file.

! read topology, parameter,
read psf card
name
open read unit 88 file name
open writ unit 89 card name

psf and DCD file
@ipsf
@idcd
zdf_@seg_@sam_@pep_@dcd.txt

traj quer unit 88
traj firs 88 nuni 1 skip ?skip
echu 89
set 1 1
label loop
traj read
coor hist z sele segid @seg end hmin -35.0 hmax 35.0 hnum 700 hsave hnorm ?nconfig hprint iunit 89
incr 1 by 1
if 1 le ?NFILE goto loop
!End processing
close unit 89
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Extracting Ramachandran angle script
This script is used for extracting the Ramachandran angles from the trajectory. Some time the
calculation is aborted for no reason and by altering the maxatom or maxseries keyword, it
can be revoked and completed.
!//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
! Read the topology, parameter
!//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
set ipsf @wdir/init.psf
set idcd @wdir/@dcd.dcd
read psf card
name @ipsf
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! Loop over each residue in the peptide, making a time series
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
set firstres 1
!
sequence.
set finalres 9
!
set loopindx 1
!
label inner
calc curr = @firstres
calc prev = @curr - 1
calc next = @curr + 1

index of the first residue in the peptide
index of the final residue in the peptide
loop counter
+ @loopindx

! index of current residue
! index of previous residue
! index of next residue

open unit 37 writ card name phi_single_@curr
open unit 38 writ card name psi_single_@curr
corr maxtimesteps 20000 maxseries 200 maxatoms 50
ente ph torsion @prev c @curr n @curr ca @curr c
ente ps torsion @curr n @curr ca @curr c @next n
open unit 11 read file name @idcd
traj first 11 nunit 1
show all
write ph unit
write ps unit
clos unit 11
end
clos unit 37
clos unit 38
incr loopindx
if @next .lt.

37 dumb time
38 dumb time
! end correl subparser.
by 1
! increment loop counter by 1.
@finalres goto inner

Free energy calculation script
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geometry
geometry

! phi
! psi

This shell script is used for calculating the free energy of adsorption. The biasing potential used
in the simulation need to be specified by entering the values of the DLVO coefficient used along
with the Gaussian parameters used. The SSD values extracted from the REMD simulation is
converted into probability distribution function. This is translated into free energy by subtracting
the biasing energy supplied. The resulting free energy profile is used for calculating the
adsorption free energy. Dr.Christopher O’Brein is the original author of this script and was
modified later to suit my study.

#!/bin/bash:
FH=test_"$test"/"$sam"/seed"$seed"/ssd.txt
awk '$1~/^[0-9]/ {print}' $FH > safe_ssd
width=0.2
lowssd=4.0
highssd=30.0
norm_start=15.0
dlvo_a=-13.4625
dlvo_b=1.86647e+008
dlvo_c=-6.89351e+014
dlvo_e=-10.6027
pref1=-36.5176
sigma1=1.32778
mu1=3.83892
pref2=16.6862
sigma2=0.994814
mu2=4.27724
cutoff=3.9
#################################################################
# make histogram for SSD
#################################################################
awk -v a_min="$lowssd" -v a_max="$highssd" -v a_w="$width" '
BEGIN {
max = (int((a_max-a_min)/a_w + 1))
for(i=0; i<max; i++)
{
a[i] = 0
}
}
{
y = int(($1-a_min)/a_w)
a[y] += 1
}
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END {
for(i=0; i<max; i++)
{
print (a_min + a_w*i), a[i] > "hist.txt";
}
}' safe_ssd
##################################################################
awk -v a_min="$min" -v a_max="$max" '$1>=a_min && $1<=a_max {noprint};
{print}' hist.txt > a
total=`awk '{sum+=$2}; END {print sum}' a`
# echo "total is "$total
awk -v a_w="$width" -v a_t="$total" '$2=$2/a_w/a_t {print}' a >
pmf_nhist_2
## Calculate PMF
FH="pmf_nhist_2"
cp /dev/null comment_file 2>/dev/null
##################################################################
## creates norm_temp_2
##################################################################
awk -v a_w="$width" -v a_min="$min" -v a_max="$max" -v a_tot="$total" v a_norm="$norm_start" -v a="$dlvo_a" -v b="$dlvo_b" -v c="$dlvo_c" -v
d="$dlvo_d" -v e="$dlvo_e" -v cutbias="$cutbias" -v pref1="$pref1" -v
pref2="$pref2" -v sigma1="$sigma1" -v sigma2="$sigma2" -v mu1="$mu1" -v
mu2="$mu2" '
BEGIN {
N_tot=0
R_cal=1.987
R_kcal=R_cal/1000
T=298
}
function dlvo(i)
{
if(i>cutbias)
{
dlvo_term=a/(i-e)+b/((i-e)^6)+c/((i-e)^12)+d
gaus1=(pref1/sigma1)*exp(-0.5*((i-mu1)/sigma1)^2)
gaus2=(pref2/sigma2)*exp(-0.5*((i-mu2)/sigma2)^2)
bias=dlvo_term+gaus1+gaus2}
else
{
bias=0.0
}
return bias
}
{
if ($2 > 0)
{
SSD[NR]=$1
Fi[NR]=$2
N_tot+=$2
if ($1 > a_norm && $2 > 0)
{
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vsum+=dlvo($1)
vfact++
}
}
}
END {
V0=vsum/vfact
P0=1
{
for(x=NR;x>=1;x--)
{
Pi[x]=Fi[x]
Gi[x]=-dlvo(SSD[x])-R_kcal*T*log(Pi[x]/P0)
if (SSD[x] > a_norm)
{normsum+=Gi[x];normfact++}
}
for(x=NR;x>=1;x--)
{
printf("%6.4f\t%10.6f\n",SSD[x],(Gi[x]normsum/normfact)) > "norm_temp_2"
}
}
}' $FH
#######################################################################
sort -nk1 norm_temp_2 > remd.pmf
## Get normalized probability distribution for distribution
## number 1 from unknown distribution.
## Calculate PMF
#######################################################################
awk -v a_w="$width" -v a_min="$min" -v a_max="$max" -v a_tot="$total" v a_norm="$norm_start" -v a="$dlvo_a" -v b="$dlvo_b" -v c="$dlvo_c" -v
d="$dlvo_d" -v e="$dlvo_e" -v cutbias="$cutbias" -v pref1="$pref1" -v
pref2="$pref2" -v sigma1="$sigma1" -v sigma2="$sigma2" -v mu1="$mu1" -v
mu2="$mu2" '
BEGIN {
N_tot=0
R_cal=1.987
R_kcal=R_cal/1000
T=298
}
function dlvo(i)
{
if(i>cutbias)
{
dlvo_term=a/(i-e)+b/((i-e)^6)+c/((i-e)^12)+d
gaus1=(pref1/sigma1)*exp(-0.5*((i-mu1)/sigma1)^2)
gaus2=(pref2/sigma2)*exp(-0.5*((i-mu2)/sigma2)^2)
bias=dlvo_term+gaus1+gaus2
}
else
{
bias=0.0
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}
return bias
}
{
m++
SSD[m]=$1
NPD[m]=$2
if (SSD[m] > a_norm)
{
normsum+=dlvo(SSD[m])
normcount++
}
}
END {
normfact=normsum/normcount
for (i=1;i<=m;i++)
{
factor=exp((dlvo(SSD[i])-normfact)/R_kcal/T)
printf("%6.4f\t%10.6f\t%10.6e\n",SSD[i],NPD[i],NPD[i]*facto
r) > "temp_2"
}
}' $FH
#######################################################################
total=`awk '{sum+=$3}; END {print sum}' temp_2`
awk -v a_w="$width" -v a_t="$total" '$3=$3/a_w/a_t
{printf("%5.2f\t%10.8f\t%10.8f\n",$1,$2,$3)}' temp_2 >
ssd_unbias_remd.txt
#######################################################################
# use the ssd_unbias_norm.txt for calculating the free energy
# for free energy calculation we need SSD vs. 3rd col which is
prob(normalised)
#######################################################################
## This script is used for calculating deltaG of adsorption
## Needs remd_pmf.txt contains PMF profile from remd_dlvo script
## Needs unbiased prob distribution from unbias script
##
FH="remd.pmf"
awk -v a_norm="$norm_start" '
BEGIN {
R=1.987/1000
T=298
N=0
a=0
normcount=0
}
{
a++
SSD[a]=$1
Prob[a]=$3
if (SSD[a] > a_norm)
{
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normsum+=Prob[a]
normcount++
}
else
{
psum+=Prob[a]
N++
}
}
END {
# print "N is :",N
# considering wei yang data with 12A monolayer coverage
[delta] and 0.2 A width
delw=12/0.2
normfact=normsum/normcount
Gads=-R*T*log(psum/delw/normfact)
print "overall Gads is",Gads
}' ssd_unbias_remd.txt
##################### CLEAN UP ##############################
dir=test_"$test"/"$sam"/seed"$seed"
mv remd.pmf "$dir"/
mv ssd_unbias_remd.txt "$dir"/remd.prob
rm norm_temp_2 a comment_file safe_ssd pmf_nhist_2 temp_2 hist.txt

Procedure for calculating the interaction energy:
Program: ACESS II
Input script: (sample script)
The sample script for calculating the interaction energy using the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ method
is described below. The atomic coordinate for the molecule under study can be specified using
either Z-matrix format or XYZ format. To get a interaction energy profile, the distance between
water and the ethane molecule is increased in 0.1 Å and interaction energy is computed. This is
done by subtracting the energy reported for monomers (i.e., ethane and water separately) form
the total energy reported for complex. For the same interaction distance and geometry, single
point energy were evaluated using CHARMM force field with infinite cutoff and using no
periodic boundary conditions. The test molecule (ethane, ethanol) are optimized individually
using CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ method and the water geometry is imported from the TIP3Pm
geometry. No scaling was performed on the interaction energy of the CHARMM values as
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performed during the optimization of the charges in CHARMM force field, as the standard
procedure, this was neglected as we used a post-Hartree Fock method.
EthaneWater
H
-0.331 -0.551 -0.881
H
1.091 0.000 0.000
H
-0.331 -0.551 0.881
C
0.000 0.000 0.000
H
-0.220 1.972 -0.881
H
-1.642 1.420 0.000
H
-0.220 1.972 0.881
C
-0.551 1.421 0.000
O
3.200 0.000 0.000
H
3.764 0.000 0.773
H
3.807 0.000 -0.740
*ACES2
CHARGE=0
MULTIPLICITY=1
BASIS=AUG-CC-PVTZ
COORD=CARTESIAN
LINDEP_TOL=5
MEMORY=2GB
CALC=CCSD(T)
SPHERICAL=ON
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